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PORTLAND,

ESTABLISHED JCM S3, ISOS-YOL, 20.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
ibliahed every day (SuudayB excepted,) by the

t

IRTLAND

97 Exchange St., Portland.
■rms; Eitht Dollars a Year. To mail enbserlb
Seven Dollar* a Year, if paid In advance.

HOURS.

Jgf Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will he promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.
moneT refunded.
The following Trade Circular is respectfully presented by the undersigned lietail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Ates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
xth of oclnmn, constitutes a “square.”
1.60 per square,daily first week; 75 cents per
«k after; three insertions or lees, $1.00; continu
50 cents,
every other day after lirafc week,
lalf square, three insertions or leee, 75 cents;
, week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
peoial Notioch. one-third additional,
fnder head of “Amusements” and “Auction
,es,” $2.00 per square per week; three icaerjb or less. $1.50.
lvertiaements inserted in the “Maine State
8g (which has a large circulation in every part
he State), for $1.00 per square for lir^t inserand 50 cents per square for each subs uent

A

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DRESSES DYED TO PATTERS all new shades.
a

«/iL

POTHETABY)
tion of Prescriptions

The Carfrel
a

Specialty.

a

MATErIaEn,Architect*’ A
ARTISTS’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goode
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congrese St

Blank Rook*.
Stationery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOKS.
FRANK B.
615

Congress

CLARK,

St.

and Shoe*, Fine €'u*ioan Work,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE Co., 222 Middle St.

—

BOOTS

and Sheen* Fine and Medium Goods at
J. H. WETHERELL & CO..
prices.
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 2£5 Middle St.

100IVS PAPERS

Boot*

and

successor

Gow,

PONCE,

Exchange and Middle St.
Funs lathing Good*.

y dren’s, Wholesale and
CXEOTIIING,
BOSTON & PORTLAND

/■1LOTHIIVG. Men’*, Youth’s & Roy*’
V-/ Fin© Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C. J. & F. R. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

OTHES!

Dyed

-AND

PLUMMER, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts

/
CIOBSETS,

GOODS, Silk*,
Good*. Woolens, Linens,

DRY MILLKTT &

6

D

13 Preble Street,

dren’s Ginghaui. Linen

Calling

and

I

and White and Taney

Pique Suits, Ages from 2

Custom nml Ready Unde Clothing
Gents' Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN & COMPANY, 228 Middle St

IU.OKI8T8,Funeral
specialty.
W.
Flowers

BT USING

to 10 years, which are to

Designs nud Choice

be sold much under reg-

a

CO., 616 Congress

E. MOR I ON &

St

ular prices.

Douedic, Candies,
Foreign
Children’s Christmas Toys.
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 486 CongreM St

OHLOTTERBfOK’S FRUIT,
a, Wart & Banioo Solvent

und Upholstery.
Medium and Common

ITiCRNITUBB
B'ine,

Goods,

PORTLAND FURNITURE Go., 40 Exchange St.
& Kerosene Fixtures, U.-imps &r.
Old Fixtures Bebronxed.
CLEVELAND & MABSTON, 128 Exchange St

GA8

For sale by all Orugirfsto
ice »5 cento.
bo eourtnccMi like thousand?
v it and you will
Vave used it and now testify to it* value.
wari
4 f«r Schleutrb&clL's €«r^x

m

■

*»•»« «* otWrr*

Houlton.

Hole

and Stoves.

Co-operating Committee—Rev.

Rev. G. S.

JiASH,

CURE IS QUARANTEKB^JBt

vent and
>▼23

and

Range,
FURNACES,
Rgeuts for the improved Highland Range.
No. 6 Exchange St
O. M. & D. W.

irely harmless; is not & caustic.
amoves Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callout
mt leaving » blemish,
ish for applying in each bottle.
A

ClT

r_I_»
sao»*

AS Fixtures. Kerosene Camps A
1
Fixtures liebrouxed and Giluo
tvl«*»
UU V A

O.

GX.V<

>»

Colton Underwear.

state

answer
TILL Tray or pay royalty. For
kind of article patented. Inventors please
Address CAPITAL, Press office.
•.
dlw*
ji20

guarantee the largest

f-1 BCKERS.

goods and

Can do better U the We*ttk»n !n any
other Ipeetion oi the Country*
None Better!
e Opportunities I-Few us Good,
prodnchvo rQrapidly growing: Towns (most
alone: tho
s of Minnesota, Dakota, and Towa)
of the Chicago &
iitly constructed linenuneaualed
tent Badway. offer
ushing buFineFR
iculars address CHAS. L* «I
d Commissioner C. & N. W.Ky Co..g^

■—Jps

Store.
Hair Goods
MAER
A.

FERN. Special Fine, Hew
Buffalo i’l Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
tap. end Fin. Manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs, Robes, Ac.
G. A. SUSSKRAUT, 232 Kiddle St.

a

suitably

HATS,

d3t*
=

JEWEEKlf,

Lease.

JEWELRY,

JE

f®miYai:e7

No. 4 Elm St

fahcy

MEI.S.E1VEKV

Cheap. MlLLlHERYi

EASTMAN & CUTTS,
Noe. 1 & 2 United States Hotel Building.

purchaser.
INS1JBANCE

Music Books, Wlriugs, HnsMCal
Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA C. STOURBRIDGE, 166 Exchange St

MU8IU*

CO.,

MUSIC Books, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments, &c.
0. K. HAWES. 177 Kiddle St

MUSIC

17 Exchange Street.

d4w

A

Eye*

Goodh

««

Greet

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color, The beet make.
No. 4 Exchange Street.
0. H.

FARLEY,
OTTAGB Hou“o with small barn and lot 80 ,
by 00 feet, very pleasantly located on Mon- |
PAPER HANGINGS, Interior Bccoratreet. will be sold very low. Inquire of C. W.
jfc
tiens, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
may30dtf
I, 7 Willis Street
G. M. BOS WORTH, 591 Congress M
TJIANOS; €7 bickering A ^onn, Linderman

I

B^

Open to day

a new

nod OryuaM of best make*.
Five makes of Pianos and four ot Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free >S* Bloc*

piANOS

lot of

Oi gauN. Weber*
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
FIAIIOM
43n
YvT.
&

Kinaicfa

A

M. FUKBDSH

in

the most desirable styles.

just opened the largest

and

best

found in Portland. Prices 87%, $1,00. $1.25,
$1.50.

rs

All kinds Frame*
Frame Tlt’y.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. H. KNIGHT. 37 Temple Street.

-3

1UUE TO OBOK81, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL & CO.. Under Preble House.

;

Hardware, Harness Leathei
Wholesale and Retail.
and Horse Goods.
GEORGE M. NELSON & Co. 119 Exchange 3t

SADDLERY

Unrnace* A

reduce our stock

much as possible
semi annual stock
1.—the time of
gliall oiler extra inducements to puras
our

of

asols, Spring Dress (Ms
—amy—

TRIMMINO-s.
GEO. A. GAY 8c CO.,

93 Congress St., Corner Brown.

Je22_

St

L^HIBTN

!RIRT WRAPPERS
,g-»e

A

RE
paui
to order.

JE.

assort-

ment of

■\ order to
re July
z

Congress

SON.

__eodtf

FOB _SALE.

COUNTY, CITY, & TOWN Rl HIS FOB SALE.
One of the most useful and valuable inventions of the age.
Endorsed by leading scientific and business
men.

Manufactures heat and illuminating gas by an
process and at nominal cost
from Petroleum and Kerosene oils.
No Ashes. No dust. No Inconvenience.
Stoves run without care at a saving of 25 ter
cent.
At slight additional expense over cost of
heating aud cooking arrangements, apparatus can
be attached to make tirst class illuminating
gas.
Ladies are debghted with it and regard it as a

ingenious yet simple

“Household Favorite.”
Stove dealers can add it t© their regular busi-

ness and make money.
For keauide and mountain resorts, camping-out
purposes, country and city residences and for
making steam for mechanical purposes it is very

valuable.

Easy to operate and even a child
it with entire safety.
To see it is to be convinced.

can

manage

TRIAL.

€$IVE IT A

at No. 9 Exchange St*
Now on
All are cordially invited to call
(Jaunty, city and tou n right* for «nle for
place* in Maene not already *old.

exhibition

Correspondence solicited and promptly answered.

Fuel

Liquid

Maine
;>

Portland,

Company,

exchange; street.

June

7, 1882.

junlSdlm

Rev. E. E. Strong of Boston, Editor of tb6
Missionary Herald made an address in behalf
of foreign missions.
Rev. Mr. Pope of Thomaston presented the
resolutions:
Resolved—That in view of the careless neglect and systematic desecration of the Sabbath which' so abound, and the duly of Christians singly and organized to guard our Lord’s
honor in this signal point, therefore
Resolved—That a committee of three be appointed to confer and co-operate with a similar committee of other denominations with
reference to tho hotter observance and protection of the Lord’s day.
Rev. B. P. Snow of Houlton read a teport

following

the condition of Sunday schools.
Rev. C. L. Woodworth of Boston addressed
the meeting in behalf of tho American Mis-

on

sionary Association.
The afternoon services were of a devotional
nature and included the communion of tho
Lord’s supper. This service closed the session
of the conference.
The following resolutions were adopted:
Resolved, That this conference desires to
place on record the renewed assurance of its
unqualified faith iu the soundness of prohibition; its thankful acknowledgement of tho
has
and
change it
salutary
great
wroughtin our State and the belief which wo
express with the full force of our convictions
that it is destined to achieve a complete success.

Resolved, That wo will not cease to- move
heaven by our prayers and public sentiment
by our persuasions and acts till the end aimed
at in the prohibitory measures be fully secured.
Resolved, That we recommend that tho
coming Sabbath special prayer be offered for
Iowa, that in tho election to be held in that
State Tuesday, the 27th, the cause of temperance and truth may prevail.
On motion of Hon. Joshua Nye a vote of
thanks was extended to tho Central Church,
trustees of the Theological Seminary, managers of railroads and steamboats and press,
AEERICAN MISSIONARY AID.

The Woman’s

Aid

to

the American Mis-

sionary Association held its annual meeting
this afternoon iu the First Parish vestry. The
report of the committee shows the amount of
funds raised to be 55GGG.17 which has been
devoted to fhe support of two lady mi: sionaries,
Miss Farrington at Wilmington, N. C., and
Miss Lunt at Selma, Ala. The election of
officers result d iu the re-election of the same
as last year.

Straw Hats of every description rellnished to compare favorably with new
goods.. We make a specially of this
work and keep a large variet y of black
and fancy colored bands; Also, Gentlemen's Straw Hats made to order.

O. I). Hillman &

CJo.,

(STRAW FACTORY,

98 and 100 Cross Street.
jne20

dlw

Kitchen

OCR FRENCH CITIZENS.

C'ose of the Convention at Lewiston.—A
Grand Procession.

Lewiston, June 22. St. John's Day has
been observed in Lewiston iu an enthusiastic
manner. Tbo local societies formed in line at
8 o'clock and attended mass at St. Peter’s
Church, after which they received visiting societies from difforont quarters. At 11 o’clock
tho grand procession was formed. In it were
fourteen organizations with six bands and allegorical representations of St. Jean Baptiste.

CJTOVEN, flange* and Furnace*Goods.
►3
Agent for wood, Bishop & Co.s’
W. I). AMES, 29 Market Square.

After marching through the principal streets
the procession marched to Auburn Heights,
where a monster picnic was held. Speeches
were made by President Keegan and others.
The festivities close to-night with a concert by
the band of tho Victoria Rifles of Montreal.

OTOVE8, Haugen, and Furnace*.
3 Solo Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A. N. NOYES & SON, 12 Exchange St
Furnace*, and flange*.
Solo Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
F. & C. B. NASH, 172 & 174 Fore St

STOYB8,

(mud the best

Alway
TAILOR,
German, French and English Goods.
89
W. H.
s

on

KOHLING,

l ine

Exchange 3t

Gao<!» and

a

.CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
mAlliOli AND DRAPER.
Jt Fino Goods always on hand. Sati faction
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal .\t
glut ran t^ed.
D. E

eodtt

ence.

Ranges,
STOYEN,
Supplies. Agents for the “Crawford Range.”
KNIGHT & H( ‘WARD. 233 & 235 Federal St.

and Draper.
TAILOR
First-class Work
Specialty.

oil, substantial real estate, in this
ic good .condition, is well located,
paying ten per cent. For further
h'tilars, address 11. f. W., fare Letarrler No. 0, Portland, We.

Roy. Theodore Gerrish representing the
Maine M. E. Conference west of the Kennebec, presented the greetings of that confer-

afternoon session.

PORTLAND, ME.

& Son. Ed McCameron & Maine Piano Co.’s
BAILEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.

I
e

Fuel Fo.,

Liquid

JL

'JO. A. GAY A CO.

k

E. a. F0WI.K,

5t
Clapp’s Block,
and
Millinery < oo.li.,
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons,’ blowers & Laces.
A. K. BARNES, 444 Congrefs St.

FOB SALE.

in

Goods.

F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.
taiilob. a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wcar.
AIG. 8. FERNALD, 237 Middle S

&

S of any desired size, situated on Per 1, Lin:>]n and Kennebec streets in Po"- ml, on

8

Imported

hoods,
Milliheby
Velvets, P’lowers and Real laicea.
MRS. .1. DRY DEN,
Congress

_i_-.

—

nient of

Millinery.
MRS,

JOHN C PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.

>CEAIV

Watched, Clocks anil Silve.

Merchant

$1200“

LL buv the new two-story Frame House No.
21 \Valnut St., Eastern Promenade. Lot
>
House arranged for two families. A fine
.f tho Islands, Casco Bay and the country,
to

asy terms to

The Maine

St

OWEN, Ml ORE A CO.. 507 & 509 Congress
l ERCHAHT Tailor. A Fine Asmm-c-

iTJL

Real Estate Broker,
180 Middle St.

lid for Sale

609

Watch**, Clocks, Silver *
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT. 613Congress

n?" IP GLOVES, «,«<■<•*, Sumllwaren and
JjLi.adics’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
V

Power l

MOIVEY.

MAKE

TO

Gold and

WELBY,

JEWELRY,
Ware,

miles fr*m Portland, one mile
rotn Saccarappa, 100 acres best tillage land,
76 tons hay, uice orchard, grafted fruit, two
d house, 13 rooms. Stable, Barn and hen
* all id
good repair. -Will take a house in city
Terms easy.
Woodford’s in part payment.

ieod3w

'itf

jnelO

Heat!

Moderator.

Rev. R. T. Howard presented the greetings
of tho Free Baptist conference.
Prayer was
offered by Rer. C. Davidson of Greenville.

Clocks.

Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, Ac.
J., A. MERRILL & CO., 239 Middle St

7

Only

492 & 494 CONGRESS ST,
Light!

E5ESffiuii

H. Quixt,

24.

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

Silver Platers.
JEWELRY,"
Manuf’rs,
WENTWORTH,
Congress

ESTATE.

WALDRON,

Watches,

Diamonds,

Silverware
ATWOOD &

W. IT.
Jeod2w*

be found in

to

RARE CHANCE

CongresB St
SYLVESTER,
Watchca, Chronometer*,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER & CO., 61 Exchange St
Watches, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 621 Congress, cor. Casco St

Ocean st., Woodford’s, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
.d. For particulars inquire at the next house,
C. H. ALLEN,
dress
6d8w*
Standish, Maine.

Grorham,

lowest

this market.

pharmacy.
liun:do. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic
M. D. 410
S. E.

LET.
_

arm

as-

a-

The finder will be

REAL

prices

the

Aloxzo

Marshall M. Cutler, Secretary.
From the General Association:
Middletowx, Conn., June 21,1882.
The General Association of Connecticut to the
GeiteraL Conference of Maine:
Greetings: We heartily reciprocate and thank
you for your Christian salutation. Ephesians 6: 23-

York Goods.
HATS

.-

#

CO., No. 9 Market Square

HIRYESH
CHAS.

Press Oflic
leaving
* it at the

'S'o Let or

Hair Jewelry and Human
all kinds mads to order.

ITltinuer:.. and dealers in
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
J. WALKER & CO., 153 & 165 Middle St

of Pine and Vaughn streets,

TO

St

we

oi

HARDWARE,
T. L. MERRILL &

kOST.
s(y

Congress

BLOCKLINGEIt, 424 Congress St.
Cutlery, Tools,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.

LOST AND
^

fco.. Bus.

583

FINHINU TAEK1.E.
So*
Du pout’s 1*0 U £) f It, and
dfERDItOUi. (4. L. BAILEY. 22J Middle St.

•>24

J

Fine Teas, and

AND
Agent for

/

inducements
meo<*cainULL^

.*\®$fErcoat.

Flour,
&

OF

Eft

& «««-■».

Spices, Rutter,
GpiiCFiFrB^i
wl[i7,L^r,IILUKKN CO..
Pure

(Signed)

sortment, the best made

'_47

ME»
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
WANT

wxn

and

replenished

IP,OUr’
(JKOCEKlf^ 2%UR & C0., Free Street

_

«—»•

Furnishing Goods, Neckwear,
Underwear &c. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARLES CnSTIS_&CO.. 483 Congross Rt
£-i BOCER1BB, Wholesale and Retail.
Ijr GEO.O. SHA W SCO., 585 Si 687 Cong. A 235
Middle. Send for price list.

irw^r^sasd*%r^«i'

II. Fenn,
Wheel-

The following telegraphic responses wero
read yesterday from tbo General Association
of Massachusetts:
Fitchburg, Mass., June 21,1882.
To the General Conference of Maine:
sco

s—

--

.1

_

EJT

WANTS.

this de-

Our stock in

goods

1A<

W.

Dickerman, Hon. J. S.

wright.

'1 EJjTS’

_

Wanted, A Patent.

a

large purchase of Chil-

YKING. Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feallier-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYE HOUSE 13Preble St, op., Preble House.

JUNE

Corns5

Your

are

We have just snade

Oards and Bine Stationery.
ENGRAVING.
WILLLAM S. LOWELL, 613 Congress St,

perpaj

sneodtf

3

Hosiery,

iim5

Wedding

POttTbASD, MAUVE.
id cents

&c.

0.04,4
DBY
Gloves, Worsteds, Yanis, &e.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.

FOREST CITT DTE HOUSE

’oves cleaned every (lay at

Were.

669 Congress St.
Shawl*, Dross

LITTLE. 516 CongressSt.
F\RY Goods. Fum y Goods,
Fine
1
X/ Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c,
BINES BKOS, 241 & 243 tuaOlA St.

ex-

FOSTER’S

demen

China and Glass
R. S. RAND,

CROCKERY,

pressed C. O. D.

—

Kid Gloves.

Ribbon*,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c
E. S. MERRILL. 467 Congress St

and Pres«ed by Tailor’*
Pre»*it»en, at a trifling

indies

St

Committee to Visit the Bangor Theological
Seminary—Aroostook conference, Rev. E. P.
Eastman; Cumberland, Rev. D. M. Seward,
D. D.; Cumberland North, Rev. W. P. Fisher;
Franklin, Rev. A. W. Moore; Hancock, Rev.
C. W. Huntington; Kennebec, Rev. C. A.
White; Lincoln and Sagadahoc, Rev. H. O.
Thayer; Oxford, Rev. E. C. Ingalls; Penobscot, Deaoon Jacob Temple; Somerset, Rev.
Eli Mitchell; Union, Rev. Z. Crowell; Waldo,
Rev. J. A. Ross; Washington, Rev. C. W.
Whittier; York, Rev. George Lewis.
Committee to Visit Bowdoiu College—Rev.
W. It. Richards, Rev. F. D. Kelsev, Rev. C.
A. Dickinson, Prof. Rolliston Woodbury, Rev.
FT E. Mott.
Waili Ihe Hallowell Classical
School—Rev. G. &na-oar r
Cross, Rev. H. S. Huntington.
Delegates to Congregational Union of England and Wales—Rev. W. H. Fenn.
Congregational Union of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick—Rev. C. G. McCully, Calais;
alternate, Rev. B. P. Snow.
To the Maine Methodist Conference—Rev.
J. Torrey, D. D.; alternate, Rev. E. S. Tead.
To the East Maine Methodist Conference—
Rev. C. D. Crane; alternate, Rev. B. B. Morrill.
To the Free BaDtist Yearly meeting—Rev.
A. P. Tinker; alternate, J. G. Wilson.
To the Maine Baptist Missionary Convention—Rev. E. N. Smith; alternate, Rev. J. 0.
H. Ropes.
To the Yearly Meeting of Friends—Rev. F.
E Ciark.
To the next Meeting of the General Conference in Houlton, June 21, 1883-Preacher,
Rev. S. F. Stearns; Rev. H. L. Griffin, alternate.
Committee of Arrangements—Rev. L. P.
Snow, Almon H. Fogg, Lewis Johnson of

IIownery. Kid Glove*, Eace*,
CORSETS
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E.

Cleansed

expense, and

Satin-

WATCH nnd~uiock~M.akcr,
Oliver Gerrish,

at

WK SEN TER & CO.’S, 51 Exchange .Tree

In all its

221

varieties, wholesale

and retail.

Middle

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

G.
nta

Lu

BAILEY.

y22

dtf

mi.t\ IS.'

KEN ISON
lias opened an owce in
Portland andean be tv' tid
at

; No. 276 Middle St.
<

ver

Edwards & Walker’s

^/Hardware
Juue

fire twice but

score,

from

It has been a brilliant and happy occasion for
the French, whose dwellings have been profusely decorated with American flags and the

tri-colors of France.
Launch at Bath.
Bath, June 22. Goss, Sawyer & Packard
launched to-day schooner Annie G. Pardee,
6-10 tons, owned by F. W. Benedict aud others

Capt. Benjamin
Crosby, who will command her,

of New Haven, Conn., and

3rd io?6<>th.
dtt

h?use oc-

was

Baved.

Poisoned by a Bologna.
Biddef iBD, June 22. Mrs. Martha P.Whitehead, a widow lady iu Saco, died yesterday
i'orr. the effects el poison, supposed to have
bean taken in a bologna sausage eaten last
Thursday, as Bhe was taken sick soon aftsr eat-

ing it.

Personal.

Rockland, June 22. Solon Chase arrived
here this evening, en route for Belfast, where
he attends the County Convention to-morrow.
Suicide of

F.

a

Maine Man.

Boston, June 22. The body of the man
found recently in Malden woods, and who was
supposed to have been murdered, has been
identified as tnat of Elmer Valentine, whose
mother lives at Mechanic Falls, Me., and who
worked in a shoe shop at Marlboro*. It is
clearly a case of suicide.

Moore, Farmington.

ity, overwork, rheumatism,
consumption,
neuralgia,
liver complaints, kidney
troubles, &c.r and it never
fails to render speedy and
permanent relief.

Commercial St.

FFIZV and Ca*ket Mauufacturer*,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange

ClJ

teautifully

or

at

POOR,

Exchange Street.sndt/
Can be

has been thoroughly
for dyspepsia, indigestion,
biliousness, weakness, debil-

Retail.

variety and
Specialy
C©AE
factory Price*.
JOS. H.
No. 253

Snow.
Committee on Sabbath School—Rev. B. P.
Snow; Prentiss Loring, Portland; Rolliston
Woodbury, Castine; J. Milton Daggett, BanRev. H. A.
gor; Rev. C. H. Pope, Thomaston;

tested

clothing Co., 265 Middle.

jMli. DAVI8
OUR 0U9

Brown’s Iron Bitters

d.

in full

10

for temporary recuperation.

BURLEIGH * Co.
184 Middle Stro*t.
Men’* Roy*’ and Child-

IN THE CITY.

cording Secretary, E. F. Duren, read the necrology of the year, during which 440 church
members have been removed by death.
The report of the committee on nominations
B. P. Snow of Aroostook
was made by Mr.
Conference, as follows, which was adopted;
Committee of Publication—Deacon E. F.
Duren, Bangor; Rev. II. S. Huntington,
Gorham; Rev. J. E. Adams, Bangor.
Assistant Corresponding Secretary—Rev. J.
Evarts Pond, Waldoboro.
Secretary for Sabbath Schools—Rev. B. P.

cor.

CLOTIHNGand

ietail .Stock

U. 53

Middle St

& 186

Bangor, Jane 22.—The closing sessions of
the General Conference of Congregational
The Rechurches of Maine occurred today.

your preparation a necessity;
and if applied, will save hundreds who resort to saloons

Manufacturer and Importer
CIGARS.
T.?/v,H.a,Tanarigars* Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESIX)

LARGEST

THE

Congress Street

Maker*

and Cpho!*tercr«
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CARINET
DEANE BROS. &
183

SANBORN,

Closing Day of the General Conference
at Bangor.

Gents:—The foolish wasting of vital force in business,
pleasure, and vicious indulgence of our people, mates

Fine Confection*,
I. F. LORD,
(\4!VDIE8
y
to
Allen
666

'R THE NEXT SIXTY DAVS.

THE CON GREGATION A LISTS

*

low

in the double tenement

Fire in Levant.
Bangor, June 22. Fire at Levant yesterday
afternoon destroyed the buildings and household goods of James P. Wiggin and R. H.
IK,re. Loss over $5000; smtll insurance.

MAINE.

at the same time abso-

was

cupied by James W. Waldron and Rev. P. C.
Buinpus. The outbuildings of Isaac Haines
were burned, and the Methodist meeti»g-house

caught

Rev. G. W. Rice, editor ol
the American Christian Review, says of Brown’s Iron
Bitters:
Cin.,0.,Nov. 16,1S81.

&

The fire

by telegraph.

-iy kill the desire for
whiskey and other intoxicating beverages.

Art

Specialty.

jnel 5snlm

1

.v:

E. DANA JR., 689 Congress St
photography
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

•TOIL' BARGAIN
-IN

I’m,o

non-

intoxicating stimulant, and
it will, in nearly every case,
take the place of all liquor,

j APOTHECPerfumes.
ARIES; Chemicals,
Articles &*
.Imported
Soaps,
GUPPY,
CtaDgreas
A

to be a

guaranteed

is

T< ilet
KINSMAN & ALDEN, 473

$1.

dle and South Atlantic States.

Brown’s Iron Bitters

APOTHECARIES;

COATS DYED FOR .Si

FEATHERS

Brown’s Iron Bitters

aMERICAN WATt'HKN, Fine
Jewelry Silverware. Clocks, dfcc.
OHAS. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street
Drug*, Paints,Oils,
Agfa. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.. 21 Market Square

SENATE.

City Block Iff Belfast Damaged.

Cause, an over-heated flue; no insurance. The
For New England,
stocks of W. T. Colburn, shoes, and Isaac AlSlight warmer and fair weather, light westerly ]
lard, jewoler, were removed. The office of the
to southerly winds and lower barometer.
weather bulletin.
Progressive Age, in the third story, and other
Another
occupants wore injured by water.
The barometer is highest in the middle Atlantic States, and lowest in Arizona. Warm
fire at midnight burned a vacant house owned
fair weather has prevailed in New England
by Frank P. Eamos on the east side of the
and Middle Atlantic States and lower lake
the
region, with light south to west winds on re- river.
Stables Burned in Brewer.
coast and easterly winds in the low?r lake
Local rains are reported from the SouthBangoe, June 22. A fire at Brewer to-day
gion
ern States, upper lake region and Northwest,
destroyed a barn and two stables belonging to
with variable winds anti Blight changes in
Melville Malley. The property was insured
lake
the
region,
in
upper
temperature except
for $1200.
where the temperature lias risen about 10
A Blaze in Oldtown.
and
partly
The indications are that warmer
on
districts
in
the
Fire in Oldtown to-day created much alarm,
cloudv weather will prevail
the Atlantic coast, with local rains in the Midrad assistance was obtained from this city.

is one of the very few tonic
medicines that are not composed mostly of alcohol or
whiskey, thus becoming a
fruitful source of intemperance by promoting a desire
for rum.

A GKKf.l LTlTBMi TOO 1.8. GARDEN
Field and Flower Seeds. Fertilizers, &c.
WM. C. SAWYER & CO.. 6, 7 & 9 Preble St.

XLVIIth Congress-ist Session.

Belfast, Juhe 22. The City Block, corner
of Main and High streets, owned by J. Y. McClintock, has been damaged $500 by fire.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer. Washington, D. C.,
)
June 23, 1 A. M.

No Whiskey!
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Rescue of a Shipwrecked Crew.
St. John, June 22.—The Boston steamer
this evening had on hoard Capt. Bastwick and
crew of the schooner Leilab, wrecked MonLittle River, Me. She was bound
from St. John to Rockland with a cargo of
near

cordwood.

Sunk by an Iceberg.
St. Johns, N. F., June 22.—Steamship Astrnbal of London, 1104 tons, loaded with deals
from St. John, N. B., struck au iceberg and
sank off Point Lauce at 1 o’clock this morning.
The crew of 25 were picked up by Lawrence
Dinn’s fishing craft and safely landed at St.
No

the Union as a state, with a copy of the proposed constitution. Referred to the committee
on territories.
Mr. Allison reported favorable from the committee on appropriations the house joint resolution appropriating $.'13,000 to continue work
of the Arctic exploration at or near the shores
of Lady Franklin Bay, and of scientific observations at Point Barrow, Alaska, during 1883.
Passed.
Several bills and resolutions were presented
and appropriately referred.
The Senate bill granting the Mississippi,
Albuquerque and Interocean railway right of
nj through the Indian Territory was passed.
The House national bank charter bill was
then taken up.
Mr. Vest offered a substitute directing the issue of treasury notes in place of national bank
notes and forbidding creation of any uew national banks.
i'll.

Adjourned.

.Appointment of a Commission askch x-—.
_

on

_

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Executive Nominations.
At a meetiue of the
Governor and Council to-day, Hon. J. Patterson was appointed Superintendent of Public
Insrructiou (or the ensuing two years; Emery
J. Randall of Somersworth and F. E. l’otter of
Portsmouth v. ore appointed Trustees of the
New Hampshire Asylum for the Insane.

Concord, Juno 22.

Jennie Cramer’s Murder.
New Haven, June 22.—In the Malley trial
to-day Dr. Francis A. Harris, medical examinSuffolk county,
er for the northern district of
Mass., testified that his duties wore to examine
into all cases where death is supposed to have
resulted from violeuce aud if found so to report
a police or trial justice
Mr. Jones asked the witness a question previously put to the other medical exports concerning the finding of the body of the Cramot girl
Aug. 6, last, the handling it underwent at the
undertakers, &c., also the post mortem which*
resulted iu finding 3 1-10 grains of arsenic in
the stomach filled with partially digested food.
“Now, doctor, on that state of facts I want you
to tell the jury what in your judgment was the
result of death?” to which the physician answered, “the only reasonable opinion that
could be formed was that she died from drowning, if I follow the question correctly, that the
organs of the body were healthy which would
indicate that death from natural causes had
not taken placoand it leaves the determination
of the cause of death between two things -arsenical poisoning and drowning, and of these
two the proper opinion should be that the cause
of death was drowning.”
“Have you any doubt about it?”
“No sir.”
“I want to ask you if the tisenic found in
the stomach and intestines had anything to do
v, ith the fatal issue of the case, the death,there
being no inflammation in those organ-?”
No, sir, it would have no influence. Arsenic, when it produces fatal poison, must do so
either by the effect of violent local inflamatiou
or by the effec' upon other parts of the system,
the other organs and tissues, after it has been
absorbed. The arsenic, iu the question you put
me, has been absorbed, consequently it has no
it
effect upon the remote organs and tissues;
has created no local inflammation in this case,
therefore the influence of that particular arsenic upon th9 result is nothing.”
“What would be the effect of a fatal dOBe
taken into the stomach by a person not accustomed to the use of the poison?”
“I should expect to find the stomach and intestines almost throughout their entire extent,
oven including the rectum inflamed, but this is
said to be not Invariably the case.”
“I desire to ask you not what is possible bat
what is natural; what you would expect to
find.”
“I have already stated I should expect to
■

findjiuflammation.”

Charles H. Smith, of Savin Rock, a boatman,
testified that iu his opinion Jennie Creamer’s
body could not have floated that morning to
where it was taken out if it bad come ou that
tide from the second landing on Kelsey’s
wharf. There wore two reasons for his opinion ; one was the water was not deep enough
to float a body over the bar, and the other that
the current that morning would havo carried
a body more to the eastward toward the harbor.
~_
National Eclectic Convention.
New Haven, June 22.—Iu the National
Eclectic convention this forenoon it was re1, ott d that the treasurer last year received
§»>,290 and spent §7,255 more. It appeared
that there were delinquent doctors, some of
whom have not paid their dues for three years.
It appeared also that some doctors who havo
paid their dues have not received their certificates.
College delegates have some privilege*
in the association which other members have
not.
A proposition of a leveling kind crea'ed
some excited discussion on the part of the collegians. The other delegates wanted the right
of eclectic colleges to diotato in the election of
olficers stamped out. Finally it wasdecided to
have the proposed amendment to the by-laws
There was more fun and
lay over ono year.
excitement however afterwards during motions and countermotions arising out of a
proposition not to have any discrimination
concerning college delegates during the present convention. Then papers were read until
This evaning the
noon on medical subjects.
association will have a soiree at SaviDj Eock.
An Imprisoned American.
New Yonk, June 22. A Washington special
says Michael Hart, one of the Americans who
has been in prison in Ireland some nine
months has returned to his home in Lawrence,
Mass. His friends here have received letters
from him, stating thet he will present a claim
dust Great Britain.
for false imprisonmei.'
Ho will also put iu a ts.■ in ial asking Congress
attention of the
to enforce it by oallu
British Government ! it
'.asking that reasonable damage be v,i f, unless a cause be
n and confinement.
given for Hart’s appro
One® More for that prague Estate.
22.—A meeting of
Providence, E. I .Iu
the Sprague creditors, cud d in|the Sprague insition
to convey the
the
in
terest, to consider
trust estates to the Qcu lek Company, was
held to-day. Few if any ,7 the large creditors
Wm. G.
were present.
wry presided. The
vote on the resolution approving the proposition received 13 yeas and 3 nays. A committee
of thioe was appointed to solicit signatures, and
at the close of the meeting two signatures were
■

■

appended, representing §925.

Michael Davitt.
New York, June 22. Michael Davitt remained quietly at his hotel here to-night. He
will be in Now Haven Saturday, Hartford
Sunday, Providence the following Saturday
and Worcester on Sunday. He sails for Europe July Gth.
Base Ball.
At Cleveland—Bostons 9; Clevelands 4.
At Chicago—Chicagos S; Worcesters 7.
At Buffalo—Buffalos 17; Troys (i.
At Detroit—Providence 15, Detioits 5.

The Tennessee Democratic Convention.
Nashville, June 22.—The Democratic
state convention on the fifth ballot, after midnight, nominated Gen. Win. B. Bate for Gov-

Washington, June 22.—Miss Chevallier of
Boston, secretary of tho National society for
the protection of the insaue, accompanied by
Dr. Geo. M. Beard of New York, Dr. W. W.
Godding, superintendent of the government
hospital for the insane, and Rev. W. H. Hicks,
pastor of the Tabernacle, and who is now acting as Gaiteau’s spiritual advisor, had an interview with the President this afternoon by
special appointment and presented a petition
praying for a reprieve of Guiteau and for the

creation of a scientific commission to determine
upon the sanity or insanity of the condemned
mm.
The petition is signed by a number of
medical experts who stats their conviction that
Guiteau is insane, and urge the propriety of
such a commission.
The death warrant lias bseu engrossed, but it
will not be signed until the President makes a
formal decision on the applications now before
him for a respite and for a commutation of the
sentence to imprisonment for life.
Meanwhile
the gallows, which has been used three times
for previous executions, has been erected in
the north wing of the jail.
Guiteau is failing noticeably and rapidly. His
appetite is vory much less thau~ it was before
the effort to secure a writ of habeas corps from
Justice Bradley failed. The jail officers report
him as very serious and disinclined to talk.
They have decided to ad mit no one to see him
except the clergyman whom he has selected
and his counsel. Warden Crocker says, however, that there are no indications of insanity
and that he is, as he (the Warden) has
always thought he was, an entirely responsible man. The death warrant has not l.een
received yet at the jail, and of course will not
be until after the application for
a reprieve
now pending before the
President, shall
.have been determined.
No one expects
the
with
the
president will interfere
exeentiou of the sentence.
A few sentimentalists and
scientists
are
endeavoring to
induce tho President to grant a reprieve, iu
order that still, another investigation may be
made as to his sanity, but their failure is probable. Meanwhile the guard has been donbled
and Guiteau is kept under the closest surveillance day and night.

THE TORNADOES.
Loss Estimated as High as $3,000,000.
Chicago, Jane 22,—A Des Moines special
gives the (ol lowing estimates ot damage by the
cyclone: Boone county $20,000, Story county
$30,000, Jasper county $50,000, Poweshiek
county $30,000, Keokuk county $100,000, HenMount Pleasant county
ry county $500,000,
$700,000, Grinneil county $000,000, Malcom
county $180,000, Fondas county $10,000, Chicago and Itock Island railroad, merchandises
and property, $41,000; Iowa Central $10,000,
scattering damages $305,000; total $2,570,000.
Some estimate the loss at over three millions
dollars.
Another Appeal for Help.
Malcom, Iowa, June 22.—I have just returned from Northwestern Iowa to find this
town in ruins.
Ono-fonrth of the population
is entirely homeless aud destitute.
Every
business man has suffered severe losses and
are
None
houses
here
business
destryed.
many
are able to assist.
Every church aud public
We are obliged to hold
houso is destroyed.
Aid will bo thankfunerals in the streets.
fully received. Send contributions to W. E.
Gould, Cashier of Malcom Bank.
J. H. Duffus, Mayor.
(Signed)
Aid for the Sufferers.
Iowa City, la., June 22.—Iowa City is hold'
ing meetings in aid of the tornado sufferers.
Last evening a concert was given by the leading musicians of the city for the same purpose.

THE STRIKES.
Prospect that the Freight Handlers will
Succeed.
New York, June 22.—The situation of the
freight handlers’ strike is practioally unchanged and both employers and employed
seem determined to hold oat. Au opinion
prevails that the railroad companies will have
to give in either this afternoon or to-morrow.
The merchants, it is said, are using all their
powers of persuasion to induce the company to
give the increased wages. The “checkers”
who take account of freight as it goes i» and
out of the cars of the Erie road in Jersey City
refused to work with the 180 freight handlers
to-day and this has caused a suspension there.
Italian Strikes Inatlgati ag a Blot InJNew
York.
Albany. Jane 22.—At a late hoar this afternoon 220 Italian laborers employed on the
track between New Baltimore and Coxsackie
for the New York West Shore and Buffalo
Railroad struck for $1.50 per day. Lsd by
Frank Cavan, au Italian boarding lions'* boss,
Tr.ey engaged iu a riot.
They looked the
non-strikers up in Bhanties, put guards over
them and then attempted to throw au engine
and 20 flat cars down a 40 feet embankment.
Cavan defled Sheriff Churchill aud his posse
declaring he would fight the militia. Gov.
Cornell was applied to to-night to order the
militia to the scene.

THE BOYS IN BLUE.
National Encampment of the Grand Army
Baltimore, June 22.—Tbe sessiou of the
National Encampment Grand Army of the Republic today v.’.is opened with prayer by chaplain-iu-cbief J F. Lovering of Worcester,
Mass. The roll of members was called by Adjutant General Olin of Boston, and all the
chief officers and representatives from the various departments responded. The ntteudauce
Commander-in-chief Merrill
was very fall.
read his aunua! address, whioh deoiares the
order at present is iu the most auspicious hour
of its history with a membership of 100,000.
Hev. J. F. Lovering, Chaplaiu-in-Chief, submitted his report, which closed with au ode to
Baltimore.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:
Commauder-in-Chiof—Paul Vaudervoort of

Cheering Outlook in Illinois and Kansas.
Atchison, Kan., June 22. -Harvesters are
busy all over Kansas and even in the northern

sections the > ield will exceed the estimate of a
month ago, and wheat will in many sections
turn out 25 to 40 bushels to the acre, and of
very best quality. Rye aud oats are equally as
good and both are beyond danger. Corn is now
growing magnificently, the acreage being larger than ever.
Chicago. June 22.—Roports from the northwest continue favorable to a fine wheat crop.
From portions of Iowa ana Nebraska corn is
reported to be in a most encouraging condition
bat in some sections of those states and elsewhere in the northwest, its growth is backward
and the outlook less promising.

SINGULAR SUICIDES.
Three Young Children Take Arsenic and
Die.
Danville, 111., Jane 22.—Allie Mills, aged
14, Mary Ogiie, 17 and Mary Jones, 12, com—naiju,ift Lhis morning by taking arsenic.
Allie Mills gave as a reason tnav lot- liw
lived with a shameless woman; Miss Oglie’s
reason was that she was an orphan, and Mary
Jones took the drug because the others did.
The Ausonia Murder Case.
New Haven, Jane 22.—A petition fora
new trial for “Chip” Smith,
convicted of the
murder of Ch ef of Police Hayes of Ausonia,
was today served on the state attorney.
The
petition alleges newly discovered evidence on
the question of insanity.
The matter will
come before the July term of the Superior
Court.

FOREIGN.*

similar advice. The Ministers have ordered all
Europeans in the employ of tho Egyptian
Government to return to Cario and begin
work.
Tho News says it believes that Lord Dufferin has been instructed to confine his action at
the conference to eifectingsuch a settlement as
will provide for the maintenance of tho rights
of the Khedive, the preservation of the liberties of Egyptians, and the observance
of
Egypt’s international engagements.
The Standard says there is reason to believe
that there are differences in the Cabinet in regard to the Egvptian question, and that the
retirement of Right Hon. John Bright, should
active intervention be decided upon, is probable.
The Standard’s dispatch from Alexandria reports that she Khedive ha3 written-to Arabi
Pasha, eutrusting him with the entire command of the army.
Alexandria, June 22.—Tho oxodus of Europeans is diminishing. Much sensation has
been caused by an official violently denouncing Europeans at a reception given by the Khedive
It is understood that Sir Edward Malet
and M. Sienkiewicz, the British and French
Consuls General respectively, refuse to hold intercourse with the new Ministry.
Another Arctic Search Expedition.
London, June 22.—Capt. Sir George Nares
and Messrs. T. V. Smith and W. Leigh Smith
wtfut to Gravesend yesterday to bid farewell to
the officers and crew of the steamer Hope,
which sails to-day to assist in the search for
Leigh Smith and the crew of the Eira. The
Hope will first go to Hammerfest. She takes
five officers ane 32 men. Four of the officers
belong to the Royal navy. The Hope will take
two years provisions, also a year’s provisi jus
for the crew of the Eira. The committee having the matter in charge hare instructed Sir
Allen Young, the commander of the expedition
to av iid, if possible entering the ice, as they
feel mat it would be unjustifiable to imperil the
f the crew. Sir Henry Gore Booth, who
live
is all searching for the Leigh Smith Arctic exin the yacht Kara, has reached Trompedit
soe, is .rway.
Swift Retribution.
Ad v ices from Sherbro, an island near Sierra
Leone, May 21, state that natives of Mortio
having plundered a boat belonging to Buntbe
Island where the British Government officers
are stationed, and
having fired on the police
who went to arrest them, the Governor of Sier
ra Leone proceeded to Mortio with a force of
blue-jackets and inflicted a loss of 200 killed on
tho inhabitants.
ttestrictions on t-etroieum.

Calcdtta, June 22.—The Indian government is resolved that petroleum which fails to
satisfy requirements of the act of 1881 shall be
refused admission, and the condemned cargoes
Farther
mast be reshipped within 72 hours.
consideration of the bill modifying the petroleam act have been indefinitely postponed,
Depression in the English Sills Trade.
Macclesfield, June 22.—The silk trade is
more depressed than it has been for a quarter
century. Hundreds of weavers have eraiAmerica.
Foreign Notes.
The magistrate of
the Clerkonwell Pohas
received a letter threatening
lice Court
him with death if bo does not release Walsh
on bail.
An official dispatch from the Philippine
Islands report cholera has appeared in Japan
and the Soo Loo Islands._
a

gratsd to

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Flashing, L. I„ police interfered and prevented the prize fight between William Tracy

and Alex. Brown of New York for 6390 aside.
Governor Cornell of New York has disapproved of tho bill relating to taxes on elevated
railroads in New York.
William Mathowson of Pittsfield, Mass 18
years ol 1, Wednesday evening accidently discharged a revolver, aud the bullet entered his
bowels. He will probably dio
Michael Davilt arrrivea In New York from
Albany yesterday. He will confer with delegations from the various laud league organizations.
Everett Crooker, 21 years old waa burned to
death at Fraukliu, N. II., Wednesday night.
He lived at HilUboro lower village, aud went
from home last night.
Tho Provincial elections occurred yesterday
Id St. John, N. B. Return so far show tho
government lias been sustained.
House J. Wilson Glover in Charleston, S. C.
aud Glover
was struck by lighting yesterday
killed instantly. His little son and daughter
received fatal injuries.
fc' Professor Swing has retired from the editorial central of the Chicago alliance, and will
bo aucceeded by Geo C. Miiu, whose aguostic
viows recently caused his retirement ;from the
pastorate of tho (Unitarian) ohurch.
The Fusion Congressional Ticket.
C. A. I^hito of Gardiner declines to be a
candidate for Congress, and the Fusiouists will
probably nomir.ate D. H. Thing of Me. Vernon
in their convention at Auburn the 29th

| This item was
local

incorrectly printed

oi.

ur

page.—Ed.]_

FINAK

Confederate Monument Ruined.
Columbia, S. C., June 22.—During tbe
tlinuder storm to ’ay tbe beautiful Confederate
monument iu the state house grounds was
struck by lightui: g and was ruined. It was
one of the handsomest pieces of monumental

Flour is more active and prices well maintained.
In Molasses, boiling grades have improved, while
grocery grades continue dull and easy. Potatoes in
moderate request and receipts liglitat 1 30 for Hose
and 1 20 for White Brook3 and Jacksons. Eggs aro
lo lower. Bermuda Onions have declined to l 60@
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Fre»h fleet Market.

Corrected for the Fresh dally by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago X)roused
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
@15
Sides. 8% a 12% Hinds.. ....10
ltattlea. 7 (§ 9
Fores.-7 @ 10
Backs. 8
@11 Vs Rounds.10 @11%
Loins-..11 @23
Rumps.10 @14
Rump

@18%

Loins...10
firv in Market*

Portland, Jane 22.
The following quotations of Grain wore received
by telegraph from Chicago to-dav by 8. H. Larminis
&Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago,-Wheat---Corn-- <-Oats—
Time. July
Aug. June. July. July. Aug.

11.30.. 132.s

HI

111%
111%
111%
June Wheat 132%;

12.30. 132%
1.02.. 133

Call ...132%

70%
70%

36%
36%
36%
36%
70% 71Vs
70 Va 71 Vs 46% 36%
46%
36%
70% 71%
June Oats opened 51%. J
70
70
70

45%
46

71
71

45%
46%

Foreign 1 uaportM.

YARMOUTH,NS. Steamer New Brunswick-123
bbls mackerel, 67 bdls dry fish, 22 cases codfish, 49

crates lobsters, 17 bbls potatoes, 18 cases eggs, 39
do fresh fish to H P C Hersey; 8 cases fish to John
Loveitt.
________

Receipt*.
Portland, June 21
Central
Maine
Railroad, f .r lorfiand
Received by
28 oars miscellaneous merchandl-e; ter eocncaOng
roads 64 cars inlsooHaneon* M^chandlse.
Railroad

SHoek Market.

The following quotations of stocks are received
and correcteddaily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchan?©), corner of Middle and Exchange stree ?r
Opening, Ciotino.
7%
Boston Land. 7%
3/fc
4%
Waterpower.
22 v*
Flint & Pere Marquette common
50%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 60%
86%
A. T. & S. F. 86%
rtnston &

146
97
48
64

Maine.... 147

Flint & Fere Marqu«u?rpreferred. 85%
48
L. R. & Ft. Smith.
Marquette, Houghton & Out ....*Summit Branch........
Denver A Rio Grand©.
Mexican Central 7s....
Northern Pacific preferred.
•*
Common.

10

54 Vi
84%
79%

54%
-STl

41
40%
j Sates at the Boston Brokers' Board, June 22
Eastern Railroad. 43%
Milton. .19c
Deer Isle'Mining Company.22c
Maine Central Railroad.. 70 jgj

York Stock and Tloaey .Market.
<By Telegraph.)
York. June 22—Evening. Money loaned
between 2%@8; closed at 2a 3; prime mercantile
Exchange is steady at 486%
paper at 4%ti?5%.
for long and 489 for short. Government 4s are %
lower. S'ate bonds moderately active. Railroad
bonds irregular.
He &rausactions at the Stock Exchange aggr-*gatNew
New

The Egyptian Revolt.
London, Jaue 22.—A dispatch to the Telefrom
Alexandria saysiThe Sultan is urggraph
ing the Khedive to return to Cario, and several
Americans, including Stone Pasha, give him

of

car

30 00
MM*..
Seed,car lot 30 00
ba*: lota 32 00
92
Oom.bagiota..
St. Loois Win87
7 25®7 50 Meal,
ter f&lr
a
65
60
7 751 Oats,
Winter good..7
30 00
Winter host. ..7 7o@8 (X)l Bran,
*•
32 00
Province.
Midi,
1
Sweet potatoes& 25® o 60 i Ltye,
PrermiooN.
I8®20
Turkeys..
j
®
Chickens.
j H*h* Beef .15 00(®15 50
Kx Mesa.. 16 00(818 ft0
18a20
Fowl.
Plato.17 00@17 50
.19 ®20
Eggs
,
Borm’dO
,160i®1751 £s Plata..l3U>@18 50
Pc”-KCmberri**#. *> 'hi
Mala© 9 00a 10 00! ffaoks.. ,.28 00026 50
.25 GO'S26 60
Cape Cod,12 00® 16 001 Clear.
21 00(82! 60
Me.-a
augar*
Granulated. 9% j Hauia.14 ^i4Vi
8
Extra C.
9% toftnd Hog*,...
Dov’cd l{amal6Vk@lWVa

Michigan... 6 75®7

9.3..
10.00.
10.30..

REPORTS.

601 H. M. old Com,
car lots
26
60 New Corn,

Common

—

Senior Vico Commander-in-Chief—Wm. E.
W. Hobs of Maryland.
S.
Junior Vice Commander-in-Chiof—J.
Bangs of Maine.
be
elected
to-morrow.
will
officers
Other
A

—

j

Vicar,

j.rnin.

S dMififie.4 7 5,a 6
Extra Spring..6 7640
7 00(37
X& Spring
Patent Spring
Wheats.8 76® 9
M.cUigan Winter best
7 00 ®7

Platform of the

CROP

'tations of

Fl«ur.

ernor.

Democratic State Contlon.
San Franciscs, Jane 22.—The Democratic
State Convention yesterdy adopted a platform
reaffirming fidelity to the principles of Democracy: thanks tho party throughout the Union
for its assistance in the struggle in Congress
with a hostile Republican Administration
againstChiuese immigration; expresses appreciation of the movement of the workingmen
of the East, notably in Pennsylvania, in opposition to moneyed corporations aud to the monopolists of Chinese trade, who, under ahnmaoitarian cloak, aro endeavoring to thwart the
efforts in behalf of the white man in California;
denounces the Chinese now in California as an
“unmasked curse” to the people and an nnsurmountablo obstacle to progress: appeals to the
Democracy of the Union for deliverance, and
demands that the next National Democratic
Convmtion shall declare for the doctrine of
self-proservation, and that if the party attains
to power it shall take prompt steps for the removal of every Mongolian from the country.
The convention this |eveaing took seven ballots for Govornor without reaching a result
and adjourned until tomorrow.
Dissatisfied Democrats.
Nashville, Tenn., June 22.—About 75 delegates to the State Democratic convention,
which concluded its deliberations last night,
held a mooting here today to take grounds
against the state debt provision of the platform
adopted by tho convention. They ara representatives of the Htate credit wing of the party.
After arranging for a state convention July 11
tho meeting adjourned.
Congressional Nominations.
Burlington, Yt., June 22.—The first district Republican convention today nominated
John VY. Stewart of Middlebury, for Congress.
Wapakonkta,, Ohio, June 22.—Gen. B. F.
Lefevre has been n aminated for Congress by
the Democratic convention.
Dayton, O., June 22.—Emanuel S. Shultz
has been nominated for Congress by the Republicans of the third district.
Council BlufF3, la., Juno 22
Major A.
R. Auderson has been nominated for Congress
the
Republicans.
by
Indianapolis, Ind., June 22.— Major Geo.
W. Steele has been renominated for Congress
by the Republicans of the eleventh district.

CENTS.

3

T!;« following M9 unlay';
Grain. Prorislona. An.

POLITICAL.

_

THE ASSASSIN.

ways and means further comsidered the question of adjournment sine die of Congress. Alter debate the proposition was made that July
17th be fixed for adjournment sine die, but
pending a vote thereon the committee adjourned to attend the session of the House.
The New French Minister.
•M. Roustan. the new French Minister, presented his credentials to President Arthur to

_

i.um

(in ituioauuicui

HOUSE.
The morning hour having been dispensed
with the House went into committee of the
whole on the bill to reduce internal revenue
taxation.
Mr. White of Kentucky spoke in favor of an
amendment which he proposed to effer, repealing the internal revenno system so far as
it appiied to the regulation of the production,
manufacture and sale of tobacco,
Mr. Anderson opposed the bill.
After further discussion the committee rose
and Mr. Raudall presented a communication
from officers of the navy urging the age for retirement in the navy be not changed from 62
to 64.
Referred.

WASHINGTON.

day.

uuutou

their checks.
Mr. Frye doubted the power of congress
to compel a depositor to receive silver certificates from banks.
Mr. Sherman deprecated any attempt by
congress to regulate the value of the two coins.
He expressed the conviction that the true
course now was to put enough silver into the
standard dollar to make it an honest dollar
that would go everywhere in tho markets of
the world. He suggested he should favor removing the disparity between the two coins by
establishing a ratio of 18 of silver to one of
gold, and having the outstanding iBsue recoined
Mr. Allison replied to Sherman. Ho said, I
warn the Senator from Ohio if he undertakes
in the face of more than two billions of dollars
of silver money now in circulation and a legal
tender throughout the civilized nation of the
world at the rate of ioj to 1 to make the United States set up a different relation he has on
his hands a task which no secretary of the
treasury in my judgment can ever accompl ish,
and one that the people of the United States
cannot accomplish.
At 5 o’clock the Senate proceeded to dispose
of amendments to the bill without debate.
Tho pending proposition offered by Mr. MorMr. Vest’s substitute digan was rejected
recting the issue of treasury notes in exchange
for national bank currency and forbidding the
creation of new national banks was voted
down.
The hill was then reported to the Senate and
passed; yeas 34, nays 13.

fnrt.her particulars received.

Prospect of Adjournment.
Washington, June 22.—The committee

ivjLUtgau

pel national banks to receive as deposit silver
certificates; and to compel depositors to receive
from banks these certificates in payment of

Adjourned.

MARINE NEWS.

day

■Washington, June 22.
The President pro tem presented a communication from Jos. F. Smith, president of a
convention of citizens of Utah transmitting an
application for admission of that territory into

_PRICE

22.

303t<k)0 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecurities:
U nited States 6s, ex.....*.100
United States 5’s ext....101 %
114%
United States new, 4 % *, reg....
United States new, 4% ’s coup. .,..114%
4
..119%
States
United
new,
s, reg..
United States now, 4*8, oorp.120%
Pacific 6's of 95.129
j'he following are tho closing quotations of stocks;
Chicago A Alton.181%
Chicago & Alton preferred..133
130%
0. b. Quincy.
Erie. 35%
73
Erie preferred.
133%
Illinois Central.
109%
lake Shore.
©1

Michigan Central... 9«»%
75%
New Jersey Central
Northwestern.129%
North western preferred.142%
New York Central.130%
130%
Rock Island
Milwaukee A St. Paul.
lllVj
125%
Paul
St.
preferred
Union Pacific stock. 111 %
Western Union Tel. Co. 83%
..

DouiffltK darur>:?.

(tty Telegraph.)
N3W York, July 22 -Kvening.— Flour market
in buyers favor, with light export
and
still
verv dull
and jobbing trade demand; labor troubles materialtransactions.
restricted
ly
•^Receipt* Flour 7,102 bbls; exports 3,569 bbls;
sales 13,900 bbls; No 2 at 2 65§3 40; Superfine
Western and State 3 50fa4 40; common to good ext
Western and State 4 60fa5 60; good to choice Western extra at 5 60a’9 00: common to oboice White
Whe«<t Western extra 7 25©8 25; fancy do at 8 30
$9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 4 66fa7 75;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 70^9 00,
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 25 fa8 50: cbofoe to
doable extra 8 60(39 60. including 2900 Csty Mill
extra at 6 30faG 50 for W i; 1400 bbls No 2 at 2 65
fa3 40; 750 Superfine at 3 50fa4 40; 400 bbls low
extra at 4 56fao 15; 2600 bbls Winter Wt»ei*t extra
at 4 65@9 00; 3800 bblo Minn, extra at 4 G5fa9 60;
Southern flour steady; goedjto choice at 6 30fa8 00;
Wheat—receipts
common to fair, at 6 40(3:6 25.
246,168 bush: exports 31,957 bush; closed firm;
sales 24011,000 bush.including 115,000 bush on the
g»ot No 2 Spring at 1 29; ungraded Ked at 1 12fa
1*43; No 2 Red at 1 40 delivered; 1 42%fal 43%
cert; No 1 Red at 1 40; Mixed Winter l 37% ; ungraded White 1 25fal 30: No 1 White, 31,000 at
Malt
Rye at 81@81%c.
1 3l8/8@l 32 delivered
steady. C’orn—cash lots %fal higher and firm;
options % lower,after wards recovered and advanced
% &% c, elosiug very firm and business maiuly
speculative; receipt* 48.500 bush; exports luOO
bush; sales 960,OOO .bush, Including 88.000 on the
spot; ungraded at 78fa79%c: No 2 atr 78 a,78%c in
store; 79%@80c delivered; (Southern White 1 03;
No 2 for June at 78 fa78%c. closing 78%c; July at
73%$78% closing at 78%c; August 79% q<80c,
closing at 80c;September 80fa80%c,closing 80%c:
ye*r closed at 74%c. Onx* are %(gic higher and
qnite-active; ro-ieip** 62,000 bush, exports
bush; sales 688.000 bush; No 3 at 61c; do Whit.*- at
62c; No 2 at 62$62%c; do White 63% fa64c; No 1
at 62%c, do White at 68c; Mixed Western at 60$
63c; White do 62fa68c; Mixed State 61 $63c; do
White at 64%'a 68c. *»«gar dull; fair to good rex C 8%
fining at 7 V4(ft7%; refined weak; White
fa8%; standard A at 9c; Confcc. atA9V8(a9%c:
powdered at 10fal»»%; granulated 9 4; cru-hed at
Tlolnw# is steady.
10%fal08/s ; Cubes at 10c.
(Petroleum is firm; united at 63%c. Tnllor* is
8.
Pori* less active
at
firm
sales
45,000
part
very
and very strongly held; prices unchanged, mess on
the spot,old 19 85fa20 00; new 21 00; July 20 8<>fa
I^rd more active
21 IX); August 20 90fa2L 06.
aud 5a7% higher, closing very strong; sales IOOO
prime steam on spot 11 9<:@11 95; 185 city steam
at 11 76; refined for Continent at 12 10, flutter
declining: State at 19a26%: creamery at 25%.
4 kerne dull; new State 6fall%.
Freight* to Liveri*ooi firm; Wne*t ptdeaiu 3%d.
Chic ago. June 22.- Flour dull. Wheat is higher;
No 2 Chicag Spring 1 3L% for cash; l 32 tor June;
1 32 V*fa l 33 for July; l 11% $111% for August;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 05$ l 08; rejected at 70$
76c; regular or No 2 Wheat at 1 1p@1 15Vs July,
1 07% ad 07% foi Aug st. t v>nj is shade higher
at 70%c for cash; 71% *718/«c for -u y; 72% lor
August; 72c for Septomber; rejected 69c. Oats are
at o2%@52%c for cash and June 4£% c for July;
30%c for August; 36%c September. Rye steady.
<

Barley

nominal.

At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
irregular; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 32’/afa) 32%
for July; 1 11% for August; regular or No & Wheat
1 15% for July; 1 07%^1 07Va for August. Corn
is easier 70%c for Juue. 71%c July; 72%c for
August; 71% c Sept. Oats easier at decliii* of lc.
Pork generally higher at 20 76fa2<1 80 July, 20 95
Lard stronger at 11 62%
for August; 21 10 Sept.
fall 60 for July; 11 77V* August; 11 87%@11 90
for

Sept.

tleoomis—10.000 bbls flour, 8,500 bush whoat,
106,500 bush coni, 81,1 00 fcoeb ou*. 1,300 haet
rye, 1,800 bash barley.
SblpmHTits-11.000 bbb :i tt, 43,000 bush whoa:,
175,000 bush eont, 61,000 bosh oats,46,000 *?o>h
ry*», 1100 krttb barley.
Flour firm; top grdaes in
St. Lotus, June 22
good demand; others very dull. Wheat—ca*ii lower;
options higher; No a Ked Fall at 127%@127%
for cash; 1 *35% for Juno; 1 08%fo* July, l 02%
for August; 1 01% Sept No 3at 1 20; No 4 at 1 (>5
bid. Corn higher; 72%«?73%c for ca*-h: 72%c f r
June |73%c for July and August, 71% September.
Pork steady; jobbing at 21 1.0. Lard nominal.
Receipt:*— Ia)
9,
fkMt,
BSA OM^OI ,000 9
24,0(90 D,i8l)gooru.(
0,000 bush barley.
Shlpments-4,000 bbls ft our, 10 000 ous'j wheat,
O ', i(J b;u-h
3 3,000
:orn. 00,000
Pario». OJ-OMusb ryo
DwTiiorr, June 22.—Wheat is quiet; No 1 White
on 8pot and for June 1 28; July at 1 22%
August
nominally at 1 06%; September nominal at l b;
No 2 Whtto 1 21%.
Receipts 11,too, shipments 1,000 brwh.
New Orleans, Juno 22.-Cotton is strong Ml
dhng upland* 12%c.
Mobile, Juno 22.—Cotton is firm; Middling u|la ids 12c.
8\YAirNAH,June 22.—Jo£ton steady;Middling up.
lanisatll%c.
Memphis. June 22.—CMton tirra; Middling uj1-nd* at 12VsO.
-*

flavaun itlnrkef.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Juno 22.—Sugar market is unchanged.
Spanish gold 1.60.
fiiirspean jrSKtkrta.
Bv Tel©*ry>h
Consols W> D-lfi.
LiVKiu\*>L,June 23—13.3s P. K Cotton oiaskot
aetivo ami firur.Uplands 6 II -It d; Orleans 7d; sales
18,00 ) bales; speculation an I export 4000; futures
London, June 22

firm.

—
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Fur the purpose of furthering the good cause in
the coming political campaign, the Publishers of the Press propose to issue their Weekly
and
low

following extraordinarily
rates, barely covering the cost of material and
Daily

Burmah and Britain will
the commercial treaty.

Editions at the

postage.

voir on his farm, by sending the $1,000 demanded with a protest that the claim had
The Norwich
in justice.
no foundation
lawyers think the Rev. Leonard Bacon is a

fool, of

course.

The Mobile Register dislikes the levity
with which the Democratic papers profess to
treat the election in Oregon, and tells them
that the loss of three electoral votes and a
United States Senator in the face of the
Chinese question, is not a theme for mirth.
A Washington dispatch says: “The fate
of the electoral count bill In the House does
not argue well for the success of Mr. Hoar’s
presidential succession bill, even if it passes
the Senate, of which Mr. Hoar has some

doubt.”

_

The Augusta, Georgia, Chronicle, recording the New York Times prediction of 21

Republican majority
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The Press will contain complete political news
and information besides the customary genera
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
the triumph of the right, can do no more useful
service than to aid in the dissemination of good
reading matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING
ORTI.AND, ME.

Neighbor.
No subject of talk is more interesting as a
rule than our neighbors; and when the talk
is good natured and free from malice and
Talk About

a

unfairness it is innocent as well as entertaining. N ewspapers, like individuals, have

things to say of their neighbors, but, unlike
individuals, they cannot conduct the discussion without the Knowledge of its subject.
The Evening Advertiser of this city is in
general a well conducted and high toned paper. This fact has led to the assumption in
many quarters that it is a Republican journal, an error that calls for correction inasmuch as it is likely to do harm. It is not, in
recent days certainly, the fault of the Advertiser that such a mistake exists, for it
does not claim to be Republican. It is true
that during the Hayes epoch It stoutly sustained that regime and used facetiously to
insist that it was a better party paper than
the greaA body of Republican journals; but
since the“aemise of Hayes it has readopted
attitude which it held before his
distinctly and avowedly not a
Republican journal. Nor is it a Democratthe

same

advent and is

ic journal; it is simply independent. It
seems to take rather more delight in a fling
at Republican men and things than at Democratic, sympathizing with Death, perhaps,

personal
relations with Plaisted which will probably
incline it to look rather more favorably upon the Democratic than the Republican can-

in

liking

a

shining

mark.

It

has

didate for Governor. It favors free trade
and opposes Prohibition, which will cause it
to look Democraticward. Per contra, it favors honest money, and the national banking system, for sympathy in which views it
must look to the Republicans. On the whole,
its present leanings seem rather toward the
Democratic side of things, and yet it would

justly classed as a Democratic paper.
It is independent with all that the name im-

not be

plies.

This diagnosis of a really esteemed contemporary is made in no spirit of complaint

fault-finding, but simply to correct a
thing which may be harmful. The Democratic journals, with intent to deceive, are
frequently quoting from the Advertiser observations unfriendly to Republicans, and alleging that they come from a Republican
These things, of course, are much
source.
more effective if they seem to be the confessions of a friend, evoked by sad necessity,
than if they are known to come from the
wanton friskiness of independent journalto
ism, which is always looking for a head
hit, and which is prone to create an opportunity for censure if it fails to find one
ready made. Some journals, too, outside
the State, honestly class the Advertiser as
Republican in memory of its jocular claims
made during the Hayes period. Several newsor

on the
papers in the State have commented
fact that the Advertiser seems unfriendly to
the Republicans in the State campaign, and
have attributed it to the defeat of Mr.
Thomas, whose nomination the Advertiser
eagerly advocated. Inasmuch as Mr. Thom-

and his friends generally are cordially
supporting the ticket this explanation is evidently not correct, and we have felt impelled to give a statement of the real situaas

tion to avoid misunderstanding during the
campaign. Hereafter if the Advertiser is ever found classed as a Republican paper, readers may be sure that it is for
The Advertiser
some dishonest purpose.
will make no such classification.
rest of the

Criticism and compliment were finely
combined in the following passage of Mr.
Curtis’s address referring to Wendell Phillips’s Phi Beta Kappa oration last year: “A
year ago I sat with my brethren of the Phi
Beta Kappa at Cambridge, and seemed to
catch echoes of Edmund Burke’s resounding
impeachment of Warren Hastings, in the
sparkling denunciation of the timidity of
American scholarship. Under the spell of
Burke’s burning words, Hastings half believed himself to be the villain he heard described. But the scholarly audience of the
scholarly orator of the Phi Beta Kappa, with
an exquisite sense of relief, felt every count
of his stinging indictment recoil upon himself. He was the glowing refutation of his
Gentleman, scholar, orator, his is the courage that never quailed;
his, the white plume of Navarre that flashed
meteor-like in the front of battle; his, the
Amphion music of an clequence that leveled
own

argument.

walls of American
slavery. At once judge, accuser and culprit, in the noble record of his own life, he

the

more

than Theban

and his class

are

triumphantly acquitted.”

According to the Lima correspondent of
the New York World, writing under date of

May 27,

the Peruvians

seem

to be anxious

for an armistice and a recognition by Chili
of Montero as chief of a provisional government which might call a congress to decide
on the other hand,
upon peace terms. Chili,
will be satisfied with nothing short of a
from the
grant of the territory of Tarapaca
to start with, leav-

provisional government

settled by a congress.
ng o.her matters to be
To this the Peruvians will not agree, and
there is no indication of the time at which
the Chilian occupation of Peru will cease;

the

Indeed, the prospect seems to be that
into
territory of Peru will be incorporated
Chili as a part of that Republic. It is posiof the
tively stated that the first message
Chilian executive to congress will recommend the absorption of Tarapaca and J acna
Without wailing for the leave of Peru,
and there is little doubt that the recommendation will be unanimously

approved.

THE

Mummies

are

JULY

as

ARGOSIES

Brlc a-Brac.

not

content to collect merely beads and funereal
statuettes and such small game. He must bring
home an ancient Egyptian in propria persona.
The amount of business done of late years in
this grim kind of bric-a-brac has been very
considerable. A foreign agent and wiue-tnerchant of Cairo assured me when I returned
from the Second Cataract in 1874, that he lad
that very season already “passed” and shipped
less

than eighteen Theban mummies; and

many other agents were most likely equally
busy and equally successful. Amenhotep III.
artfully stowed away inside a crocodile, or Hata sketching tent,
asu rolled up in tbe folds of
may easily have been slipped through the Alexandria custom-honse by one of these
men.

bie^

gentle-

Mummies, however, are expensive hobonly to be indulged in by the wealthy.

From £00 to £100 was at that time the average
price of a full sized specimen, while from £10
I must not be
to £12 was asked for a baby.
supposed to imply that the general mummy
market was supplied by the brothers Abd-erBasoul. Their goods were too precious and too
perilous to be parted from except under conditions of elaborate secrecy and exorbitant payment. The purchaser of the Pinotem papyrus
paid £400 for his bargain, and it may be assumed that a royal mummy from tho same
source would have cost at least double that
sum.
That Ilameses II. was, as lately as
1880, actually offered for sale to a wealthy
American (who did not, however, believe in
the genuineness of the article as reported, and
declined to deal) is a fact for which I have the
authority of one of that traveller’s cornpan-

i0xnLt

the ordinary mummy Bold to the ordinary tourist is of quite another class. He belonged
his
in
day to the lesser nobility; that is to say,
lie was an architect, a sacred scribe, a civil or
Such mummies, ranging
military official.
chiefly from the XXIst to the XXVlth Dynasform
the
staple of Theban trade. As for
ties,
the Theban fellab, mummy hunting is his hereditary vocation. He passes his life in digging,
finding, hiding and selling; his home is an empty sepulchre; his shirt is made of mummy cloth;
his children’s playthings and his wife’s ornaHis forefathers
ments are spoils of the dead.
have subsisted for generations by this equivocal
subsist by it
will
descendants
and
his
industry,
for who shall say how many generations to
come? Even now, after centuries of spoliation,
the soil needs only to be dug a little deeper in
order that the spade may strike a lower straAnd if this be true of a mine
tum of graves.
so long and so persistently worked as the neof
Thebes, what must be tho sepulcropolis
chral wealth of thousands of other burial fields,
some partially and some wholly unexplored?
To this day the mountain ranges and shifting
sands of Egypt conceal some hundreds of millions of mummies. Dr. Birch—counting from
b. c. 2000, when mummification was supposed
to have been first practiced, down to A. d. 700,
when it may be said to have ceased—calculates
the approximate number of boaies embalmed
during that period at 420,000,000. But recent
explorations among the pyramids of Sakkara,
and the'discovery of the mummied corpse of
King Merenra (Vlth Dynasty), must henceforth compel os to ascribe a much earlier date
for the beginnings of the art. I would venture,
in fact, to carry it back to b. c. 3800, or even to
4700 years
B. c. 4000, so assigning a period of
for the observance of the process, and approxiof mumnumber
the
gross
mately estimating
mies of all epochs at not less than 731,000,000—
Yet when it is remembered
a gigantic total.
that the rites of mummification were performed
for
not only
every Eeyptian man, woman, and
child, gentle or simple, but for every stranger,
no matter what his nationality or religion, for
every captive, for every slave, for every criminal, for every leper and outcast, this presumed
total of 731,000,000 falls probably far short of
the actual number.

Cabinet in Congress.

[Willard Brown in Atlantic.]
Our President and Cabinet, if not the only
are at least the most conspicuous example in
the history of representative government, of
an executive which is unable, either
personor by means of an official representative,
to explain the wants of its different departments in the legislative branch of the govern-

ally

ment. The general of the Acliaian League
was commonly the leader of the Federal Assembly, the Spartan kings addressed the body
of
citizens, the Homan consuls led

Spartan

both the Senate and the Popular Assembly,
and the Duke of Venice could speak in the
Great Council. Tbe members of the Swiss
Federal Council can speak in either of the
Swiss legislative bodies, though they have no
vote therein; and the members of the Confederate cabinet exercised nearly the same privileges with success. In England, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, members of the ministry
sit in one or the other of the two legislative
bodies.
The disadvantages of the unique lack ot direct connection between the executive and
legislative branches of the United States were
not so apparent in the early days of our constitution; but as the extent and duties of the

government increase, the disadvantages become

proportionally conspicuous.

Prominent

among them is the fact that Congress legislates on insufficient information. So complex
and extended have the huge departments beto memcome, that they are unknown worlds
bers of Congress. So conflicting and inefficient is the mass of congressional legislation
concerning the executive branch of the government, that tho heads of departments have
acquired such extended power in the construction and execution of laws that in executing
those laws they can often defeat their spirit.
If a member of the Cabinet desires that a
certain bill shall be passed, for the best workable to acing of his department, he is seldom
and
complish his purpose. Annual reports little
receive
only
to
special messages Congress
attention, and members of the Cabinet are
forced either to allow their department to go
laws
to the bad, or so to execute the existing
of laws which
as to obtain the practical result
the
they deBire. Almost necessarily, therefore,
executive branch has increased its prerogetives
of
the
domain
the
and has encroached upon
legislative, until it has become by far the most
important part of our national government.
Moreover, we have no convenient method by
wnich members of Congress can oall heads of
delindepartments to account for corruption,
offices. A commitquency, or abuses in their
tee to investigate the conduct of a Cabinet officer is appointed only for grave offenses; all
but the most flagrant abuses are passed over,
and Congress comes to look upon the faults of
the executive with the same indifference with
which the latter looks on the iucompetency of
the former. Each throws all blame upon the
other; each, on account of the impossibility of
improving the other, becomes careless and
reckless; the country runs into evil, and the
people, unable to fix the responsibility for general mismanagement, look on oar national legislation with indifference and even disgust.
In a well regulated government the executive and legislative branches should have the
same general and specific aims, and should be
actuated by the same spirit and enthusiasm;
therwise the faithful execution of the laws is
posible. Harmony between Congress and
the national executive is thus essential to the
besi working of our government, and at present such harmony is too often the effect of ac-

cident.

members of Congress, who are usually active
of business, burdened with a multitude of
duties, are unable, from lack of time, to look
deeply into the complex executive management of the government. Moreover, as the
national executive officers perceive the incompetency of Congress and of the people to deal
with the expert business of their departments,
they naturally act independently, beyond the
scope of their authority, and often arrogantly.
So great is the power of the executive, and so
concealed is it from the public view, that the
temptations are strong to extend it to unauthorized and dangerous limits. Every decade
renders it more necessary for Congress to have
the constant advice of experts on matters of
legislation, and to assume, if possible, a firmer
and more intimate control over our executive

The disadvantages and dangers of the present system are yearly increasingly. The rocent improvements in the means of communication have enabled all species of organizations to exist on a grander scale than formerly.
As a result the executive departments of the
extendgovernment have become wonderfully
ed and complicated; they are rapidly coming
more into the control of experts, and their
management is growing more and moro mysterious to Congress and the people. Affairs in
this age are conducted with such a rush that

Largest and most varied Assortment

Tlie

UP

470
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OF EXTRACT OF CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE UPON THE
NERVOUS

SYSTEM AND

ORGANS.

PILLS.

subservient to the shre wder,if not more powerful will of the fnglers. Nover before in the political history of the State has a body of freemen assembled in a Convention so completely
handicapped or with a threat hanging oyer
them equal to that paraded in the Commercial
of Tuesday evening. Talk about “rings” and

weakness, irritation, despondency,
melancholy, and a restless, dissatisfied, miserable
state of mind and body, indescribable.

They

braces

have been tested time

nervous

These are some of the symptoms of nervousuesc;
now, to he fully restored to health and happiness la
a priceless boon, and yet, ior 50 cents, you can satisfy yourself that there is a cure for you, and for $5
at the very furthest that cure can he fully secured.
These Pills are all they are represented to be, and
are guaranteed to give satisfaction, if i—

Sold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents box. Depot
North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By mail, two
boxes for §1. or six boxes for S2.50, to any address
106

convention” and nominate a complete ticket of their own. They didn’t mean
anything of the kind, however, for theso same
mass

DR. nI. W. BENSON’S
«

M

bat in this case their threat had the desired effect and the country delegates were bulldozed

i

into assisting in the nomination of a candidate
who they knew could not receive the united
support and endorsement of the people whom
they were elected to represent.
Four years ago, when Ladd was first brought
forward as a Congressional candidate, ho made
many fine promises and was accepted as a pure
unadulterated Greenbacker, to the satisfaction
of the Democrats who laughed in their sleeves
at the success of the masquerader.
But since
then these unsuspicious men have been quietly
watching their Greenback (?) representative
and much to their surprise, at first, saw that
be was acting in perfect harmony with the
Democratic party in Congress. This began to
open their eyes and with the aid of the official
records they have-torn'.away the mask and
their repiesentative stands revealed in his true
character as a Bourbon Democrat.
They have seen that he cares nothing for the
Greenbackers, save to secure their votes on
election day and in fact was nothing more nor
less than the net with which it was hoped to
land these followers squarely in the Democratic basket. They have at last seen whither they
were drifting and knowing these men who act
with the Democrats this fall must forever after sink their own identity and cast their lots
with that party, they felt that the time had
come for them to assert their rights and bring
out a man of their own selection, one who represented their views.
This tlu-v attempted
and assembled in good faith, but the tricksters
were too sharp for them and by diut of threatening, coaxing and trading, George W. Ladd
was again foisted upon them by a bare majority of 18 out of a total vote of 272.
Thus was the original plan of the Democrats
carried out. The young men who favored a
new man were thrust into the background and
told that they represented no real strength;
that the delegates who came pledged for their
candidates were bought with money that could
be traced to the “Republican corruption fund.”
This gratuitous insult and the summary manner in which the wishes of all those who opposed a Democratic candidate were disregard ed
has widened the breach in the Fusion party,
and many of tho delegates went home determined not to support the nominoe, whilo some
even left the hall early in the afternoon before
the convention hrd concluded its business.

W

The
the
last poem written by Mr. Longfellow, entitled
The Bells of San Bias. The manuscript bears
the date of March 15, a few days before Mr.

Longfellow’s final illness. The important series of articles, Studies in the South, is continued, and the present article, like the previous ones, gives the reader a vivid idea of the
Btate of feeling, and the political, religious,
commercial and social conditions in the South.
In The Political Economy of Seventy-Three
Million Dollars, Mr. Henry D. Lloyd, who
wrote the pungent Story of a Great Monopoly
in the Atlantic a few months ago, discusses
the way in which immenso fortunes are made,
and writes in a vigorous, trenchant style
which makes his article peculiarly readable
and intensely interesting. Other important
articles in the number are on the Care for the

People under Despotism, by O. B. Frothingham; Naval Courts-Martial and the Pardon-
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a C. N. Crittenton, Sole wholesale agent for Dr. C
IV. Benson’s remedies. 115 Fulton St., New York.

M\Y&Flm

Introduced in 1864. five years prior to the introduction of any other New England remedy
for the same diseases.

6s

MUNICIPAL

6s

Woodbury 4* Moulton

(NEXT DOOU TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought ami sold only on commission for cash or on margin. Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock liichango and the Chicago Board of
Private wire to Chicago.
x-

Liquid.

UITIE. AUGUSTA MEALY'S

VEGETABLE TONIC COKIMAL
lias won a home reputation dnriuc ftlie
of
past sixteen years that places it at the head
of
thorapeutic a- euts for the cure of the diseases of
women.
Composed of the active portions only
influa
healing
harmless seeds and plants, ii exerts
ence over the female system, and produces satisfactory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness to
which it is app-ied Send for valuable pamphlet,
letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, we will mail
pills on receipt of price. $L.00 per box; 0 boxes,
$5.00. Cordial, $1.00 per bottle; G bottles, $5.00.
Address If. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
t
Boston, Mass.

egate
ambitions. Blaine, the Speaker, paid so much
he expected
more courtesy to his wishes than
with

him.

widowSoon afterward Elkins, being a young
of Senator Henry
er, began to court a daughter
Davis
Davis, ot West Virginia. Ho heard
Elkins
near by.
lands
coal
about
talking
also.
looked into the matter, and began to buy

$5,813,223.33

......
Total,
EXPENDITURES IN 1881.
Claims by Death,
Endowments ami \unuities,
Surrendered Policies,
Dividends to Policy-holders,.

2,317,101.36

....

Ail other

Expenditures,

Total_..._—
31st, 1881, Market Valne,
Liabilities, (eserve at 4 per cent.)
Surplus as regards Policy-holders,
Suuiber of Policies in force, 46,652, Insuring,

_J8-.0l.>

....

•___-

Evansville

■

$2.9lo,<uo.oo
$127,411,677row

.....
....

Every Policy issued by this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolutely Non-Forfeitable: In case of Lapse, after two or more Full Years, Premiums have been paid, the full Four Per Cent.
Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the Assured, in either of two ways:
FB R*T To the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
for at the Company’s Published Rates: or, S8St*OYl>—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
iLLCSTBA lOft': Policy iso.
Months from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy.
annual Premium
68,496 was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37,
$138.80. Ten Premiums were paid, which, less Dividends, amounted to $1,072.55. The Policy lapted in
Insurance for
of
the
of
to
Reserve
Value
the
$689.76
Term
and
the
purchase
Company applied
1881,
over 20 years of Insurance,
$5,000, for the period of 10 years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid for
It
was optional
thousand.
rate
of
but
which
is
at
the
cost
$10.71
per
the average yearly
being $53.57,
with the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy for a Paidof
$1,390.
up Life Policy

Losses paid immediately on completion and approval of proof wthout w aiting the usual sixty or ninety

days.
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AUG. H. FORD,
OFFIGE 28 EXCHANGE
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Special Agent,
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ST., PORTLAND, ME.
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186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bands cashed.

BE CAREFUL TO

Portland Safe

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A,
Noyes, II. M. Payson, W. II. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.
William E.

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WaiiLIAlI SWEAT, Sec’y mid Tren«.,
S7 Exchange Street, Portland, ITfe.
mar30
eodly

EVERETT S. T1IROOP
to form a class in English Literature
for young laoles who may wish to continue
this study beyond the school course. Two lessons a
week will be given, BEGIfVMING OCT. 3rd

times the

with St;

ovod.
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strength of Cocoa mixed
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and is ti:
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Sugar,

.^economi-

i

nourishing,
!y digested, and
striT.gli.tfor
invalids ns
admirably adapted
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^

well
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for

parsons

in health.

Sold by urocers everywhere.

W. RARER &

00., Dorctester, Mass.
dFM&W&wGm
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NOTICE.
and after June 19th that portion of Forest
Avenue known as Shell ltoad, In the Town of
Doering, will bo closed for repairs.

ON

julOutf

Per order of the Selectmen.

and sufficient food for 20,000 people.

Spocial Excursion Trains

on

~

Main* Central B.

connections.

No.

YOU

Fitted complete •with the

I

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

and

Email.

G. E. JSSE ft CO,

oclo_d-f

Art Needle Work.
in

Art

Every lady interested
Needle Work, sliould examine tlie

are now

new designs
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very
we

adm^^on

FORTUM) SOCIETY OF Ai
The first Annual E libitiou
works from the Stmllos ofmost

at No. 507 A

dt

^mtnittee.'

juSOdlw

lustra tion in English and Classiciil Studies.
Dives to

private paplla by tbe eabacrtbsi

Agent,

STREET.

roll their names, as but a limited number can be accommodated. Mr. Woodhill is daily in attendance
the
at the rooms and will receive and rmaster
names of applicants.

_juu)3dtt

Boarding House for Stile.
at Cumberland Mills, on Main street,

SITUATED

Mill
about fir# minutes walk from tho Mills.
For particulars enaccommodate 30 boarders.
on the
tho
MOODV.
II.
proprietor
quire of J.

julOdlw*

street,

Admission. 25 cts. Season Tickets u»mosi
jelri

BUSINESS CARDS.

Herbert G.

Briggs,

OF

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, H*
11 business

relating to Patents promptly **'!

faithfully executed,

JnV^

DR. L. J. CROOKE.
Has

leased the House and Office

Cor. of High and Pleasant Sts.,
Formerly occupied ty

Dr. Greene.

Ortlcr Hour, from On.

to

m.

‘J p.

ro.

ARE ASSOCIATED AS

Solicitors and Practitioners
BEFORE I HE

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims'
ADDRESS:

shingloa,

C., and Portland, Ur

TTpermission to—Hon. James G. Blai\
n > P. Frye, V. S. Senate; Hon. P
w- w- Crapo. M.C.M.
Hon \Vm i.’>ate: Hon.

>>“«B
&eHalEe.D^«Vt|^
labarge?e.n.‘"5°,
Mo.«T.ylur
sffgg. cYff Q»dtt
&

J. W. COLCORR,
143 Pearl Street.
jan24<it»

Co.,

Knives and Mioni

EX.OIIYATION OF TEACOEKS.
sub-committee on examination of candidates
for teaching in the public schools of Portland,

THE
will meet for the

teachers at the
(iih day of
Applicants, must pass a
in the following branches,

examination

of

High School Building on Thursday, the
at

10

a. m.

July, next-,
satisfactory examination
viz:

Arithmetic. Elementary Geometry. Physical and
Descriptive Geography, English Grammar, Including Composition, United States History, Physiology,
Elements of Music, (Mason’s) E.ementary FreoIland Drawing, and Theory and Practice of Teach-

TELEPHONE

TELEPHONE NO. 45.

FOR-

MOWERS aid REAPERS,
AT

MANUFACTURER'S TRICES.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTEr
STATE

AGENTS

FOR

THE

YANKEE HORSE HAKE.
ALSO, AGENTS FOR ME

BUCKEYE MOWER

373.

WO.

1882.

1882.
__

CURTIS

& SOULE,

No. 56 Cross Street.

BULLARD’S HAY TEDDER

D. W. Clark & Co.,

llaTing Tools of all kinds
Mannfactnrer’s I’rices.

on

hand

a

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Si.50

10 lbs. Daily per month,
“
“
15 “
*
“
“
20 “
Ctirtiouici'it

enu comuicure

any time they desire and
continued until notice to
at the office.

2.00
2. 0

taking

Ecc at

delivery will be
stop i» received

Any custoraor leaving town, by giving notice SAT
THE OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints tor carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.

_dCw

my30

A.

S. II. LARMINIE,

W. JORDAN,

Portlai-d,

Chicago.

j

1

A

STEPHEN

fficcicj Job

mid

10 lbs.
15 “
20 «

t

“

dt

compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
coiupetenl Professor of Chemistry, who pro*

This

nouiices it pood for all we claim for it. No ono need
fear to apply it to the most tender plant-. Uie n
Nina 11 quantity and ■ tcrfmie a* lh© Plant
iflatur* n.

This composition gives the plants a luxurious
and a dark rich green color, which no other
food gives them; it also gives the tlower of the
plants a brighter, richer and more beautiful color.

growth

—tst.W -cf'iV

"•

BERRY,

(raid

It has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and wliat is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no of
fensive odor. Try it and you will be woll pleased
with it. Directions with each If ox.

Manufactured by

C. W.

Belknap

Wholesale and Ret il Dealer in

2.50

PLANT FOOD.
a

O’BRK

2.00

jeo

Provisions,

CHAS. H.

$1.50

monlli,
aily
per
“
“
“

Wo call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will be entitled to a proper reduction.

CO.,

T L A
>

Pric stoi FamiHes and Offices.

Merchants.

Seeds,

drain,

Mo

Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
marSdtf
Margins. Corro-*’ ondonco invited.

1IHE

Congress

Maine; She 1

All applicants must bo present on the morning
above specified, and the examination will continue
through two days unless sooner finished.
No further examinations will take place prior to
the opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASH, Superintendent of Schools.
jel2 dtd
Portland, June 10,1882.

157 Commercial St,, Portland Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,

Portland Fraternity at its last meeting decided to open a school of carpentry, ter bo
Is
under the supervision of Luther Fiugree, who
The school will he in
well qualified to Instruct.
the third story of the Fraternity building, on Free
street and will be opened July Oth at half-past
continuing daily till the
seven in the morning
opening of the public schools in the autumn. Tho
school will be free to boyB in tho publio schools, and
those wishing to learn the use of tools, will do welt
and ento call at once at tho rooms on Free street

Ai

flours lO A. HI. to IO P. It..

School.

ing.

ClommiNtiioii

Owen, Moore & Co.

eminent American

will open on Friday, Juuc I
and remain open till August l

to

commence

Portland, June 20,1881.

INSURE,

S. H. LARMINIE &

manner.

promise;.

for

Portland
&*#he High school
June 20 at 2 *>>docn
p. m

will

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

For Sale Wholesale

best

lb> High

THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.

With beantfnl Pottery
Centrex*

Limoges,
Longvry,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsumn, Kioto, &c.

VVINWHIP A COLLINS,
136 Eichaugo fiU’cn, Povlland.

MW&FtJyl

_v

prirsl,

Sebago Lake and Lyng Creek

which

It has three

Bake,

Clam

Mammoth

the Winter and Spring.
Circulars will be found after June 16th at the Pook
store of Messrs. Loring, Short & Harmon.
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continuing through

and

on

TO

APPLY
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3

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocou, from which tho excess cf

J. E. Jsnks will provide

—

and continue under the direction of the
All candidates for that school for the ndi. „ear
whether from private schools or elsewhere,
present themselves at this examination, as
examination will not be granted.
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American & Foreign Patents,

Full course two yeabs; shorter course, one year.
The Deisarte system of gesture and a complete
course of light gymnastics. Term oegins Oct. 5. Application at 1 Somerset St. Boston, Mass., after Oct.
For catalogues ap1st to 5th from 10 to 12 A. m.
X*
At
U-AVMOWU Urim. _imi-1 lUuullm,

Examinations
High
Monday,
building

1843.

W. D. LITTLE,

**•»

Oil has been

Deposit Co.,

Chartered in 1875 by the Legislature of
otnlm. for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALU4BI.ES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES iu it. FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

MRS.

$95,000,000.

AND

K
GO

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS. 1878.

MAMMOTH PAVILION.

je!3_dtd
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Examinations
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purchase.
Virginia railroads,

BARRETT,

SWAN &

-..
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eod2mos
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all

Dancing

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

1st—It is THE OLDEST Company, with 38 years of experience.
2d—It is the LARGEST COMPANY in the world by many Millions of Assets.
no
3d—It is purely Mutual, with uo Stockholders to eat up its profits, and
bonuses allowed to Officers, Trustees or Rmployes.
4th-It confines its business to regular life and Endowment Policies, and the
granting of Annuities, and has no new oi experimental plans,
5ih—Its premium rates are lower than any other Life Insurance Company, and
its Policy-holders receive large Dividends annually.
6th-No Policy-holder NEED forfeit his Policy, provided three annual premiums
have been paid, and application is seasonably made for a paid up Policy, when
necessity arises to do so.
?th—Its Assets have more than doubled during the past ten years, notwithstanding 1 lie six years of fluancial panic.
8th—Its Receipts for interest and rents alone have exceeded its Death Claims

H3

41 Exchange Street.

-BY-

and

3ALE BY-

BOSTON SCHOOL OF ORATORY.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO

GO

FULLAM,

JIIDGEC-Prof. J. B. Finns; Prof.
Prof. T. II* Bolli.
N. Biplev. of Bouton;
soil) of Willimnmic, Conn.

PPOPOSES

f fc?d

mayo

--

--

Cornet Nolo.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLKJTf*

Be Particular to Insure With

EDDT BEFBIGERATOR.

FOR SALE Ilf PORTLAND, BY

For the Best

7s

7s
--78
7s
Gs
Gs

Ind.,

$17

PRIZE CORJiET VALUED AT

Gs

--

--

m

Cash Prizes amounting to $-125

5s

EDUCATIONAL

ELEGANT

O. W.

Gs

--

Maine Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

3-

$35,718,811.58
<132,808,162.52

....

®A

Slate Shelves, Iron Ice Racks, Pure
Convenient
Dry Air, Economical in Ice,
anil Easy of Access, with a reputation of
35 years standing.

Li prizes

1200 MUSICIANS.

Co., 1st Mort.
--

Chicago,

$5,577,399.o3

*

assets DSc.

Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepuessness and Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A

f—»•
OO

Open to all Bauds in Maine.

eodtf

Cincinnati,
Cook County

484,879.10
1,394,268.87

■

,,

the
peerless nourishment for
brain. Send for proofs of wonof
derful cures. Buy
your druggist if possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 60
cents per box; G boxes. $2.50.
Address H. P. TII&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Mass.
my8MW&F&wlynrm
Boston,

Lake Maranacook,
TUESOAY^JUNE 2A

....

...

Vegetable and
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
the a*ed, sufferers fr«m Headache,Vertigo, Pa a’ysis, Epilepsy,

This

the old James
and he became a purchaser of
a railroad on its
River Canal and organizer of
fortune of
bed. This yielded him a handsome
itself. Meantime mining in Colorado leapod
went into it with Mr. Chaffee,
up, and Elkins
the Maxwell
his old associate in the sale of
common basis
Mexican grant, which was the
liked Blame-lie
of their wealth. They both
and came out ahead
planked up his money,
for the 1 resithere, too. He was backed up
times. Now- Eldency by these two men both for
large extenkins and Blaiuo are looking
from
sions of the railroad they have developed
Blaine and
Both
Senator Davis’ coal fields.
of
forin
hard
pursuit
Conkling are, therefore,
both glutted with
tune— both well advertised,
and
success and starved with disappointment;
But
of such is not the kingdom of heaven.
that girl
Elkina has several fine children by
he went courting among the coal lands.

Premiums.$f,2?*,22S'i§
1,812.920.87
interest,.

TEN MILLIONS of Dollars ($10,000,000.)
Oth-It affords the cheapest, safest and most reliable insurance of any Company
in the world.
,
No institution of the kind in this country or tho world lias been more satisfacfinancial
this
than
organization.
great
Cereal Brain 1 tory

CEPHALINE.

Band Tollmen*

BONDS.

FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS, Viz:

°<!

named
About twelve years ago a young
to Congress as delsent
was
Elkins
B.
Stephen
from New Mexico. He was blushing and

ranee

Mission.

beneficent mission which iu past year.- ba»
helped console many of the sick and muttering
of our city through the summer, will be opened nf
SATURDAY Mi 'USING, the 25th inst. It Is hope*,
that former contributors and others who read this
notice, will remember the weekly distribution of
Flowers every Saturday morning from the Fraternity Rooms, 4 & 5 Free Street.
dtft
jne23

Grand Consolidated Concert

Broadway.

953

j ^»Hotel.

may 6

Portland Water

AbSETS
a

)

n......

Cincinnati,

ESTABLISHED IN

Or the same Formula as

at Stockbridge
Concert mc o.30. Doors open at 7.30.
|3F“All not satisfied with above arrangement
return tickets and have money refunded.
JD

urn

Clews & Co.,
Henry
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Trade.

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

«

"mohsteiT

FOR SALE BY

school

maxi

to

DODD, President.

OF* I^’ES'W “5TOF13ES..

Hough-

The Way In Which He Began His Rail
road Investments.

Blaine into

MUNICIPAL

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

i

junlO

Is

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
(BOARD OP EDUCATION)
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA,

Commissioner of Maine.

tan and freckles, and is tho BEST toilet
dressing in TUB WOULD. Elegantly put np, two
bottles in ono package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggie to have it. Price 01. per package.

I

MUNICIPAL

5s

buu biuouixii

Blame’s Fortune.

drew

eF«,

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Ins

removes

i

ME.,

BATII,

Branches,

parta ol tlie

dy’s most interesting serial Two on a Tower;
Miss Phelps’s story of Dr. Zay, and Mr. Bishop’s novel of New York society, The House
of a Merchant Prince, are continued. There
are poems by Annie R. Annan, Susan Coolidge and H. C. Bunner. Reviews of recent
books, and the Contributors’ Club, discussing
and art matters, complete a strong and

literary
interesting number of the Atlantic.
toD, Mifflin & Co., Boston.

e

SKIN CURE

ing Power, by Henry Cabot Lodge; Shall
Members of the Cabinet sit in Congress? by
Miss Sarah Orne Jewett
Willard Brown.
contributes another of her delightful stories,
entitled The Mate of the Daylight. Mr. Har-

Ho

AMZI

PRODUCED BY DR

ME.,

DEEK9NG,

BANKING JjOUSE

IKTOXV-gLlTlX.,

DIGESTIVE

Accompanist.

Owing to Misa Cary’s continued hoarseness, sli*
will not be able to ting. She will appear and hold
a grand reception to her friends and patrons cf
concert at Reception Hall from 7.30 to 8.30.
Admission 75 cts., Reserved seats $1.00, for

THIS

4s

MUNICIPAL

(iec31eodtf

IT LiFE INSim COMPANY,

SURPRISING EFFECTS

MU. HAUVJEY MI'UIIV,

Flower

Cor. Middle &. Exchange Sts.,

[From the Toledo Blcule ]

and time again, and
always with satisfactory results. This preparation
just meets the necessities of the case. Let me state
just what my Pills are made to cure, and what they
have cured and will cure: Neuralgia, Nervousness
Sick Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic Head
ache, Sleeplessness, Paralysis and Dyspepsia. Thes3
diseases are all nervous diseases. Nervousness em-

turned Blaine’s attention

BONDS.

Portland.

Congress Street,

There is trouble in the Fusion ranks and the
Greenback portion of that party left the District Convention yesterday feeling sore and disgruntled. The snap of the Bourbon whip, as
voiced in the Democratic organ, was still ringing in their ears, They felt that they had been
routed and that their wishes had been made

the

COMPANY,

follow inc Talent

by the

HI1SS ADA CART,
miS8 RUTH C. LO.MJ,
CECILIA CLL'Ii,
WEBER CL LB,

jn23_

$10 to $22

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

[CRA710RLB

Magazine Notices.
Atlantic Monthly for July contains

$1,000.
feblHcodly

$10 to

...

&

ALLEN

Harmonious Party-!

love

$8 to $25

RANKER* AND 8
No. IS Wall Street, New York,
wlio will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ot

C. W. JBEKSOK’S CELERY AND

fellows that talked so brave have always walked up and placed their noses on the grindstone

_eodtl

STOOKSfEGULATlOH

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

(Bangor Whig.)

they were simply told to support the
acceptable t q Jim I ^ .^ruts regardless of what
rmgmrbe the wishes of the people who had
sent them here, or the Democrats would call a

Street.

Middle

194

HALL,

FUOitt 7.30 TO 8.30.

GARDINER, ME.,

AS IK VARIABLY

that the yoimg man fell in

oct8

—

Friday Evening, June 2
C oncert

CO.,
FOLK BROKER*,

attempt to pluck the Swiss edelweiss

“bosses!” Why, this Convention would have
done credit to Tammany in its palmiest days.
The country delegates had no voice whatever;

York

New

JOHN A. DOOCE &

says to his friend, “Hold fast your most indefinite waking dream.” Emerson says his life
from the all but inaccessible cliffs. The higher and the wilder, the more the fascination for
him
Indeed, the loon, the moose, the beaver
were but faint types and symbols of the wildness he
coveted and would have re-appear in
his life and books;—not the cosmical, tne universal—he was not great enough for that—but
simply the wild as distinguished from the domestic and the familiar, the remote and surprising as contrastsd with the hackneyed and
the commonplace, arrowheads as distinguished
from whet-stones or jack-knives.
Thoreau was French on one side and Puritan on the other. It was the wild, untamable
French core in him—a dash of the gray wolf
that stalks through his ancestral folk-lore, as
in Audubon and the Canadian voyageurs—that
made him turn with such zest and such genius
to aboriginal nature; and it was the Puritan
element in him—strong, grim, uncompromising, almost heartless—that held him to such
high, austere, moral and ideal ends. His genius was Saxon in its homeliness and sincerity,
in its directness and scorn of rhetoric, but that
wild revolutionary cry of his, and that sort of
restrained ferocity and hirsuteness, are more
French.

from

AT

CITY

margin.

on

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks sb&uld
communicate with the old established lirm of

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Ms,

“grand

bought o/'cHrriod

Daily telegraphic quotations
Stock

CLOTHING

his native stream. He put the whole of Nature between himself and his fellows. A man
of the strongest local attachments—not tho
least nomadic, seldom wandering beyond his

a

!STO O SSLS
Exchange.

Gentlemen’s Fine Woo! Light Weight Oversacks,

native township, yet his spirit was as restless
and as impatient of restraint as any nomad or
Tartar that ever lived. He cultivated an extreme wildness, not only in his pursuits and
tastes, but in his hopes and imaginings. He

...

—

SAMUEL HANSON,

tic. An extreme product of civilization and
of modern culture, he was as yet untouched
by the worldly and commercial
spirit
of
his
age and
country as any red
man
that
ever
haunted
the shores of

Not

and

To fee found in tlie State.

shyness of the hermit and woodsman the wildness of the poet, and to the wildness of the poet
the greater ferity and elusiveness of the mys-

MISS

AND SOLD.

Thoreau.

MADE

Reception

H\

Railway Bonds Annie Louise Car?
BOUGHT

Tine, Medium

of

Grand

-AND

Low Priced

„

[John Burroughs in Century.]
Thoroau was, probably, the wildest civilized
man this country has produced, adding to the

an

MUNICIPAL

OPEN !

NOW

management.
About

_

BU I L DING.

LANCASTER

ENTERTAINMENTS

FINANCIAL.

__MISCELLANEOUS.

men

was

[Amelia Edwards in Harper’s.]
Unfortunately, tho modern traveller is

no

CO.,

House,
dangerously

next

BRING.

PRESS !

Will be furnished, beginning with the number is
sued next after receipt of order in each case, and
•losing with the issue of Sep. 16th, with full returns
from Maine Election;

the

Magazine Excerpts.

25 cents.

...

in

says Republican estimates
reliable.

Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with the number issued next after the receipt of tho order in each
case, and closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing a report of the Maine Election.
Single Copies,

to a focus on

come

Leonard Bacon of Norwich,
Connecticut, headed off a lawsuit in fine
style the other day, when he had been sued
for $1,000 damages for overflow of a reser-

Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credential?
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.
with

when he enters the royal palace. The British minister is big enough to go barefoot,
but resents the impertinent demand that he
shall go unshod; so it is doubtful when

The Rev.

We do not read anonymous letters and communare in
eations. The name and address of the writ
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for nl-li cation but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

Every

The commercial treaty between Burmali
and Great Britain hangs fire because King
Theebaw insists that he will not receive the
British minister unless he removes his boots

COAL,
Domestic Coalf
Price*.

a

Specialty,

Lowest Market

at

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s
POliTMSO,

Wliart
M.tlJfK,

splGdtl

Orders receiyed by telephone.

A Free Clam Bake
Will he served to the Merchants, Saturday next at 4
o’clock, by Geo. Mitchell,
Spurwlnk House.
dSt

jne22

&

142 & 144 Commercial

Son, town

Street,

No. 37 Plum Street.

PORTE A WD, ME.

SJLOOI* FOU SALE.
long
CJ LOOP-RIGGED keel boat, 23 feet, 3 inches
8 l'cet wide, formerly owned by the late Walter
Will be sold at a bargain
H. Lyde, of Freeport.
ripply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport, or C. L. Me
my3dtf
decry, Mail Office, Low 11, Mass’

Those goods may also be found at IV. C. SAW.
Vi:a A C'O.’N, y Preble Street. ttFOItOE
SSLAM’HAlU) A
ISlfOTKIFR’M.
46
Union Street, and A. A. ?llTnii:i,I, A
CO.’K, corner High and Commercial Streets.
dtf
mylO

of

anson

BOSD HOLDERS.
of Anson town bonds

are

requested

t

meet the town’s representatives at the Pre» Ae
HOLDERS
Juno 28th
in

Portland, Wednesday,
P. M., for consultation in relation to
settlement ot the same.
SELECTMEN OF ANSON.
jun20dJt&wlt
House,

o’clock

at

*

TT-TE 'PP?KSB.

C. L.

A. Beale.

Lark.

St. Alban Commandery, K. T., left on their
excursion for Bath, Rockland,Bangor and Augusta at 10 o’clock yesterday morning via specThe Comial train over the Maine Central.
mandery was under the command of E. C.,

Schlotterbeck, and mustered 62 Sir
Knights in line, although three more j: ied
at the railway station. They looked splendidly, and marched well over the published route.
They were headed by Chandler’s fall band
A. G.

pieces.

of 25

[Special

to the

Press.]
Bath, June 22.

A salute from Dunlap and a return
salute from St. Alban constituted the greeting.
The column formed and marched through
some of the principal streets wiih Eminent Sir
The line was as
Morse as marshal.

aspect.

George

EN TERT AINMKNTS.
Gfrui] Reception-Annie Louise Cary.
Flower Mission.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice—Dr. E. B. Feed
Northwestern Life Insurarco Co.
Seizure ot Goods—Lot M. Morrill.
Boat for Sale.
Wanted- Lady Correspondents.
Notice-A. H. Davis.
Pasturing to Let.

follows:

Bath Police.
Bath Cadet Band.
Dunlap Commandery, 50 Men—Hiram Welch, E.
Commander.
Chandler’s Band.
Alban
St.
Commandery, 70 Men—A. G. Scblotterbeck, E. Commander.
By invitation of Eminent Sir Hiram Welch,

Commander of Dnnlap, the procession halted,
and was royally entertained at the residence of
his sister, Mrs. Emily O. Orr. Elegant flowers
for the occasion were contributed by Mrs.
Franklin Reed. Decorations of bunting and

Butler.

WOULDN’T TAKE $500 FOR IT.

Masonic symbols
of Hay Fever.

the

displayed along

were

The occasion seemed not unlike

route.

a

gen-

eral holiday.
That incorrigible plague. Hay Fever, seems
We
to have met a master in Pino-Palmine.
invite the special attention of those suffering
<1 sease to the following:
from this

annoying

Haven,

Oct. 23, 1881.
Gentlemen:—Have be n afflicted for eight
seasons with Hay Fever, of the worst type.
New

Have spent hundreds cf dollars with only temone of your
porary relief. This season ordered
In a month was
Pino-Palmine Mattresses.
greatly relieved. In two months was positivecured. Wouid not take $500 for mj mat-

ly

tress, if I could not get another.
Moses H. Hawkins,
No. 119 Hill Street, New Haven.
For sale

H. Gauhert, 201

by J.

Middle St.,

Portland._ju2dtf
How often persons have been annoyed by
burrs clinging to tlieir dross or clothiDg, and
how seldom have they, when cleaning them,
is the
given it a thought that Burdock Root
most valuable blood cleanser and purifier
under
known, and is sold by'every druggist
the name of Burdock Blood Bitters. Price

julOdlw

$1.00, trial size 10 cents.

Death to the Parasites,
Which hide between the gums and teeth, and
eat into them to their destruction. SOZODONT is master of the situation. Whoever
uses it regularly after every meal, and cleanses
his teeth and mouth, will soon be rid of the

julOMW&F&w

parasites.

Useless Fright.
To worry about any Liver, Kidney or UrinaDisease or Diary Trouble, especially Bright’s
Bitters never fails of a cure
as

betes,

Hop

where

a

cure

is

possible.

juel5

We know this.
eo<3to

_

desiderata
Physicians say it combines all the
of every ferrnginou3 tonic prescribed by every
school of medicine. Brown’s Iron Bitters.

MW&F&w

jul9

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

June 19, 188SJ.

OFFICE HOURS:
7.30 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundavs. open for Carriers and General Delivery
frem 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
B.ston and intermediate office-Arriveatia.XO
12.0<J m. and 9.00 p. m.
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m.,
Boston and the West-Arrive at 12.10, 5.10.8.10,
Olose at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m.,
m.
and 11.10
From

p.

Mails, via Boston & Maine
5‘LntMmedirtePoratWay
Close at
1.16 and 8.10 p.
m.

Railway—Arrive

a. m. and 12.00 m.
12.10 6.10,
at,lo1f,Rlft
Great Southern & Weetern-Arrive
12.00
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m.,
m.
m.. 6.00 and 9.00 p.
,nn
at l.uu p
Bangor arnl connecting routes—Arrive

8.16

in.

Close at 12.00

m.

rir,
®
at Q
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive
in. and 4.45
and 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00

m.

%BM<$Tiing

Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
m.
Arrivt at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a.

4

Castine 9'i)eor Isle,

—Arrive at 6

Mt.

W.

Close at 9 p. m.
each steamer—Arrive at 6.00

a. m.

Eastport^via

C1For“in'maiPs,1via New York, day previous
ing steamers—Close
at 8.16

ot

a. m

to sail-

a. m.

the East—Arrive at
Express, Augusta, Bangor and
2.86 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. in.
and the nonn
offices
intermediate
Skowhegan,
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
m.
9.00
at
also
p.
closes
gkowhegan
ArCanada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.
rive at 12.25 p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
at
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward s Island—Close
12.00

m.

and 9.00

d. m.

■

r>

* U.
r\
«

1.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via m.
H.—Arrive at 6.16 p. m. Close at 7.4o a.
P. «
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via in.
0. R. R.—Arrive at 11.16 a. m. Close at 2.00 p.
via P.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices,
at 12.25
Si R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. in. Clfvo
R.

^Rochester,

Ices, via P.
N. H., and intermediate
& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
are
made
daily (? alp.ys exCarriers’ deliveries
cepted,) In the business portion of the < .ty at /.ou
In Otoer sections
m.
and
2.00
p.
add 10.00 a. m.,
at 8.00 a. m., and 2.00 and 5.00 p. m. Collections
11.00 a. m.
and
at
7.00
are made on week days
and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at b.00 p. m.
Municipal Court.
BEfORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
Intoxication.
*v«unsDAy.—Wm. Dixon.

Dis-

charge^

Mark P.
'^mivaa ftnd
Fined $5 and

John Finch.

Affray.

Brief Jotting
Yesterday was one of the rare
in jane_
neither too warm nor too cold for corn^rt for
the average citizen. The maximun thermometer was 78°, and the wind blew lightly from
the west all day.
The Bowdoin Seniors have decided to haye
their class supper in Portland.
School for the Deaf was
The Portland
open to the public yesterday and there were
quite a number of visitors duriDg the day.
The graduating exercises of Deering High
School will occur today at 2 p. m. iu the Congregational church at Woodford’s.
The Bishops of Maine will hold an ordination at St. Luke’s cathedral this morning at 11

the

An epicurean dinner was enjoyed at
Sagadahoc by St. Alban Commandery

and
Chandler’s band, and after a brief interval the
visitors were escorted to the station when they
embarked for Rockland with mutual cheers.
A number of well known Portland gentlemen
were recognized in the ranks of St. Alban

Commandery.
[By Associated Press.]

Rockland, June 22.
St. Alban Commandery, Knights Templar
of Portland, with Chandler’s band arrived
here about six o’clock this afternoon.
They
were received at the depot by Claremont Commandery of this city with the Rockland band.
A procession formed and marched through several of our streets to the Commandery’s quarters at the St. Nicholas hotel. This evening a
reception was given in Farwell Hall, followed
and then a
a concert by Chandler’s band,

by

dance. To-morrow the visitors take the stiamer for Bangor, returning to Portland via Au-

gusta

on

Saturday.

Portland Commandery’s Excursion.
Portland Commandery will meet at the hall
Line
on Exchange street at 1.30 p. m. to-day.
will be formed at exactly 2.15 o'clock. Headed
by Glover’s baud of Auburn, the Commandery
will march through Middle,Congress and State

At Portsmouth
streets to the Eastern depot.
carriages will tako them to the Wentworth
house, three miles distant, where they will
spend the night. Saturday morning the Comthe 7.55
mandery will leave Portsmouth on

train and arrive in Haverhill at 9 25 o’clock.
At Haverhill they will be met by Haverhill
Commandery, who have provided an excellent
entertainment
They
programme for their
will leave Haverhill at 8 o’clock p. m, Satur-

day, arriving in Portland

at

11 o’clock p.

m.

Fish Notes.
Mr. A. T. Trufant of Cundy’s Harbor,
Harpswell, writes us he has a fleet of ten vessels and they have landed the last eight days

195,000 pounds salt fish. Of these 70,000 pounds
are large cod, the balance divided between
The vessmall cod, cusk, hake'and haddock.
sels report fish very scarce.
There was an active demand for market fish
yesterday and the receipts were comparatively
light, and good prices realized.
The schooner S. H. Pinkham arrived with a
fare of about 8000 pounds of cod and haddock.
The schooner E. Norwood of Boston brought
in 10,000 pounds of fish, chiefly haddock.
Quite a number of small boats were in with
small fares.
Ten thousand pounds of cod and haddock,
of mackerel were landed at J.
and 3000

pounds

W. Trefethen’s.
At Loveitt & Co.’s, 14,000 pounds of cod and
haddock, and 3000 pounds of mackerel were re-

ceived.
Studley
were

Sedgwick, S.

driving business

was

quickly disposed

of.

The schooner Arizona arrived yesterday at
House Island with GOO quintals of cod to Lewis,
Chase & Whitten, and schooner Wm. Keene
brought in 700 quintals to C. E. Trefethen,
both from the Western Banks.
Several drag boats were off here yesterday
after mackerel and caught over 5000 pounds.
There have been no Georges arrivals at
Two fish
Gloucester for the past two days.
cargoes

have been received from Nova Scotia,

and two Bank fares and eight mackerel fares
have been reported for the past 48 hours. Receipts 1542 barrels mackerel. 395,000 pounds
codfish, 60,000 pounds haddock, and 3800

pounds

halibut.

White Mountain Club.
Tiie club were favored yesterday with as
clear and mild day as could be asked for, and
their visit to Bradbury Mountain in Pownal
every way pleasant.
This so-called mountain is only 480 feet high
but it commands a view equaled by very few
The clear air
of our New England peaks.
out plainly the Camden Hills in the
was

brought

east aDd the White Mountains in the northThe woods and fields furnished an
west.
abundance of wild flowers, so that taken altothe
gether it was the most successful excursion
club has ever had.

Taking advantage of the exceptionally clear
atmosphere the club made a study of the Moriah range and Stoneham group and finally
■■ojved the problem which has been before the

elfins number of years. Speckled Mountain
of Ston9i*»m was found, although the tin sig-

nal lately puv there by the clab could not be
seen through any of the glasses.
Mt. Royce
was also found, and it was discovered that it is
not recognized from Portland because it lies

just

in front of the northeast spur of the Moriah range, and having a similar outline it
«»**>*

4*s fend liW

■

»■

■ —

Mr. H. G. Hewcs has sold Fittlers beautiful
water color, entitled "JuneDay” to a Portland

gentleman.

pay

The train on the Eastern railroad from Boston at 1.30 p. m., arrived at Portsmouth Monday,in the running time of one hour and twenty-two miDUtcs. Distance 00 miles.
In Knight’s window on Temple street is a
fine oil painting, a view of a mountain lake,
Miss Mary F. Itobie, daughter of Colonel

by
Frederick Robie of Gotham.
There was a very large train out of Portland
for Lewiston, via the Grand Trunk yesterday
morning conveying a very large delegation
from Biddeford to the French Canadian con.

vention.
fishing
James Brown, a seaman on
lost
schooner Eva May of Portland, who was
from his vessel in a fog a few days ago and supdrowned, succeeded iu making a 1 indihe

posed

ie g at Richmond’s Island, and was
here Wednesday in a fishing vessel.

brought

An Important Decision.
An important decision has just ten render
ed by Judge Symonds involving the Andros
Railroad Corporation and the directors

coggiu

William H.. Baxter of Deering, commenced
suit by Bill in Equity vs. the Androscoggin
Railroad Company, claiming to be the owner
of a large amount of bonds and coupons, and
and against the railroad
judgments issued by
had fraudulently
company; that the directors

unlawfully distributed

among themselves
to the raillarge amounts of money belonging
mad company; and aro still holding money suf» claim, which
ficient to pay the complainant
all of
is nearly two hundred thousand dollars,
of the compafraud
in
which Baxter claims is
and diny. To this bill the railroad company want of
rectors filed a general demurrer for
Dili
the
and
equity, which has been sustained
ordered to bo dismissed with costa for defendThe matter was heard in this city at the
ant-*.
June Rule day. Judge Tapley of Saco, appeared for complainant. and William R. Putnam, and Frye, Cotton & White for defendants.
and

Circumstances

Reduced

Great

frequent visits

to this vicinity.

the State Convention.
Delegates
The Democrats of the city met at the sev'
era) Ward rooms last oveuing, and chose delegates to the State Convention, which meets in
The following is
Lewiston Tuesday, June 27.
to

the list:
WARD ONE.

Frank Lanagan, C. L. Thompson, Robert F.
Semers, Sumner Barber, George F. Alexander,
Wm. Y. Jones.
WARD

TWO.

Robert M. Gould, John J. Lappin, R. P.
Jewett, Patrick Maloney, Edward Daddy,
John A. Gallagher.
WARD

THREE.

Chr.s. H. Chase, Harris C. Barnes,
Chase, Jr., Arthur L. Farnsworth,
Young, Edward S. Osgood.

Josiah
Edwin

WARD FOUR.

Benjamin F. Andrews, John W. Sullivan,
Edward Winslow, James E. Cady, Charles
McCarthy, Patrick O’Neil.
WARD

Joseph S. Sanborn, who at one time was a
wealthy, and successful manufacturer and busi-

ness man in both Portland and New York
committed suicide Wednesday afternoon by
shooting himself through the head with a
pistol i> NtivY York while in the store No. 51
Beckman fro t, which is occupied by ids

FIVE.

Josiah Burleigh, L. D. M. Sweat, D. H. Im
graham, L. L. Newbegin, Charles G. Haines,

John N. Lord.

the firm of G sorgo H.
Sons, dealers in book-binders’

comprising

lupin--.

Sanborn &

machinery.
Joseph S. Sanborn

was born in Portland’
tho son of the late O. L. Sanborn and
with his father, and his uncle, the late Ilus
Carter, formed the book publishing firm of
Sanborn & Carter on Exchange street in this
city. The firm was unfortunate in business
and afterwards Mr. O. L. Sanborn went south

and

was

Joseph
and sold a plantation he owned there.
went to New York and, up to about ten years
and dealer in
ago, engaged as a manufacturer
machinery in Duane street, and on selling out
stock compauy he wont into
in 1873 to a
joint

Wall street with a fortune of about $200,000.
With this money he embarked in speculation,
and in less than three years his fortune had
vanished and he was gladd to accept a situation in a stationery store. When the American Book Exchange was organized Sanborn
found employment there, and when, after a
the concern failed last,
short-lived

prosperity,

work. He had
year, he was thrown out of
since that time been unable to obtain employ
ment.
It has been his habit fo visit almost daily
the warerooms of his nephews in Beekman
where he has often received loans of

street,

necessimoney to bridge over his immediate
ties. Wednesday he appeared there about ten
o’clock, and for about two hours walked up
and down the floor in -the rear after a short
conversation with his nephew, H. L. Sanborn,
and then went behind a pile of packing boxes
in the rear of the sales-room which scieened
him from observation. Suddenly, at fifteen
minutes before 1 o’clock, he drew a revolver,
placed it close to the right side of his head and
fired. The report attracted tho attention of
one of his nephews, who hurrying to the spot’
found the man dying beside a pile of lumber
that lay upon the floor, his right hand grasping
the smoking pistol. The bullet had entered
on the right side of the head and penetrated
the brain. Blood flowed copiously from the
the moment when his
from
and

wound,
nephew, Mr. Herman L. Sanborn, rushed to
his side and asked, ’’Joe, what did yon do this
for? he remained insensible. He was taken to
Chambers Street Hospital, where he died a
minute after his admission. His nephew be-

lieved he had contemplated the act for many
When he lost his position at the
months.
American Book Exchange he purchased a
small pistol, and when asked what he wanted
it for he appeared confused and said he wanted
it to defend himself when out late at night.
By permission of Coroner Marble the body
Mr. Herman L. Sanwas taken charge of by
born, under whose direction it will be buried.
The suicide was unmarried, and lived at No.
129 East Forty-first street..
The Blues’ Excursion.
time at
The Blues will h»ve a grand good
the islands to-day. The company will assemble
G.30 a. m., and proceed
at the armory at
Congress, High, Spring, Park and

through
Commercial streets and receive the Biddeford
Light Infantry. Returning via Commercial,
Park, York, State, Congress to Preble House,
where the honorary and invited guests will be
received, the procession will proceed down
Middle and Pearl streets to the boat which
will leave at about 9 o’clock aud another boat
at 1 p. m.
Immediately after arriving at the
island breakfast will be served, followod by
shooting, base ball from nines from each company, foot ball, potato race, three legged race,
for which prizes have been socuted for each.
Clam bake will be seryed at 3 p. m., followed
hy dress parade. There will be three prizes
for honorarles, Biddeford Light Infantry and

Financial Secretary— M. T. Mullhall.
Treasurer—James E. White.

of the two roads.

of the

one

It is

propositions recently

made came in the shape of an offer from the
Boston and Maine to leaso tbe Eastern and
annum bepay its stockholders 3 per cent, per
sides the fixed charges. Another account says
the negotiations have so far progressed that
the Boston and Maine Railroad Company has
to the .Eastern a consolidation upon
this basis, tho earnings of both companies to
be treated as a whole, and out of the net earnof both
ings the interest upon the bonded debt
roads to be first paid; then 8 per cent, upon
the stock of the Boston and Maine Railroad
Company to be paid, and the 1 auy surplus to
be divided
per cent, upon both the

proposed

;in equal

Eastern and Boston and Maine stocks.
Another proposition from the Eastern is for
tl at company to lease to the Boston and
Maine Railroad Company upon like terms,
Boston and Maine Railroad
save that after

Company stock has paid 8 per cent, dividends
shall be
Eastern Railroad Company stock
entitled to 6 per cent, dividends before both
companies divide the surplus.
Of course auy proposition that may be acceptable to either road will have to be accept'
able to tbe stockholders of both and tbe bonchoiders of tbe Eastern.
Minor Notes.
The second class or smoking car in tho inbound train from the West,on the St. John and
Maiue, due at Sc. John Tuesday at 6 p. m., rau
eff the track at the head of Rodney Slip near
Carleton, and was thrown off the track on its
side, narrowly escaping a fall into the slip. The
the irons,
passenger car ahead was dragged off
The other car was
but not damaged much.
it is
The
accident,
shaken
well
up.
pretty
said, was caused by tho forward truck of the
smoker breaking loose and derailing the car.
No one was hurt, but if it was not customary
to run very slow around this curve tho results
of tha accident might have been serious.
Under tho plan of reorganization of the
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad
Company the committee of purchase were authorized to reorganize the company without
a sale of the road.
Ninety-seven per cent, of
the bonds and over eighty per cent, of the
stock having been deposited under tho plan,
the committee have decided that it would be
inadvisable to sell the road. The Farmers’
Loan and Trust Company of New York are
issuing the new securities in exchange for certificates of old bonds and stock.
MUSIC AND THE

SoDg....Hatton

Song.
Miss Ruth C. Long.
Sunday

on

pictures

the

company to-day.

Attempt

at

Robbery.

Tuesday night. He had with him over 1900.
During the evening he had occasion to change
the money from one pocket to another and it
that some men who were in the
is
probable

The traveler
room at the time saw the money.
retired to a room in the second story of the
How long lie slept he
house about 12 o’c'ock.
doe? not know, but it must have been more

hour, when he was awakened by a
bright light being flashed in liis face. He
sprang up in bed aud saw a man just entering
his room through tho window, which had been
left open. The man held in his hand a bullseye lantern, the light of which had awakened
him.
Seizing a chair, the intended victim
an

raised it over his head and made a dash for
the robber. The fellow turned back through
the window, and dashed down a ladder by
which be had ascended to the window. As
the travele looked down he saw that there
When they saw that their
were three men.
intended victim was on his guard, they fled
He sat up the rest of the
down the street.

night, but was not again disturbed. The
landlord of the house pretended ignorance of
the affair, but the man who told us the story
thinks he put the job up.
A

Miraculous Escape.

Yesterday afternoon, about one o’clook, Captains Horace and Wesley Davis, brothers, atthe railroad track witli ahorse
and wagon at the head of Central wharf, just
as a train of freight car3 were backing up the
wharf,and a passenger train was backing down

tempted

to cross

Commercial street. Capt. Horace Davis was
driving aud noticed the passenger, but not tho
freight train. When he saw the latter he whip,
ped up his horse but the animal fell ou the
——■—'.i
'■■'.i.h.i.
t nnlv a fatty
off. To add to the peril of the situation the
1

reins broke and the two men were at the mercy of the fast coming cars. The animal seemed to suddenly appreciate the situation, and
As he turned
managed to regain his feet.
from tlie track the rear car hit him on the
shoulder pushing him on one 6ide and barking
his shoulder.
As the car struck the horse Capt. Horace
Davis, who was setting on tho side of the wagon farthest from the
track, jumped from the
carriago. Capt. Wesley Davis, being on the
other side, could not follow his brother’s example, and, the horse maddened by pain, dashed
Thei* sat
down the wharf at lightning speed.
Capt. Wesley Davis at the mercy of the animal. Away the horse ran and vi hen he reached Dana & Co.’s packing house at the end of
the wharf, everybody expoeffed to see horse,
Fortuwagon and man plunged overboard.
nately a schooner was lying at the ond of the
wharf aud the horse ran directly into the rigging witli such force lie was beaten hack by
the recoil of the rones. At the same time several of the crow sprang on to tho wharf and

held him until Capt. Wesley Davis could get
It was the most miraculous
escape fromafearful accident witnessed os tho
street in years.
out of the wagon.

Sundays. They

be resumed
next Sunday by preaching by Rev. Henry GodTho Sunday school
dard of Massachusetts.
has closed until the first Sunday in September.
last three

Chorus—Tar’s Song

Weber

Shattuck.

.Hatton.
Club.

Song—Trusting.Millard.
E. W. Flaberty.
Chorus—The Heavens are telling.Haydn.
Association.
Ganz.
Song—Tbe Camelia and Rose.

will

Machlgonno Encampment.
No. 1, I. O. O. F,>
elected officers Wednesday evening a follows:
Chief Patriarch—William W. Kemp.
High Priest—Georgo E. Kenwonby, Jr.
Senior Warden—Andrew J. Cummings.
Junior Warden—Robert W. Jacksen.
Recording Scribe—Charier F. Plummer.

Machigoune Encampment

Treasurer—Stephen K. Dyer.

Miss Annie Greeley.
Piano Trio—Rakoczy March. Kotzschmar
Mrs. Kotzschmar, Miss Jordan, Mrs. Gosse.

la, Break, break, break.Marston.
live.Hatton.
Mr. Fred V. Chase.
.Weber.
is
a
blessed homo
Hymn—There
bongs

J ^ jjid me to

Association.

Song, selected..
Miss

Female

Nettie Miltiken.

Quartettes,}
*;
Cecilia

Song—Addlo

Marcii\Vsodorman.

Quartette.
Napoli.Cottrau,

a

Nellie A. Eveleth.
Male Chorus—In absence.Buck.
Weber Clnb.
Song—The man-o’-war’s man .Merchant.
Mr. George A. Thomas.
Chores—Praise the Li rd, ye voices all
Haydn.
Association.
Miss

....

NOTES.

Mr. Henry E. Abbey, tbe well-known impressario, will not only have Nillson, Del
Puente and Campaniui in concert in this country next winter, from October to July, but tbe
cable announces be has secured Trebelli, Bettini, the contralto of the musical world, and the
especial pet of afshioaable aristocratic London.
Mr. Abbey has secured Mine. Langtry, the
“Jersey lily,’’ for the dramatic season of
1882-83.
_

Personal.
Eev. Mr. Bioknell of the First Uniyersalist
church, Lowell,formerly of India street church
in this city, is in town and looking finely.
Eev. Henry Blanchard of Shawmut Avenue
church, Boston, will probably accept the call
to the First Universalist church in this city.
D. M. Frye has been appointed Deputy Supreme Commander for Maine, of the order of
the Golden Cross, and will aT once we understand enter the field as an instituting officer.
C. A. White of Gardiner declines to bo a
candidate for Congress, and the Fusionists will
probably nominate D. H. Thing of Me, Vernon
in their convention to-day.
A Masonic Lo< ge was instituted at Bar
Harbor last week. Among the grand officers
present was the venerable Ira Berry of Portland who for many years has been the Grand
Secretary of the Grand Masonic bodies of the
'Notwi th s1anding that
Berry is
State.

Mr^

from Bar Harbor Village to Green mountain,
a distance of five miles, and returned in a single day.—Ellsworth American.

of July celebration. They will undoubtedly
receive a cordiai invitation from the citizens.
One of tho most gratifying features to the
Cadets will he the opportunity to again meet
their friends,

the Tillson

Light Infantry of

Eockland.
The honorary members and friends of the
company
Bhoot takes

are

again
place

reminded that the annual
next Wednesday at the

Ocean House, and that they leave the armory
1 o’clock, and tbe corner of Danforth and
State street at half past one.

offer

g. l in & <:».

Mutual

Which at

a

premium pays about 3Vh per

CLOVES

UNDERWEAR,

Government Bond,
cent.

In-

A One line of

terest.

mtuii sums
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

as

shown

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past- ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

4 per

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has acmo
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

SEIZURE or GOODS.
Distbict of Pobtland and Falmouth,
Custom House, Portland, June 22, 1882.)
is hereby given that the following described goods were seized in this district on
th« days hereinafter mentioned, for violation of the
revenue laws and are detained iu public store at this
are
port; any person or persons claiming the same
such claim within
requested to appear and make
this
of
from
the
date
publication.
days
twenty
17. 1 demiFeb 8, 1877, 1 demijohn Hum;
100 lbs.; Dec.
john Bay Rum, 1 bag Sugar,aboutuntarred
lbs.
Rope;
18, 109 lbs. tarred ard 184
April 12, 1881, 18 Brierwood Pipes; May 24,
1882, 344 Cigars; May 24, 583 Cigars.
LOT M. MORRILL, Collector.3
ju23dlaw3wF

NOTICE

May

NOTICE.
KITED,
many friends of S>B. K. H
the Celebrated Clairvoyant, will be pleased to
learn that he has returned to the City an«l taken
rooms at No. 4 Chestnut St., where he' is prepared
The Doctor
to treat all kinds of Chronic Diseases.
has no equal in describing and locating diseases
without asking any questions.
Office hours, from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to 9

THE

_

p.

jne28dlw

m.

LITE AGENTS WANTED.

The above Endowment Policies for sale at

ST.,

45 EXCHANGE
PORTLAND,

■

NOTICE.
Distbict of Maine. I
Portland. June 23. 1882. J
to the Rules of the Circuit Court of
the United States. District of Maine, notice is
hereby given that Frank S. Waterhouse, of Portlaud, in said District, has applied to the undersigned for admission as an attorney and counsellor
A. H. DAVIS,
of said Circuit Court.
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.
ju23d3t

PURSUANT

Boat for Sale.
row boat, 15 feet long, rows

d3t*

A

Pasturing to Let.

AOEATS,

T.T. MERRY,
State
jne23

Agent.

eodtf

BLACK AND COLORED

INTERESTING
to those in wont of

r,

CHAMBERLIN & HOISIEO,
Cor.
may24

Congress & Elm Sts.

©odtf

CALL and SEE

MARTIN,

William’s Indian Pile Ointment is the

decker Bros'

piles.

PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agin
Portland Me.

Pianos,

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Good health is impossible without pure blood, aud
this is best assured by the use of AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, the most powerful blood purifier ever
produced. It is a highly concentrated combination
of the most effective blood purifiers, alteratives,
diuretics and tonics in the vegetable kingdom, combined with potassium and iron, and ha3 no equal.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.
dywlw
JuuxO

Also a choice

stock el iirst-olass

PIANOS ANDNRNANS.

SAMEL TMISTOJ,
3 Free Street

Block, PORTLANb,
dtf

oep29

William S. Lowell,

SAVE MONEY

CARO PLATE ENGRAVER
AND

CITY TIME

The

a specialty of
employing a practical

only store in the City, making
Clock business and

CLOCK MAKER.
the largest stock of Clocks
to be found in the State of Maine.
kinds of Watch, Clock and tine Mechanical repairing done in the best possible manner at
lowest prices for tine work.

Ail

always on hand

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry,
sold

547

on

installments.

buying Black and Colored
Goods, Silks, Rhadamas,
Morie, Mervilienx, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of ns.
We-have llie best assortment, all

Engravxi Cards
for Weddings
tions a S, cialty.

the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell t e best
goods as cheap as poor goods are

513 CONGliESS STREET.
dtf

sold.

J.M.DYR&CO.

GRANT & LEFAYOR’S

BAGGAGE TRANSFER

511

Congress St.

drens’ at 25 cts. that
are an extra good bar-

gain.
Don’t

spend your

money for Dry Goods
until you visit our
store. We are offer-

entire stock
at very low prices.

ing

our

STUDLEY,
middle

253

Street.
<Jtf

ju22

|

forbidden to deliver any

hereby
persons
ALLwithout
doods to any
my account after
written order from
a e

one on

this

me.

a

LUCY B. SWEETSllt.

Portland, Juno 1,1882.

u 11

ju2dlaw3wF*

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
every article of which it is composed is food for
grass. It also eCeetuallv drives earth worms from
the lawns, and likewise Tki 11s moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable

to lawns, also Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now In use, it is a loDg time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
ou aecouat of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
orTry it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
£3jr*Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney's. Market Square. W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 40
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, comer High and
Commercial Street.
manures

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

ME.

lnli20

dtf

DIRECT IMPORTAT

1811 WEATHER,

317 Hhds,
42 Tierces,
34 Bbls
Sow Landing at Merchant's Wlia

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Getniautonn
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, South Kensington

Ex Rg’fnc “Hyaline.

-FOR SALE BY-

jne20

dl\r*

RUSH

still

continues, and

FOR

we will sell onr

TRIMMINGS
at .educed prices for

one

week more.

MRS. S. J. CI.OUG
561

on our

*

Street.P I

Congress

Bargains
j«19

5 and 10 cent eouut

K?
dU

CARDS!
received a job lot of Fancy Cards, which we
selling at 5 and lO cent* per Dozrn.
Also Birthday, School, od l cards, and New Seta &c
Just

AMOK

1ST.,

iXtnr
•

City Hnil.
,it,

Grass for sale.
AC8ES grass at Morrill's Corner, also
several tons old bar.
MANASSEH SMITH,
juiiL’n’dlw
Woodford’s, Maine.

If"•

ranted

on

any Material

war-

permanent.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER8
mayG

ELM ST
_„

dtf

boots m SHOES.
The finest, the best and largest
stock of Summer Bools, Shoes and
Slippers ever offered in this State,
including all the nobby and desirable styles of the season. Also, custom Boots made to measure and
waaranted to fit and satisfy.

AVI. C. Palmer.
Je^_
d4w

are

156 EXC
maylS

Crewels.

Stamping

TWITGHELL, GHAMPLIN k Co.

Notice.

date

Mollases

Barbados

Dressing.

C.W.BELKNAP&SON
dim

IRAC. STOCKBRIDCE

codtf

maylR

Congress St.
PORTLAND, ME.

jef.

Bress

and Invitations
and Recep-

jelGdtf

lot of Chil-

Messrs. C. W.

morning.

From Cambridge Observatory ev

By

St ationer.

ests

House.

a

McKENNEY’S Lawn

I'll E

Treble

Also,

Union St. Under Falmouth Hotel

McKEMEY, THE JEWELER,

Dr. Frazier: I have used two bottlos of your
Root Bitters for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Weakness
.1D1 wia marq
Ti*~; i.w.y
flpmT
than the doctors and all the medicine I ever used. I
the
one
of
consider your medicine
greatest of blessMrs. M.
Cleveland, O.
ings.”
_i

Merrill &r Co., under

1

We are now offering
a large lot of Ladies’
fine Merino GAUZE
TESTS in long and
short sleeves at 35 cts,
marked down from 50
cts.

_Ctf

Ja'.i

I have

every impurity.
For Dizziness, Rush of Blood to the Head, tending to Apoplexy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague
Dropsy, Pimnles and Blotches, Scrofulous Humors
aud Sores, Tetter, Ringworm, Wnite
Swelling,
Ery.ipelas, Sore Eves, or for young men suffering
from Weakness or Debility caused from imnrudeuce,
and for females in delicate health, Frazier’s Root
Bitters are especially recommended.

box

:

YVe offer at COSTfor the XEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity .ts our Stock is large, and consi-ts
of goods from fine hand sewed to comDo not fail to cirll
mon medinm grades.
and examine onr goods before buying

C
We have again received a fresh
invoice of some elegant patterns in
Black Brocade Satins for Overdresses, and a beautiful line of
Black and Colored Bliadames.
These goods we shall sell at
prices which will be satisfactory to
our Customers.
Please call and examine.

Frazier's Root Bitters act strongly upon the
liter and kidneys, keep the bowels open and regular, make the weak strong, heal the lungs, build up
the nerves,and cleanse the blood and system of

Order

jun23d3t#

good bargain.

elsewhere.

KHiers.

TELEPHONE NO. 560.

the prem-

on

extra

are

RHADAMES. mm GAITER SHOE C0„

gaged be married to a respectable young
man, and was making her wedding dress. Her
father entering the room forbade the marriage.
She answered, ‘well father, then you must
maintain me as long as I live.” She stuck her
needle into her unfinished dress, arose, put it
into the drawer, where it has remained until
the present time, 85 years.
By the kindness
of the lady of tlie house we had the privilege
of seeing the dress; it is a white cambric, the
skirt was finished except a ruffle to go around
the bottom, on which she was to work when
laid aside.”

calls for baggage or parcels in any part of tlie cit>
and checks it to any depot or steamer. Agents on
the Eastern, Boston & Maine, Maine Central and
Portland and Ogdeusburg Hoads.

PRICE.

nice
choice styles and an

In order to reduce oar Stock to make
for Goods of our owu manufacture.

Brocade Satins

to

uichll

—

The above

BOOTS and SBOES.

BLACK

COUNTY.

JlT

On Thursday, we
shall offer all our real
Scotch Ginghams, at
12 1-2 cents, marked
down from 25 cents.

room

The Sentinel tells the following regarding a
“She was enlady in Lyman aged 98 years.

Cards.

Apply

MACKE VS ISLAND.

ON ises.

Roothby,

pair of

WANTED,
GENTLEMAN desires a lady correspondent.
Address LARGE LOCK BOX 2G0. Cleveland,
jun23w2t*
Ohio.

-.AJSTD-

SPECIAL

3

LIGHT
oars, cushioned and in good order. Inquire of
BEXJ. THOMPSON, 85 Exchange Street.
jun23

WE.

D, W. FESSENDEN,
V. Mott

GINGHAMS

<R*

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,3?0,Resides giving in000 matured endowments.
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5% per cent, compound interest.

over a

SCOTCH

HALF

by comparison of results.

THE SURPLUS OF T1IE COMPANY
«au.t, reserve is $3,022,612,

m.

—

H.]u23I. NELSON & CO.

Companies

Results Accomplished.

YORK COUNTY.

ting

of Furniture anti General March an
Saturday, commtjncing at 10 o clojk a.
octjutr
Consignments solicited._

front 50 cts. to $5.00 each.

Better than Tontine Poli-

ill.

Vis

w-

HOSIERY,

RIBBONS,

Better than a Four per cent.

Maased burglars entered the house of Mrs.
George H. Connell at Woodstock, N. B., at 2
o’clock Wednesday morning, ohlorformed two
ladies, Mrs. Buck and Miss Kate Connell, ransacked the house, knocked down Mrs. Connell,
who, hearing the noise had awoke, and the
burglars escaped the way they entered, wirh a
The ladies are
number of valuable articles.

AND

c*

BArLKY,

BUTTONS,

LACES,

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Somerset Railroad Co. was held at West
Waterville on Wednesday. The following officers were chosen: Clerk, Edward Rowe; Directors, Edward Rowe, Norridgewock; Nathan
Weston, Madison; John Ayer, West Waterville; Wm. H. Brown, Anson; John Carney,
Moscow; R. B. Dunn, Waterville; W. W.
Pease, Anson; Albert Moore, Anson: G. T.
Stevens, West Watervile; F. W. Hill, Exeter;
President, John
C. F. Walker, Embden;
Ayer; Superintendent, W. M. Ayer; TreasurA.
R.
Small.
er,

[Ellsworth American.]

o.

Imvc added to tlicir regular
stock of

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

mh31F&T&wly

_

Regular sale

destroyed.

W. F.

BAILEY & €’©.» Auctioneer...
<«*

F. O

je22
Clr’Advertiser copy.

dise every

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

for

2

made known at sale.

V.

Some staves in the vicinity ‘if Cutler & E Idy’s Mills, at Bradley, caught fire Wednesday,
aud the fiames extended to a barn near by and
some sparks set fire to another barn about a
quarter of a mile away, Both of tho buildings

cure

with

Maleai.oiu IS Exchange Mt.

sured.
The survivors of the old Fourth Maine Bat-'ll irly
all present at their first reAt the afterAugusta, Wednesday.
noon
session A. S. Bangs of Augusta was
chosen President; M. B. Coffin and J. M. Freeman Vice Presidents; J. A. Jones, Corresponding Secretary; Abial Jones, Historian; Wm.
A camp fire was held
H. Brooks, Treasurer.
in the evening.

only sure

W6 shall
60 &

m.

x ob

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Wm. McNalley of Benton had all of his
buildings, consisting of dwolling house, barn,
wood-shed and carriage-house, burned Tuesday night, and with them two horses, four
cows, two bogs, about four tons of hay, double
and single harnesses, wagons and sleigh, aud
all his farming tools with a few exceptions,
also nearly all his housohold goods and clothing. Origin of fire unknown. Loss §2,000; in-

Dr. Frazier's Root

27th, at 3 p.

F. O. BAILEY A- CO.,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

quite

June

the valuable Real estate, No.
ON sellstreet,
of lot 40

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Billings celebrated their
Infiftieth anniversary, Tuesday, June 13tli.
vitations were limited to members of the
surhour
the
house
and
At
an
early
family.
roundings presented a rare scene. There were
present 11 children and 41 grand-children.
During the half century of their married life,
there has been but one death in the family,
that of tlieir oldest son, who was drowned at
the age of 42.

■WASHINGTON

BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY,

a
consisting
story House thereon, containing 14 rooms, arrangate*
ed for two families. Sebago water, good cellar,
nnisned
Also IV3 story House in rear, con talus 7
since tue
rooms. Both Ifouses have been built new
and
Terms
easy
mouth.
lor
fire. Let
$35 per

Street,

Middle

24.7

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Wedding

Mr. Wm. P. Merrill, an aged and respected
citizen of Manchester, was stricken speechless
and senseless with paralysis Saturday morning,
and up to last accounts there was no improvement in his condition

^TWO

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

A Strong Standard Bearer.

of the State. Identified, as he has been
for years, with the farming interests of Maine,
not simply in theory but as a practical farmer,
the largest class of our citizens will find in him
one who is not only one of themselves, but one
who is alive to their interests and who is capable of judging of their needs as only a practical agriculturist can. As between one of their
own number, and Gen. Plaisted, whoso life has
been one continuous struggle for official position, the farmers of Maine will not hesitate in
their choice. Nor are Col. Eobie’s views limited to the field of agriculture. In all matters
pertaining to education and the elevation of
the masses through a perfect system of public
schools, he has been among the foremost, while
his experience in matters of legislation and the
management of the affairs of State, qualify
him to be a wise and safe executive.

DAYS at 25 PERCENT

BUTLER,

B.

A.

at

Col. Robie will be found to be a strong standard bearer in the campaign and will call to his
support additional strength through his well
known sympathy with the agricultural inter-

Real Estate
Quebec

The Chronicle says the annua! examination
and graduation of the Normal School will occur Wednesday and Thursday of next week.
On Wednesday, the 28th, the inspecting committee will be present and examine the school
On Thursday the
in its ordinary workings.
and graduating exercises will
examination
In the eventake place, the latter at 2 p. in.
ing there will be an address to the grad uates
and a reception at Normal Hall.
The Herald says A. D. Horn of Fai miDgton has s dd his beautiful horse “Judge” to
Horn
Horn of West Waterville, for $350.
sends him to New York.
tlo
i«nimea of Farmington, says the Her«n
uld, report the rate or
thig year &t
fourteen mills, which is one mill less than lain
year.

1)r.

Portland Cadets.
At a special meeting held last evening the
Cadets voted to accept the invitation of the
city of Bangor to participate in their Fourth

je22

of elegant

pieces

warranted PURE

STATE NEWS.

were

Brewster springs.
Four open Buggies.
Three second hand Phaetons.
Three second hand Top Buggies.
Two open wagons.
Two second hand Harnesses.
Ten new Harnesses, in nickel and gilt trimmings.
F. ©. BAILEY A' CO. Auctionurr*..

hung on

BLACK AND WHITE SPANISH LACES,

the fiery bolt struck the house near the chimney, and penetrating the roof passed down
throogli the casings around the same, sweeping everything before it, and, when it entered
the sleeping room occupied by Mr. Myrick and
wife it had not left a single brick upon another.
The room occupied cannot be more than ten by
twelvo feet in size, and tho bed was about six
feet from the chimney. While the chimney
was falling the bet stead wasj struck, either by
the bolt or the flying bricks and pieces of wood,
and the foot piece was torn into splinters. Tho
shock threw the occupants from the bod, where
almost paralyzed they found themselves prisoners in the burning room, and the lightning
playing around them in every direction. When
death in a most horrible manner seemed imminent, the gas with which the house seemed
.filled exploded, hurling the helpless victims
through the window, which with sash and casing was carried some distance from the house.
The fast falling rain soon restored both Myrick
and wife to consciousness, and their cries speedily brought help from neighboring housos.
When it is known that more than two large
loads of bricks, plaster and broken wood weie
piled around and upon the bed, that large
pieces of wood were driven entirely through
two partitions and a door of thick material,
that every door in the house was burst from its
hinges, that six windows with sashes were completely demolished, that a large part of one of
the cellar sills was thrown several rods from
the house, that the lightning entered the cellar through the floor in three different places
and escaped in as many others, that a mattress,
two quilts, several curtains, etc., were burned,
it must seem, as it seems to all who have seen
tho result, a veritable miracle that the Myricks
escaped with only a few bruises and slight
burns.
Mr. Myrick estimates his loss as somewhero
between two and three hundred dollars on his
bouse, upon which there was no insurance, hut
he deems himself fortunate in escaping with
no more serious injury.
no greater loss and
Late in the day those assisting in clearing
away the debris found the clock, thrown from
its position, indicating just twenty-three minutes of twelve when the lightning struck.

Miss

The Item says: “A man on his way from
Colorado to his home in the eastern part of the
state, stopped at a boarding house on Commercial street, in the vicinity of the Custom House

than

Association.
fathoms deep.
Mr. T. J. Somers.

Male

We hare 40

occupants could have escaped without serious
injury. Mr. Myrick and wife were awakened
about midnight by the noise of the tempest,
but lay listening to ihe almost continuous reports, little thinking of tho peril which awaited
them. At twenty-three minutes past twelve

The eleventh reunion of the First Maine
Cavalry will be held at Brunswick Sept. 0. An
unusually large number of comrades with their
families will be present, also many prominent
persons, military and civil.

Weber Club.
Spinning Chorus from “Flying Dut .‘liman’’ Wagner
Cecilia Club.
Crouch
Kathleen Mavourneen.
Miss Ada Cary.
Buck
In Absence
Weber Club.
Philip
/ a, Greeting.
\ b, Wedding.Sode.rman
Cecilia Club.

our

COST,

A. T

cies in other

iu addition, Mrs. Ada Cary Sturgis
ed,
has come from Durham to accept a pme.
the programme. Miss Cary’s loss is a severe
one, but she has generously assisted the hospital in the past, and even now, if the directors
would have permitted, sho would have provided at her own expense an artist of renowu
to take her place, but this tho directors would
not consent to. If any ticket holders desire
their money will be refunded by anplying to
Mr. Stockbridge to-day. Tho following will ho
the programme:

...

offer them

shall

we

shall sell on Saturday, Juno 24, at 10
o’clock a. in. at Horso and Carriage Mart,
Plum Street.
Ten new Phaetons, trimmed with green cloth,
withand without lumps, light ar.d stvlish jobs.
Five Top Buggies, Corning and Piano box style,

WE

Sun Umbrellas and Children's Shades

with which it came in contact. Were it
not that your correspondent visited the scene
and saw for himself the effects, he would hesitate to make anything like a particular report,
for a mere sight of the debris scattered in every
direction, would make one sceptical that the

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The physicians hope that with perfect rest she
will recover her voice before long. Sho will
be present at City Hall this evening and gladly
receive all who desire an introduction, from
7.30 to 8 30 o’clock. The other ladies and gentlemen who kindly consented to sing for the
hospital will take part as previously mention-

Spanish

Iu order to close the remainder of

thing

THE CARY CONCERT.

term embraces the musical public-*to-night.
The lady is in excellent health, with the exception of her bronchial troubles, but this latter
difficulty prevents her speaking other than in a
hoarse voice, and sometimes only in a whisper.

tion.

Laces.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JUNE 23 & 24,

In tlio terrific thunder shower which visited
Winter Harbor Sunday night the lightning
struck the house of Mr. Sewell Myrick at tho
lower harbor, making sad havoc with every-

The directors of the Maine General Hospital
state Miss Cary deeply regrets that sho will be
oompelled to disappoint all her friends—which

Tar’s

Sun Umbrellas and

[Cor. Ellsworth American.!

DRAMA.

Song—One hundred

the date of the formation of the company. The
will be presented to the Biddeford

three delegates at large

Recording Secretary—John Feeney.

practical consolidation
stated that

ing the dates 1807 and 18S2, tho former being

Owing to the recent session of the National
Convention of the New Jerusalem Church of
the United Statos in Chicago, services in the
church in this city have been suspended the

Ancient Order Hibernians.
The second division of Ancient Order Hi
berniaus have elected the following officers:
President—T. E. Harnett.
Vice President—F. W. Cunningham.

by agreement July 1st, leads to tbe expectaa
tion that the near future will bring about

The H ydii Association tfill give a complimentarv concert to their subscribers and friends
at Union Hall on Free street, next Monday
evening. They will be assisted by the Oeciliu
Quartette and the Weber Club. The following
will be the programme:
Ilymn—Saviour, again to thy dear name.Monk.

Bion Bradbury, Wm. L. Putnam, Samuel
Rolfe, Lewis Pierce, John J. Lynch, Fred S.
Sullivan C. Andrews, Edwin L. Stanwood,
Thomas J. Welch, D. H. Drummond, Edward
p. Sweeney, Thoms F. Gallagher.
The above delegates will meet at Congress
Hall, at 8 o’clock this evening, and choose

pooling arrangement
arrange
these two roads, the old ono expiring

of chestnut finished with gold. On the bottom,
on
in black letters
gold is the inscription
“Portland Mechanic Blues.” Ou the top is a
handsome eagle and shield, finished in red,
blue and gold. On the corner is a gold shioid,
while on the sides are crossed muskets, bear-

Now Jerusalem Church.

WARD SEVEN.

have yet been

Farrington

ward six.

Strout.

taken to
between

measures

new

a

ocean.Ileinze
Weber Club.
The day is done.Balfo
Miss Ada Cary.
Tlso Blues have had their picture- taken hy
Their sun shall no more go down.Tuckerman
Cecilia Club.
Hearn and handsomely framed b UoeseJ, an
Waltz, by request .Vogel
in
Store
the
Dollar
i
in
Weber Club.
they wore exhibited
HAYDN CONCERT.
Block last evening. The frame i

and his fish

With these two important discoveries the identification of other mountains was made easy.
The club desire to call public attention to
the beauties of this place and the adjacent
country, and hope that lovers of nature may

o'clock.

Cause

Despondency.

when all nature seems breathing gladness. The clear skies and invigorating atmosphere made the march delightful and presented our city to the visitors in a most agreeable

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

Pino in Case

a

snmmer,

CITY AND VICINITY.

H. I. Nelson & Co.
Sun Umbrellas, Ac—A. B.

on

The special train with the Knights of St.
Alban Commandery arrived at 11.40 a. in.
Dunlap Commandery, with Bath band, which
had been in preparation all the morning were
in line in Post Office Square to receive them.
The day was one of the beautiful days of early

Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Sebattns, E. H. Jehnson.
Sacearrappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodson and II. B. Kendrick.
Tliomaaton, 8. Delano.
Tiualhaveu, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Blisa.
Watervllle, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woedford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

NEW

The fact that no

Portland Commandery off

Spauldidg.

Lewiston. Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon. C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.

Richmond, G.

SHOOTS HIMSELF.

Carriages and Harnesses by Auc-

Terrible Effects of a Thunder Storm at
Winter Harbor.

Eastern and Boston and Maine.

SALES.

AUCTION

ADVERTISEMENTS_

NEW
_

MERCHANT

PORTLAND

FORMER

A

TIME.

THE PRESS.
G.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brnuell & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Wentworth, Hoilsdou, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello. Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose. Hitobings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
on all
Bosto* & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,
trains that run out of the city.
&
Co.
Auburn, Willard Small
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Batb, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’n Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis u.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.

Mallowell,

COMMANDERY’S GOOD

ALBAN

ST.

FRIDAY MOiiMM.. JUKE 23.

LIGHTNING’S FREAKS.

RAILROAD NOTES.

SAD SUICIDE.

MASONIC EXCURSIONS.

Seminary Notice.
mHE Trustees of WESTBROOK SEMINARY ore
X hereby notified that their annual meeting will
be held on WEDNESDAY, Juno 2M, at 3 o'clock in
the afterno-m, at the SEMINARY BUILDING in
Deering, .or the transaction of llio following
business:
1st. To fill any vacancies that may exDt tn the
Board of Trustees.
2d. For choice of officers for the ensuing year,
and to transact any other business that may .egaliy
come before them at said meeting.
..
►

a

w

GRENViLLE M. STEVENS,
■»
Secretary Board Trustees.
jun21dtd

Deering, June 21,1882.

AGRICULTRAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sheep aa Fertilizers.
sheep are said to be the “animals with the
go,
golden hoof:” they enrich where they are
not only the master but the soil. Sheep
deweed
best
the
the best manure-makers,
e asilv
stroyers, the best grubbers, the most
cared for, and require the least cost for
aud barns of all slock kept on the

fencing

farm. To fence a sheep pasture, lay up a
rail fence three feet high and it is done; or
make during the winter when time is not
fence sixvery valuable, lengths of portable
teen feet long, of three 4- inch boards, with
three upright strips of the same fastened

with wrought nails.
Go to the woods and cut stakes about five
feet long; sharpen at one end. In the
spring, after the frost is out, hut before the
ground is settled, drive the stakes with a
maul, one every sixteen feet, and fasten the
lengths of fence to them with wire, twisted
together with a pair of forceps.
A worthless gravel-ridge is a good place
for a sheep pasture. Run a light fence

r

Absolutely

□

Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength ami wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
al

ph- ispliate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal
u m or

York.

New

Baking Powder Co.

_febl8.1&v,ly

PEARLINL
THE

BEST THING KNOWN

for

WASHING^BLEACKINGIN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR CGLO WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should he -without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEAR LINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

fod&cowly2r>

je!6

along the edges of it and turn in the sheep:
they delight in the short, fine grass. It is
wonderful how well they thrive, on an apparently barren hill. The ridge grows richer year by year, aud part of the
droppings
are washed down on the plow land below,
it
making
produce larger crops. It is the

limestone hills of Vermont which made
American Merinos so famous. Turn a flock
of sheep upon a newly cleared piece of land,
and they will keep sprouts from growing,
kill out all the hazel brush, and eat everything except thistles and mulletins, The
thickest patches of hazel brush and stumps,
which are sure to sprout, should be salted,
when the sheep will finish them. The best
way to kill Canada thistle is to cut them
down, then salt the patch aud let the
sheep run to it. They will keep the spot
bare as long as there is a taste of salt.
But the best effect is seen where sheep
are used in a rotation, alternating with
crops. An excellent rotation for an upland
farm is this: 1st year, small grain seeded
with clover; 2nd year, sheep pasture, manure drawn on, plowed shallow and sown to
rye turned down deep aud planted to corn,
the corn to be cut up for sheep fodder,
which i3 better than any kind of hay( clover
not excepted)for keeping sheep in a flourishing condition through the winter. The advantages of this rotation are that the land
will be growing constantly richer; the corn
field will be in splendid condition with a
crop of clover roots and another of green
rye rotting beneath the surface, in addition
to the manure made from the straw stalk
and corn fodder. Then, too, the two plowings in fall and spring will tend to make
the fieid like a garden, so that when husking time comes the owner will he obliged to
enlarge his corn cribs. Furthermore, the
sheep by thus enriching the land and keeping it free from weeds will have fully
earned their keep, so that the wool and increase will be clear gain.
Mr. Geo. Geddes of New-York, who has
raised sheep for many years in connection
with wheat, says that with one sheep to the
acre of cultivated land, pasture aud meadow, ho raises more bushels of-grain on the
average than ho did when he had no sheep
to.manufacture his coarse forage into manure ; that the land is constantly improving
and the crop increasing in quantity, and
that while producing crops on less acres
and at less cost than he did before he kept
sheep, he has in addition the wool and
mutton produced
by the sheep. I have
read that the sheep-breeders of Vermont
have had to abandon farm after farm as
they became too rich for the successful keeping of sheep. In England, a large, well-led
flock of sheep is considered to be essentially

What a Pint of Manure Did.
A Wlsconsi^farmer sends this experience
to the American Agriculturist: “Last year,
in hauling yard manure across a field afterwards planted with com, some of it scattered oft' in driblets—from a handful to a
pint or so in a place. When planting the
of them droppings,
corn I found portions
and where noticed drew them into the hills,
and with the hoe mixed them a little with
the soil as the seed was dropped. In three

instances, where

large handful

a

about

or

of the manure was thus put in, a stick
When
was driven down to mark the hills
hoeing, we noticed that in these hills the
more
off
had
started
corn plants
vigorously,
were greener, and at the third hoeing they
were six to twelve inches higher than the
other hills adjoining. Our curiosity being

pint

followed up the observations,
and when gathering the crop each of the
awakened

we

three stalks in the three hills had two large
plump ears, while the surrounding com
did not average one good ear to the stalk.
This set us to thinking aud.figuring. That
bit of manure had given the young corn
roots a vigorous start, just as good feed
starts off a young calf, or pig ,or lamb, and
the roots penetrated farther iu every direction and gathered more food and moisture.
These stalks being better nourished from
delow, ran far away from the poorly fed
neighbors. As to tiie figures, the rows
were 3$ feet apart, and the hills 3 feet distant in the rows, say 4,000 hills on an acre,
and 4,000 pints of manure is about 02$ bushels,for two large wagon.loads. Anybody
can reckon the difference between six large,
well-filled ears of corn on each hill, and less
than three per hill, and the cost of the manure as compared with the total value of
the final crop. The plowing, and the seed,
and the hoeing, amount to the same in each
case.
All I have to say is, that every cornhill planted on my farm this year will have
at least a pint of manure in it.”

Says Fogg: “Parson Jones’ sermons give
great deal more pleasure than they used
to.” "Indeed?” replied Brown, inquiringly.
“Yes,” added Fogg, “I don’t go to hear them
now.”
No lady or gentleman need suffer long with
any pimply
tetter, ring-worm, or
rough dry scaly skiu disease for Dr. C. W.
Benson’s Skin Cure is a perfect and reliable
remedy for all skin diseases. Sold by all drug-

Bath and Boston pa-

pers pleace copy.
In this city, May 18, Mrs. Catharine Tierney, aged
60 years. [Montreal papers please copy.]
Iu this city, Juno 21, Rose E. Murrey, agod 22
years.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2Va o’clock.,
St John
at her lute residence, No. 38 Stone street.
papers copy,]
In Yarmouth, June 21, Anna Delle, only daughter of Joseph and Mary Anna Humphrey, aged
29 years.

...

[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.]
In South Paris, June 19, Mary JL, widow of the
late Jacub H. Nichols.
In South Windbam, June 21, of consumption,
Mrs. Bertha Grant, wife of Jeremiah Graut, aged
27 years 6 months. [Eastern papers-copy.]
SABI.INO iWl'MH' aTEABaHUV

at $1 per

for the
“We’ll shake once
as the ague said to the victim.
Horsford’s Acid

quinine,”

Polynesian..Quebec.Liverpool.. .June
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.June
Germanic.New York. .Liverj ool...June

Niagara. -..New

York..Havana —June

Andes.New York..Kingston....June
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...June

Scythia.New York..Liverpool. .Juno

Germain.New York. -Havre.June
Valencia.New York. .Maracaibo. June
Orinco.New York. .Bermuda ...June
St

24
24
24
24
4
27
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
30

Ambroso.New York. .Para.June
Alvo.New York..Port Prince.. Jne 30
Xeddington.New York..Rio Janeiro. July 1
Newport.New York..Havana.July 1

Mississippi.Quebec.Liverpool...July
Wuij.
Alaska.New Y'ork.. Liverpool
Bothnia.New York..aa»erpooI... .July

pn«bl»—-»eW'J'ork..Havana.Ju y
fcu*»»ioga.New York...Havana.... July
Citvof

1

■*

6
6
8

AHMANAO.JUNE 23.
Hun ria«*....4.16 High water, (r ml).. 4.45
Bun 8©ts...^.7.47 Moon sets.11.44
MINIATURE
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thrown from his bicycle down in
Connecticut last week and insti ntly killed. It
is supposed that the bicycle got frightened at a
horse—Philadelphia News,
was

There is no bitters in the market which will
do so many people good without the risk of
doing anybody harm as Wheat Bitters.
Guiteau is in a terrible stew, because the
Yale and Harvard race is set for the day of his
demise. He is afraid that the race will attract
so much attentiou that the world will forget all
about him.—Philadelphia News.

—

Bennett, Yarmouth.
Larcom, Boston for

Brig Woodland, Patten, Boston, to load for West
Indies. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Philadelphia—coal to

Eastern RK.
Sch Lizzie Wilson,
E H Sargent.

ocl9

Cepiialine, taken cold, is

unequalled

*Thousands of ladies cherish grateful remembrances of the help derived from the use
of Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound.
The New Orleans levees that are too low are
not the tax levies, which are as high as §3.70
on the hundred dollars. It bothers some of
the property owners to keep their heads above
water.—Texas Siftings.

Summer

Complaints

More universally recommended than any
proprietary medicine made. A sure and reliable tonic, Brown’s Iron Bitters.

At this season, various diseases of the
towels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perry Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Read the following:

Personal—John, Come back; all is forgiven.
Pa kicked the wrong man. He did not know
it was you. Stella.—Pittston Ledger.
Jumbo is coming, the “Domestic” is
now, 12 Elm street._

Bainbeidge, N. Y., March 22,1881.
Perky Davis’Pain Killer never fails to afford
instant relief ior cramp and pain in the stomach.
Joseph Burditt.
Nicholville, N. Y.. Feb. 2,1881.
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moxhoona, Iowa. March 12,1881.
I have H8ed your Pain Killer in severe cases of
cramp, colic.and cholera morbus,and it gave almost
inwhint relief.
L. E. Caldwell.
Carnebville, Ga., Feb. 28,1881.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures. Would not feel sate
J. B. I vie.
without a bottle in the house.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1881.
Have nsed Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for twelve
years. It is safe. sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
IF I. Nates.
Oneida, N. Y., Fob. 19,1881.
We began using it over thirty years ago, and it
alv ays gives immediate relief. \\ ould hardly dare
to go to bed without a bottle in the house
W. X r? perry.
Conwayboko, 8 C., Feb. 22, 1881.
Nearly every family in this section keens a bottle
Dr. E. Morton.
in the house.
U. 8. Consulate,
Cbefeld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8.1881.
I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Kili.j :r almost
from the day it was introduced, aud alter years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable necessity.
I. 8. Potter, U. S. Consul.
Bubton-on-Tkent. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, and found almost instant
H. J. Noone.
relief.
21 Montague St.,London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-three years in India,
diarrhoea,
of
cases
dysenI have given it in many
tery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
11. Clabidge.
relief.

here

T he mest voracious eater in the world is a
bird—it take3 its food by the peck—New Jersey Enterprise.
Aftert Eight Long Years.
C. C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom street, Buffalo,
writes that for eight loug years he had tried
every known remedy to cure him of piles, also
had been treated by physicians without success, when he was ultimately cured by Thomas’
Eclectbic Oil.
Politics are so hot in Pennsylvania that
when they see a man without a pounded face,
they ask him what state lie oomes from—Boston Post.
SSSSSU
_

The face of humanity displays fewer pimples
Eeason—Glenn’s Sulphur
than formerly.

Soap.
“Hill's Hair ana Whisker

Dye,”

50 cts.

Those who have been postered to death by
the irrepressible dandelion on their lawns may
The pest a ill pester them no
now take heart.
Eastern markets have begun to utilize
more.
them for greens, so that the gardeners cultivate them for Bale. The plant having thus beabovo
come useful, the bugs will eat it off
the
ground, the grub will saw its roots in two,
will thrash
sun will parch it to death, the rain
it to strips, and the boys will dig it out and
steal it. Thus the dandelion, which has been
its way inamong the first of the weeds to coax
out
to human favor in the Spring by throwing
of
a
sort
aB
flag of truce
its golden blossoms
and peace offering combined, will retire from
the field and the lawn to the seclusion of the
green-house.—Detroit Free Press.

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
jn2

an

Spring.

When a professor distributes his circulars he
has a pupil in his eye.—Musical Herald.

MW&F&wly

MW&F&w3m

guarded

Iso cheap mixture to impose on wtuu.uuo
humanity is Wheat Bitters, it is a most potent
tonic and recuperant. Try it and he convinced
A great many of the strikers in all the
have
strikes find that in the end their famines
than anybody else.—Bmgbeen hit harder

The Great Healing Remedy.

hampton Republican.

■f
ta

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys, Diabetes
and other diseases of the Kidneys and Liver,

frightened about,
which you are being
that will surely
the
is
thing
only
Bitters
Hop
so

and permanently prevent and cure.
cures only relieve for a

pretended

WFftMeow&w

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
41
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876,)

Somerset street, Boston, give
ANB
to the treatment of FISTEI> A, FIE*S,
all DISEASES OF THE RECTEM,
from
business.
without detention
Abundant references given. Pamphlets sent

application.
Sun
Offloe bourn—12 to 5 o'clock X' M. (except

on

days.)

maylOeodSm

AH other
time and

then make you many times worse.

Magistrate—“Do you

FISTULA AND PILES.

know the nature of

an

my boy?” Witness (promptly)—"Yes,
Must take it, sir—’relse I can’t be
sir.
’memb’r o’ Parl’ment, sir?”—Punch.

oath,

Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full liBt of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.
A

I

HOME

contingency

which

can

during

occur

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptlv upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!
Pre»hlefli.
JORV E. DE WITT,
DANIEL SHARI’ Vice President,
HENRY I). SMJTI1, Secretary,
NlCHOLAS J>eGRO()T, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

Special Agt.,

R. EMMERTON
Portland.

LYDIA E. PiNKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

d3c3

undersigned desire permission

Wilson, Philadelphia—coal to

Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Woodbridge,
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Boston.
Sch Addle J, Leighton, Boston.
Cleared.

Very Respectfully.
CHASE
(Signed.)

width.

DEAN.

&

Portland, June 19th, 1882.
the foregoing petition, it is ordered that a
hearing be bad on* MONDAY, June 2Gth,
at 3.00 P. M., on the premises, and thau notice of
the above petition, together with this our order
tberon, be given by publication in two daily papers
printed in Portland, for seven (7) days preceding
the hearing.
(Signed)
JACOB McLELLAN,
) Harbor ComrnisTIMOTHY B. TOLFORD, [ sioners PortCHARLES MERRILL,
) land Harbor.
dlw
je20
•

ON

_

S for

& Co.

Portland

Sch A die J, Lolghton, Cherryfield—N Blake.
Sch Frances Ellen, Nickerson, Bangor—Keneell
& Tabor.
Sch Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls, Kennebec^to load for
New York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch T S McLellan, Whiee, Harpswell, to load for
New York—J Nickerson & Son.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. 1
Sid fm Liverpool 21st, barque Waciesa, Spencer,
Portland.
Sid fm Antwerp 21st, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Cardiff.
Arat Natal prev to 20th inst, barque Sicilian,
Sears, Madagascar.
ITIFUIO BANDA.
Sob Mary Farrow, from Bangor for New York,
into
Vineyard-Haven 22d leaking 1600 strokes
put
per hour.
FIUHERIIEN.
Ar at'.Boothbay 21st, schs Humboldt, Shepard,
Western Banks, with 700 qtls cod; Magnolia, Nickerson, do, 000 do; Highland Queen, Joyce, Swan’s
iBland, shore fishing.
A.r at Gloucester 21st, sch Mary J Elliott, Paterson, Western Banks via Boothbay,—800 qtls.

Over 5000

NOTICE

Endorsed the

Signed
FcSIowing Remarkable
Document:

je!4tje28

June 13,1882.

have sold various brands of Porous Plas-

Physicians and the Public prefer

Thera is

to all

Benson^^jaucms^’orouePlaster

no excuse

and

owe

other Porous Plasters cr Liniments for
external use.
is

their origin to

After

nent Ctir'e.

m.,

ping

AND

St Thomas.

Ths Richest

20th, schs Ernest T

—

for Bristol.

Sid 21st, brigs Carrie Bertha, and Kaluna, for
New York; Mary C Mariner, for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, ship Success, Ford, Liverpool 39 days; bug C S Packard, Harkuess, Cape
Hayfi; sell Flora E McDonald, Kane, Jacksonville;
Huntress. Brown, Eastport; U L Kenney. Farr, fm
Rockland; Vashti K Gates, Tlrrell, Wickford. for

BLOOD,

Fasted up, seb (1 II

<

Eaton, from Calais for Soni-

ripR(

>VrilENCE—Ar 21st, sch Flora KiDg, Bickford, Calais; Grace, Alley, Ellsworth.
Sid 21st, schs Loduskia, Leach, and St Elmo,
Humphrey, New York.
WARREN—Sid 21st, ;sch Freddie Eaton, Motz,
New York.
,,
SOMERSET—Ar 20tli, schs Emma Aiey, Hall,
Philadelphia; C 11 Eaton, Swain. Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 21st, sch Lucy Wentworth,
Philadelphia.
Sid 21st, sch Hampton, Fletcher, Bangor.
S>d 21st, sch-Nettie B Dobbin, Falklngham, for
Macliias,t
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th,schs illlllio Trim,
and Eliza B Collin, from Hoboken for Boston; Edw
L Waite, Philadelphia for Portland; Alaska, from
Rondout for do; Elouito, New York for Portsmouth
Spartel, St John, NB, for New York; C H Eaton,
fm Calais for Somerset; Margaret, Leighton, do for

Being tonic

—

monton. Oak Bluffs for New York.
Ar 20th, sebs Petrel, Deerow, New York for Boston; Nile, Spear, do for do.
UYANN1S—Ar 20th, sch T Benedict, Crockett,
Now York for Portland,!
Passed by, sch Addie Fuller, for Hath.
BfJSTON—Ar 21st, sch Mima A lteed, Nash, from
Philadelphia; Jos Oakes, Haskell, and LaiuaCobb,
Cob j, Elizabethport; Everglade, Dorr, Amboy: Ivy
Bell Loud, New York; Tim Field, Lelaud, and City
of Ellsworth, Bonsby, do; Silver Spray, Hall, do;
Henry Clay. Bickford, (Ellsworth; Edw L Warren,
Babbidge. Belfast; Cynosure, Pettee, Camden; Fannie Hodgkins, Lewis, Wiscasset; J P W'allace, Bryant, Bristol; Cambridge, Perry, Batb.
Below, scb Lizzie Wilson,-from Philadelphia for
Portland; J S Moulton, -.
Old 2lBt, sch J P Wyman, Urann, Jacksonville;
Sarah, Wright, Bath.
Ar 22d, sebs Kipley, Beal, Camden; Edw Everett,

Thurston, do; Polly, Richards, Rockland; Diadem,
Thomas, Thomaston.
Cld 22d, brig H H Wright, Meyers, Dresden; sch
Uranus, Clark, do.
Belaw 22d, barque Alice, Dyer, from Matanzas.
NEWBURY PORT—Ar 20th,,|sch Clio Chillcott,
Fullerton, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH-' Id 21st, sch Win Boazley, Conary, Bangor.
BANGOR—Ar 21st, sch Add*e Jordan, Herrimnn,
Philadelphia.
BUCKSPOAT—Ar -20th, barqnc Hancock, Richardson, Boston, to repair.
BATH—Ar 21st. sch Ah de Dunn, Fauntaln, Maryland; Minnie C Taylor, Hamilton, New York.
Sid 21st, brig Shannon, Sawyer, Baltimore; sch
%-■!
Lunet, Hinds, New York, fe.ru. t.
■

,,,

■

mildly purgative they

ing any permanent relief,
case was

regarded

as

hopeless.

long
my
who knew the
Finally, my wife

All

said I must die.
induced me to ti y a bottlo of Dr, Kennedy’* ‘F vorite Remedy’ which she had somewhere heard of or
Without the slightest faith in ii;
seen advertised.
but solely to gratify her, T bought a bottlo of a
druggist in our village. 1 used that and two of
hree bottles more, and—to make a long story short
-I am now as liealtby a man as there is in the
circumstances

country.
Since then I have recommended ‘Favorite fRemedy’ to others whom I knew to have suifered from
Kidney and Liver complaiuts; and I assure the public that the ‘Favorite Remedy’ has done its work
with a similar completeness in everv single instance,
ana 1 trust some other sick and discouraged mortal
may hear of it and try the ‘Favorite Remedy’ as I
m
4eod&wlm
did.

S. R* WILKS,
Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
THE MONT N'T.,
Contracts for .Advertisements hi Newspapers In all
cities and towns Of the United States and tlie
BritishProvinces.
■

■

Express Trail;.., Dou&ls Traci Slogs Salias
bm «c£set»(at any railroad
'coat oiilco in New England) via

VAJEVES9

*

j

Now Tots and Philadelphia

ifsaui

ROl'TK.

BKOOU

BOLrM»

or

*!*«

Wanbinglpn Street, Roslcii.
H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent C. U. K "f N. J.

i.rr. Para.

ROYAL M41L
STEAMSHIPS.

5«?

fi

LlUfc

j

weekly ships

from

GLASGOW, I.iverLondonderry, and Gnl
pool.
way to BOSTON direct.
The steamers
C

unsurpassed

are

safety and speed.

for

BIN, 870 nud $80.

at low rates.
Appiv to E. A. WALDUON, 4!) Exchange St., T.
422
P. McCfOWAN,
Congress St., or A.KVIS A

$40, Steerage

mediate

Into,

■

The

w—

AliDEN. Gmral Age.la, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., IB Stato St.; PhiladelN. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

phia, Pa.;
may23

Portland, every Tnendny
or on tbe
Friday evt?ninfii* »* • • -1 -*5 o’clock,fw» Kocwof
arrival
Express train from Boston,
and
^eagwlck.
Bic,
Iiiud Cadiar, Deer
to Blue Hill on arrival ol
Stage from Sedgwick
%V«»i and Mar liarbn»»,
each Steamer)
Millbridve, J«ne>psri uml MacManport.
Keiuruinx. leaves Machtasport. evary .Wau
day and Tbaraday tlorain*M, at 4.30 o'cl«>ck.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Iraln
and early morning train- for Hoeion.
’The New Steamer C»TY OF RICHMOND. 1000
wii. laavtons, Capt. WM. E. DKNM ON which
and
sime wharf every Monday, WrdnraUay
at
H.I5
o’clock, or on arM.«iurdiiy evening*,
for
rival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston
IVlouut Deaer* (South West and Bar Harbors)
Bar
tou hing at Rockland only, and arriving at
Harbor at about D'.OO A. A. next day. Connects
with Steamer for Nullivan from Bar Harbor
Kcturni* g, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Mominy- Wedntudny «nd Friday, touching
in
at South West Harbor and Rockland, .arriving
Portland about 5.00 P. M.

& B. S. S.
Going East. At Bocklnod with B
Co, Steamers Wednesday and Saturday mornings
also
lor itelfaxt, Hangar, and River Landings,
with Steamers for Green’* Landing, Bine
with
Hill and Hllaworlh. At Hnr II nr nor
Steamers for l,auioiae and Sullivan. At nesgwick with Stage for Blur dill.

CO.HI^C WEST.
Kocklnud Monday* and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. for Bo-ion, and from Bangor

and River Landiugs tor Portland.
eacn
Buring Summer Arrangement will connect and
to
trip at Kocklnud with Sanford Steamer*
-4.
June
from Boston, commencing
GEORGE L. BAY, General Moket A gent.
E. CUSHING. General Manager.
Portland, June

PACIFIC MAIL tl. 8. CUT
FOR G*! ;FGRN!A,
EstauJa,

^auiiv/kh

^ealac»'

Kv-

a

-'

Aattralifii
fliU from

The new as.
spierdid
fork on the 10th, 20tli aud ..v> of each mouth
carrying paa?angers and freight for Pan Fian: PC©
fw below.
S. S. City of Para, June 21 I 8. 3. Colon,. ..June 30
S. S. Acapulco, for I-thmue of Panama only

July

10.

For freight or passage sate§andthe Collect inf"?
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. Id. BAETLIifT & CO.,
Ifi3 8ia(e Mireei, fei• Bron.i Ml., ifaaton.
cr to iV. D. LITTLE A JO.,
»1 Eiehiici SU Portia.
jeSSdtf

dly

RESORTST

SUMMER

A RARE CHANCE
a

LEWISTON,

Steamer

hTl
«1127 tons, Capt. Charles Deer2JKfet-rw.-s.vtM ing, which leaves Railroad Wharf,
and

JAf*.., CHINA.

EV1.SV SATURDAY.
Ocean
Voyage—Only
Shortest
WIVE BAYS from Land to Land.
Extra

June 10.

to LIVERPOOL

QUEBEC

Commencing

Arrangement,

Summer

14,1882._

STEAMERS.

_

*

At

NS.W KNOJLANU' ACBWCS,

luhitfdtf

Portland, Bangor & Machias

few

summer

hoarders, In

Steamers!

of the most
House pleas-

one

1
I10R
pleasant towns in New England.
beautiful. Apply early.

ant, scenery

Charles

FARE S3,GO.

Chandler,

Job a
onto Steamers Forest Citv and
1 Btooks will
Maine.
alternately leave FRANKldN WHARF
eod6w*
I Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
I Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sunday* excepted..
Passengers by this line ere reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
MT" Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. B.
Vermont.
Buy, 8irunton,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets to Now York, via the various
Through
Open June 1 to October. This sum- Rail and Sound Lines For sale.
on
mer resort is new and situated
taken as usual.
Freight
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
JT. B. 4 OYJLE, Jr., (Jenertil Agent.
For full description
gt ^ibans.
Tha

Fryeburg Centre,

may 13

a

HOTEL CHAMPION,
ITlaqtiam
jp&Vl

a

L’TaUs^^.'iT!
send for circular.

__dtf

General Ocean Steamer

R. PARKER, Prop.
d2

jue8

mos

THE ATLANTIC HOUSE,
SCARBOROUGH BEACH,
agoa A,

felgfigfrtiiJ*

HMBCESb

Will open for the season of 3 882,
15.
on THPKHIIMV, June
This house is elosed to transient
ou
the Sabbath.
visitors

S. St.

-C5UNNISON, Proprietor.
d2w

jul5

HOUSE,

KIRKWOOD

SCARBQKO BEACK.
N<w °I,eI1 for t!ie

/AtJ- £

season

SSSi OTIS KALER,

of

1882.

Proprietor.
rdlw*

je20

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Canard, Stale, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lints, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $i>0, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Sterling and CouiiueutuI exchange in
and
Also agent Morris Europea
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and fre'gL*roall
celebrated
the
of
the
Also
lor
globe.
agent
pans
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
J. L, FARMER,

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

mchlO__dif_

JESoertoxi.

Hook Binders.

—AJTD—

m A. QCINCV, Bmbi 11, Printer*
Exchange No. til Exchatige Street.

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Sicauisliip Line.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. fUROlBt
me.

Agent,

Exchange Street.

No. 23

.12 €nm Hu, Portland

Lesya* each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday

WSaai faff**
Il jutcu, S
Tiora

LongWf-

Frow

m.

Tat

j

..

3.;eet

lr

VVfcarf

m

the raterfiling vessel.
-d Boats
I eat.
tic
..1st
bj
BVol„ht
forwar,ied free of commission.
Cveightfot^
bv
hl tsoiiar.. Kuuud 1'rif 8IS
oonne^
»*»•*
Meals and Roog Included.
For Freight or Pas-age apply to
•v

...

JF,

Railroad^

njAWP^ON,

fi. !*.
I4* L

for

A

n«

BOSTON

(LIMITED.)

FOR PORTLAND at, ».(J0 a. m., 12.30,
7 00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
01.0 OKi'll.tRD BEACH
11.00 p. m.
FOR BOSTON at (1 40, 0.13 a m„ 1.23, 8.55,
BOSTON FOB OLD ^Offr
0.25 p. m.

ni'.» Jii»"f« »“»«•.»ieSJK.MsSVS?-' Voh
AND PINK POINT at

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Con■imption. Sold by all Druggists.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

eod&wly

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
J. utl VJI Kit '. UUK

Remedv.
TRASS MARK lish
unfailing c

of Mr. Washington Monroe of Catskill
Green County, New York.

time

ANE JUBTiO) AND HUSK-ELS STs.

„uer to

feb20d___

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

_PORTLAND

j

a

Albany

K. B. fas

eseaCJBN STHSKTS,

AN I?

NINTH

Line* to
there with Civile Steam
< •, “ud
Omi lolvu, H. C., Wii.hiusl"K« , *nd vy*fcer niow
from any
and
Bills
given
Rates
Lading
Through
point In New England to Philadelphia.
For Hates and information apply to
D. D.
MINK, Agent.
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mast

a. m., 12.55, 6 OU p. m.,
T-MiPsBT.'ad^pw-^at 6.15, 8a45 Boston
at 10.45 a. m..
t, arriving
Las-4755, li.UM> p.m. BOSTON
3.30

arl

and for

Stations in PhUadeiphis
tr’hiltj.aelpilin 5c Reading R. R.

21 1

FM] adolpnia.

On and after Monday, June It), 1882,
PA99KNGEK TRAINS WILL LEAVE

MW&F&wnrmly

‘•For many years I had suffered from a|complaint
which the physicians called Gravel. 1 had employed some of the most noted doctors without obtain-

with

Boston &

Boston & Maine

MW&F&wly

An Interesting Stoiy—A Hopeless Case
Cured. A Good ReasonSfor-HappiKess.i

Statement

STATION W. &W YOiiK £?££&**.

je!7__dit

1IEXUY, J0H.WSO.Y & LORD, Props., Burlington, It.

10 GRATIFY HIS WIFE.

uvpii

Wsi.

in.,

—

New York, Treaton & Philadelphia.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer, Portland, with through
at GrandTrunk
trains cf Grand Trunk K. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot ofiicos and at Rollins ft Adams’ No. S2Kichange Street,
*
I)ooa not stop as Wooufora’s.
J. W. PETE US, Supt.

Sold by dracKists, $1.00 porbotUo.
WHEAT BITTEBS CO., H’frs. N. Y.

ap3m

-—BETWEEN

«.

tivprinitticld, also with N. A. 4k N. E. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PbiladrJ.
Baltimore, Washington, and the

Son th and
the Weal*

of these Bitters

Tho Blood, Brain and ITerves are the forces
which bear tho strain of every day work and
life, and in ordertosavesicknesaAwiawiseto
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
TTheat Bitters are prepared, not b.y fermentation but by solution and aro richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which ia added the best and
choicest medicinal Qualities, necessary to
mako it a ton«o and bitter. It is at onco healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with tho thousand and ono cheap
alcoholic bitters which ere sold as cure-aUa.

„„

Sid, sebs Spartel, Henry W hitney, Nellie treat,
Trospect, O H Eaton, and Alaska.
KDGARTOW N Ar 19th, sebs Moses Eddy, Sl-

Ci

nliia,

For Bale by all dealers In medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.

,,

Kaai H

and

use

4 05 p.

and

1.05
p. ra.. and (mixed) at <1.30 p. m. Retail ,r>
11.15
0.45
a.
at
sn.,
Rochester
leave
(mixed)
a. El., arid 3.35 p. in.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Govham, Snccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford*,
Mills.
at7.30 a. in., 4.05, 8.20 and (mixed:
*8.30 p. nr.
The i .05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects a.
Aye- June, with Sloosac Tunnel Route foi
11 tWect, and at Union Repot, W orcester, for
NewTork via Norwich Cine, and all rail,

“ll of which these

by tlio

n. m.

Ai-'ced,
SpiingvaSe,
Stiver.7.150 ft.

Price 25 els. per bottle.

CAREFULLY PREPARE®,
THOROUGHLY 'TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE Alt# RELIABLE.
Tho Phosphates of tho Wheat era ita most
valuable food property, end aro, when properly prepared, the ruoBt acceptable nutriment
with which to build up tho eyotem.

[f

euro

at 7.30

4.05 ;>. m.
For Rochester,
ei euro and Saco

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Sseretisns.

NERVE

Old 21at. wcho stapbou U Piubbaio, Uiooulcnf,
Baracoa; Ned Sump er. Snow, Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2(ttb, ectiB Avon, Parks, Ban
gor: Lizzie, from Macliias.
FALL RIVER—Ar lath, seh Zella, Hallowell,

Dennysville.

and permanent

BRAIN and

Bound Brook Route.

For Manchester, Concord 3nd pointsNrntli

speediiy cure by removingthocau**.
Keep the Stomach, Bowel?, and Digestive Organs
in good tvwriting ordert and perfect liealtli
will bo tbs result. LfldiOS and others subject to Sick Headache win find relief

THE

and 5.46 p.

Ayer June.,
JlltHiat*,
Clinton,
Nashua. Cowell, Windham, and i

constipation follows

and Skin Dis-

eases, etc.,

tn.

For

Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,

Eruptions

arriving

Portland at 1.25 p.

ra.

Sick Headache. Loss of

BEST

and
Leave C.autou for Portland
> and 9.20 a. m.
1.30
at
for
Leave
Portland
Canton,
t\\t...Lm-m
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage conn •nions with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfield,
Peru, Livermore, West Snmnor and Turner.
>1118 I1AYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland. Deo., 5tli, 1881.

B;

direct to

STEAMBOAT CO.

__

_On and after Monday, June S!>,
■jww^Hg j 4882, Passenger Trains will lea,
,5Portland at J.il'i a. ta., oar
■—4.05 p m., arriving at Worcester
Returning leave
at 2.15 p, to. and 7.30 p'. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8,00 a. m. and 11.15 a,
at

BncAfleld

Fails &

j

BOSTON

I-i ozmection with
OLD COLONY BAICBOAD.
to FA LL
Freight received and forwarded daily WienmRIVER there connecting with tbe Clyde
and
SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY
rra, sailing every

Connecting

x" xi.i aoAP.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,

1

19,

FOBTLAND & ROCliESTEE B. B.

Will give remediate reiief, and
in a short timo effect a perma-

SIJKJ4 REMEDY AT LAST. Price iiocte.
HEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION FLASTER.
^ ■'
uzallv

Rs inf

jel7tf

1382.

Portland and Worcester Line.

genuine
Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and so recognized by
physicians and druggists.

You wiil be disappointed if you use
cheap Plasters, Liniments, Pads or Electrical Magnetic toya

June

Fan*. Hall Labe City,
Denver, Wan Francisco..

•JOSEPH HICKSON. Gfcn«r.l Jf.umgpt.
SttBiiii'-tetrtoat.
W.J.SPHoctl7Itf

a. ra.

t Sleeping Cars attached, ruts daily, Sundays in
eluded, between Boston and Bangor
ISuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skow
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doos
not rnn to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning.
liimitcd Ticket* krai and aecsnd c!n*s for
Mr. John sail Halifax on sale at reduced

at Reduced Ratos

Northwest, Wes; and soiiiiiw«;.H

a

a

When other remedies fail get a Benson’s Capcine Plaster.

8.10 a. m.,
m„ 8.00 p. m.;

Portland,

OH, HENRY BAXTER’S

_Benson|fK!agcme^kmter

Halifax,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

thousand other diseases that
a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

others. We consider them one of the very

DOmfiiTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 21st, barque Julia, Lord,
Cadiz.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 19tb, sch C H Macomber,

Sid, brigs Argus, Nicholson, (from Havana) for
Portland; Tally Ho, for Port Spain; ech Wyoming,

G.CO p. m.i St.
Houlton, 3 0.15
Aoiiu, 9.00 a.
Mi. Ntcpiwn, 10.46 a. m.; Siuclmpcrl,
а. m.:
6.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangsr, 6.45, 7.45 a.m.
f8.00p.in. »exter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. m., 2.20 p. in.; Skov. began, 7.65 a. in.,
2.55 p. m.: Wntcrville, 9.20a.m. 210., +10.08
p.m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
б. 00 a.m 9.67 a. m., 2.55 p. m., fll.00 p.m.;
tlardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m„ 3.16 p. m.,
111.20 P. m Hath, 6.66 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.09
m.
11.66 p.
(Saturdays only)
p.
m.,
fSranswrclf, 7.25 a. m., 11.16 a. m.,
4.30 p.m., tl2.35 a. m., (night.) ttockinud,
8.15 a. m., J..20 p. ra., 4.26 a m., (Mondays only.
IiewiatBU. 7.20 a. m., 11.16 a m., 4.16 p.m.
Phillips, 6.56 a. m. Parruingeou, 8.20 a. m.:
Wruthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: Thu morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. in. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.35 end 12..45 p.
and connecting roads
The afternoon trains iron) 9»atervillo,
m.
August:'., Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.42
p.m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60
Prom

6

Bitters will

broke.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater
•
Lee, and Helen Augusta.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

for suffering from

<L •case*fa®

few reliable household remedies worthy
of confidence. They are superior to all

Lulu, Baker, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, schs J G Schmidt,
Vangilder, Gardiner; F L Porter, Sherman, do.
Cld 20th, schs Julia S Bailey, Marson, Gloucester;
Clara E Rogers, Rogers, Lynn.
Ar21st, schs Maggie Daillug, Bailing, Cardenas;
Ada Ames, Adams, Rockland.
Cld 2l8t,sch Emma K Smalley, Coggins, for Pem-

m., til.15 p.m.; Pnrmiagtoa, Phillip**,
SiautteSey Lake, ITIonnicuth, Wimkrop,
AieaiUleld, West Watervilie ami Worth
Farmington via
1.15 p. ra.,
4a»ou,
Brunswick, 7.00 a. ra.

a.

THE

Physicians

Kennebec.
Cld 20th, sch

A
p.
for
anti
Belfaitt
Banuor, Bnck»porl, Dexter,
gliowhegan, l.lo p. in*, 1.20 p. m., til .15 p.m.
Bnagor und Dexter, 5.15 p. m. (Saturdays
only). Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.15 p. m,, 1.20
p.-m., fil.16 P- m- antl 5.16 P*m* Saturdays only,
Bschtu«tisia, Uallowell, CSardincr,
tuoua.aud Brim* wick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., til.16 p. m.; Batb, 7.00 a. ru.
1.20 p. m., 5,15 p. in. and 11.15 p. ra. on
Saturdays only; Rock laud, and JKu-px Ac
11.
Bo 7.00 a. m.,
1.20 p.
Liiucolja
ra.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays onjv.) Aaburn
and lievi«»ton, 8.16 a.m., t.l-6. r».
jd.,
6.05 p.m. Iiew'i»4e*a via «rua*wick 74X3

Notice t© Coal Dealers
Committee on Public Buildings will receive
sealed proposals until Wednesday, at noon,
June 28, 1882 for eight hundred and iitiy tons of
best quality Lehigh Coal (broken) and two hundred
and thirty-live tons of best quality Lehigh Coal (egg
size) 2,240 pounds to the ton. to bo delivered, and
put in and trlmn ed in the pen9 at such of the Public
Buildings and school houses of the city, and at such
time as may be designated, the coal to be in all respects of the best quality, and in the best order and
well screened on the wharf before delivery, and
weighed by such weigher as the city may designate.
The Committee reserves the right to reject any
and all bids that may not be deemed for the interest of the city. Address proposals to
CHARLES. F. LIBBY, Chairman.

MEW EMCLAMD
STEAMSHIP LINE

fPOm

and all points in the

touuty,

^laoMf'bc nd I*ake, and all stations on I*.
fe',i>icutn<jMi* R- 11., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20
m.. noon, and remain in Bangor over nignt);

CITY OF PORTLAND.

AND

WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 21st, sch Bessie E.Dickinson, Dickson, Bath.
RICHMOND—Sid 19th, sch E Arcularius, Snow,
Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20tb, sch J W Drury, Crowell,

3.20,
phen, Fredericton, Aroofticok

or

is hereby given that JOHN L. BEST has
been duly licensed to collect the City Offal and
has given bona for the satisfactory performance of
the work. All persons collecting offal without a
liscense in violation of the City Ordinance will he
prosecuted according to law.
C. K. BRIDGES,
City Marshal.
janlGdtf

CLYDE'S

Mv.

unv

RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, Juue 19ih, Pagnenffer
TraiuN will run as follows: Lejire Portlaud
for St* John, Halifax and lh«- Proriacca,
and all stations on Is. A- W. A. Railway,
Steand tU.15| p m.; St. A mire

CITY OFFASj.

Druggists

Buth.

ilHE CENTRAL

the

at

Tickets Sold

line_dgcM'J_

AND

Te Cnnttda, Detroit;, Chicago, Ml ill wan kte
Ciu< iqi< ai. HI. Luni-, Ouinhn, Sugin-

_;_atf

ju!7

broken and stove sizes, eelivered at the Alms
House, and in eighth and quarter ton lots at the
residence of persona receiving aid from the city.
For further particulars call at the office of Overseers of Poor, City Building.
julOdlw

MW&F&wly

BRUNSWICK—Ar 19th, sch C W Lewis, ilupper,
Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON— Cld 21, sch C E Haskell, for

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 1 ’Ciet Agent.
D. W. SANBOliN. Master Transportation.

^iiii .... tt ii> 1111 imnrTTiiir VTtIi, nt 12 nVlnrlr
l -Mr To be of the best quality, 2000 pounds per ton,
I

^

ters.

Parlor flare.
On trains loaving Boston, at 7.30 and 0.00 a. ni.,
12.80 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
S.46 a. m., 12.55 and 0.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets i« nil point* Weii and
goiiie may be had of J, M. French, TicketScIler,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Paltman Car Tickers for Meat* and
B-mluio!il at Bceul Ticket Oder.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
Through
°

Pauper Departsupplying
ment with Coal for the year ending June ^
PROPOSAT
received
will ho

na.

at 11.00 p. m.
I’nlimaa

CITY OF PORTLAND.
18^3,

a.

Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Welle, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Couwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Kockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn. Chelrea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 12.55 p nr. (or Saco, Biddeford. Kennebunk,
Con* ay Sunctioii, Ki ttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.55 p. m. connecting with Sound and P.ail
Lines for all Southern and Western (mints.
At li p. m. for Cave Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea ami Boston arriving at 10
p m. connecting »ith all Kail Lines for New
York.
Nuudny, at il p. mi for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5 30 p. in. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for New York.
Traiua leave Bcntun.
At 7.(50 a. nr. and arrive in Portland at 11.65 a.
m. At i! a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12.55 p.
in At 12.30 p.m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
in Portland
p. m. At 7.00 p. in. (daily), and arrive

a

GentlemenFor the past few years we

Brig Hyaline, (Br) McLeod, Liverpool, NS—Ryan
& Kelsey.
Brig Orloff, (Br) Boudrout, Sydney, CB—Ryan &
Kelsey.
Sch Juiia S, (Br) McIntyre, St John, NB—master.
Sch Welcome Home, (Br) Peck, St John, NB—
—

build

i

this train for Boston.
At M.'t.t a. in. for Cape Elizabeth.

extending

Messrc.Seabury & Johnson, Manufacturing Chemists, 21 Platt St., New York:

Fox.

Sen Irene, Swinn, Barrington, NS
Packing Co.

to

Wingera will be taken by <his

PASSENGER OFFICES

June 18, 1882.

Train* leave Portland
Daily (Night Pullman) lot Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmoatti.
Nowbaryport, Salem, Lynn and Beaton, arriving
1 special
at 6.80a. m.
Sleeping Car will be
read? for occupancy in Portion,; station, at 9.00
m.
(Sunday nights Up. m., and is attached to
p.

on

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’8 BLOOD PURIFIER
will eradicate every vestige of Hmnors from the
tone and strength to
Blood, at the same time will give
the system. As marvellous in results as the Compound.

NJ—clay

PHILADELPHIA

ANI>

At

titted ap with fine accosnm®-*-

are

SPECIAL NOTICE.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

west side of ‘Pumpkin Knob’’,
THEwharffrom he
the shore about GO feet and 10 ft.

Find Great Relief In Its Use.

or

ADVERTISEME ITS

Gentlemen:

63TFor all Weaknesses of the generative organs
of either eex, it is second to no remedy that has ever
been before the public; and for all diseases of the
Kidneys it is the Greatest Ecmed y in the World,

Have

dtf

Eo the Harbor Coeinnissioners of
Portland Harbor.
Portland, .Juna 10,18S2.

PHYSICIANS USE IT AND PRESCRIBE IT FREELY.

wc«x--

eo

CITY

A Sure Cure for all FE3IALE WEAEo
NESSES, In eluding: Lencorrlurn, Irregular and Painful Menstruation,
Inflammation and Ulceration cf
the Womb, Flooding, PROr vAns uTEKi, &c.
dTPlensant to tho taste; efficacious and immediate
.nits effect. It is a great help in pregnancy, and relieves pain din ing labor and at regular periods,

25

Agent for

JONES

These steamers

74 EXCHANGED STREET

its

FEK1US,
Manager for Maine and New Hampshire

tion. Biliousness and Torpidity of the I-iv^r

Commencing Sunday,

WiU until further n.-Hica leave Franklin Wh"*.
li e
Poland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY,
l. M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
M.
4
P.
at
every MONDA Y and THURSDA Y,

Train service from Port-and* on and after Monday next. as follows: Express for Montreal 9 a. m.
Express for Quebec and Montreal 1.30 p. m. Express for Lewiston, 7.10 a. in. 1 15,5.10 p. m.
Mixed for Gornam, 3.30 p. m.

"*

€OHPAN¥.

J. F.

Sch Alaska, Hamilton, Rondout—cement to C A B
Morse & Co.

Gallagher

Ladies are comforted by corresponding with
the lady proprietor of Healy’s Tonic Pills and
Cordial. See advertisement on this page.
Tonic for

i

t3TBoth tho Compound and Blood Purifier are prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mas?.
Price of either, SI. Six bottles for $5. Tho Compound
is sont by mail in the form of pills, or of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for cither. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Enclose 3 cent
Stamp, fiend for pamphlet. Mention this Paper,
tF-LTDLA E. Ptnefaji’s Liver Pili.s cure Constipa-

~

Steamers Eleanors and Frauconis^

Horn for passengers, making this a very ccnvenJeni
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Mains. During tbe summer months these
greamers will touch at Vineyard HaveD on their passage to and from New York. Passage, tnclmuuj
State Kocm, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to dfestination a*
For further information apply to
once.
KEN BY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms cam be obtained at 23
no paaRixcnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1,

...

*

All nolicie
POLICIES!
INCON TEST l BIJE
issued after Nov. 10, 1881. are incoutestible after
the
for any
from
of
the
date
policies
three years
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides

Arrived.
Steamer New Brunswick,
NS. for Boston.
Steamer City of Portland,
Eastport and St John, NB.

Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—Henry

Chapin’s Buch j-Pa id a. A quick, complete
cure for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difflcultv
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction. Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits, Stricture, Stinging,
3marting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping, J
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggist s, by ex-F
press, prepaid, $1.25.
Chapin's Injection Fleck is to be usedr.
with Buchu-pniba, in cases of Impure or*
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at!
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1.25.{j
Both oy express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.H
8
E.S. WELLS, Jersey City,

WOMAN.

DKPARTIBES:

LEAVING PORTLAND
stations, through to HurItuglOQ, Mwautoc, iVBositrral uud OgdtUNburg.
ARRIVALS.
4.45 p. t»#—For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta>
tiona.
From LeuiMlon nml Auburn, 8.30 a. m
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
12.30, 3,15 and 8.00 p. m.
From Ciorhaai, 8.30,9.40 a. aa., and 12.30
f 8.00 a- ra.—From Ffcbyaa’s and Bartlett.
! P-m.
0.00 p. to.--From Burlington and S wanton.
Fro--a Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
J. HAMILTON
12.30 p. m.
Portland. I)oo. 3, 133
«*.—For all

a.

SI TIJlEll ABB AA’GEME AT,

.*

ITOt,

MONDAY, OCT.
IfejS 3, trains will run as follows:

For Auburn uutl Lewinlou, 7.10 a. m„
1.15 ami 5.15 p. m.
For Gorhiun, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Siorhnm. 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Monlrtal ffuebee and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

tion and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
ClES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by
IT

Send-Weekly Line to Sew York.

TIME.

offer

oiifl

trains

Eastern Railroad.

continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Wlienover
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend addiinsured
the poliamount
to
sum
the
ctions thereto,
cy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

va

CHANGlToF

OfV

Until further notice passenger
will run as follows:

IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your considera-

for every

iSYMPATHIZE WITH

CHANGE OF TI91K'
after Iff outlay, December

Railway of Canada. Maine Steamship Company

Grand Trunk

epidemics.

MPOKKA.
April 2D, on the line, Ion 30 W, sliif H II McGilvery. Blake, from New York for Yokohama.
June 14. lat 13 13, ion 68 20, seh baunie A Bailey, Wheeler, from St John, PR, for Boston.

THURSDAY, June 22.

gave immediate relief.”
man

Hatter as.
Ar at St John, NB, sobs Alta V Cole, Cole, Boston; Mary B, Barton, and Emma G, Giggv. Portland; Druid, Kerrigan; Alta, Davis, and Flash, Hatfield, Portland; Ida May, Gorham, and Champion,
Glaspy, Rockland; Sultan, Camp, do.
Old 21st. sch Lampedo, Holder, Rockland.

Phosphate in Seasick-

says;
S. S. PAEKEB, Wellington, O.,
While crossing Lake Erie, I gave it to some
fellow-passengers who were seasick, and it

A

N~£ZWg.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

ness.

15c. boxes clears out Rats, Slice, Roaches,!
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,B
Skunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, CUipmunkaB

Portland.
In port Jnne 1C, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, f
Philadelphia; sch Eva May, McDuffie, for North of

FOB

package.
more

Sld fm Cardenas 14tli, brig Golconda, Hall, for
New York.
Ar at Matanzas lGtb, sell Fred Jackson, Snow,

^““KIDNEY COMPLAINTS of Either Sex

eczema,

gists

camb, Sagua.

JAMES A. ANDERSON,

In this city, June 22, Agnes, wife of Capt. M. C.
Oliver, aged‘o8 years 8 months.
[Funeral Saturday forenoon at 10.30 o’clock,

FKOM

PORTLAND, JIAIjVE.]

OF

DEATHS.

Btreet.

Ou autl

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabiehed over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with it3 policy-holders.

Westbrook.
In Biddeford, June 21, by Rev. S. M. Emerson,
assisted by Kev. E. T. Adams, Dr S. J. BasBford and
Miss Susan L. D. Emerson, daughter of the officiating cldtgymau, all of Biddeford.

Newbury

—

W.45

New York.
Sld 7th, sob Wm Dou lasg, Mclndoc, New York;
Storm Petrel, Herrick, d*>.
Sld fm Cienfuegos 13th, sch EUen M Golder, McLeod, New York.
Sld fm Havana 15th, brigs Emma, Richardson,
Delaware Breakwater; 113th, Anita Owen, Brans-

.WOMAN CANM

Portland & O^eosliurg Railroad

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY I

Katka.
AratBaracoa IOtb inst, sch Mary E Webber,
Hodgdon, New York; 7tb, Annie L Palmer, Lewie,

In this city. June 21. by Rev. E. C. Bolles of Salem, Mass., Eugeno F. Hartshorn of Boston and
Miss Marion H. Allen ot Portland.
In this city, June 21. by Kev. Geo. W. Bicknell,
of Lowell. Wra. H. Ukler and Anna O. Coleswortby,
M. D.. both of Portland. [No cards.]
In Herring. June 22, by Kev. O. A. Haydon, Geo.
C. Cotton and Miss Jennie Swett, both of Deering.
In Cumberland Mills, June 21, by Rev. Edward S.
Tead, Albert Gill and Miss Annie Hewitt, both of

at No. 149

TnE

UNION MUTUAL

Whittier,
Apl 22,
18th,
Reval Slay 81, ship Swallow, Duncan, for

ar

Sld fm

-IN

INSURE

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

June
Washington...New Y’ork. Havana
Republic.New York..Liverpool...June
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg. ..June

me a

Batavia,

WHY YOU SHOULD

from

barque T I, Sweat,
for New York.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_

MABRIAGES.

Git

Wit and Wisdom.

a

York.
In port

RAILROADS.

INSURANCE

FOnEIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Newcasllo, NSW. May lid, barque Adelia
Carlton, Grant, Honolulu; 6th, S R Bearse, Bernard. Hong Hong.
At Sydney, NSW, Mav 16th, barque Priscilla,
French, for Honolulu; Malle vllle, Harlow, for
Shanghae.
At Melbourne May 13, ship Valley Forge, Love,
for Newcastle, NSW; burquo Sami D Carlton, Freeman from Boston,
Sid fm Padang Apl 10, brig Irene, Yates, for New

BEFORE TAKIMO,

■

An
"<-i

Beminal Weakness.
Impotency, and all
Disensca that follow
us a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Less ol
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimncst
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases tliui
lead to Insanity oi
Consumption and f
Premature Grave.

TRADE MARK

AFTER TASGitS.

f^y^Sold in Portland, l»y Fred. J. Timer, ?2l
nuaYouno Sf Stone, cor. Congress uud Green Sts,

Congress

f t.,

MgSftdlyr

A

Cure

DERI LIU V.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a epecitic for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
oi Memory, Spermatorrhcua, Impotoney, Involuntaovercaused
ry Emissions. Premature Old Age,
ertlon, self-aouse, or over-indulgeuco which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxo for live dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
e© six boxes
proprietors, John C. West& Co., guaranireceived
for
bo cure any case. With each order
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the prowritten
their
guar’
prietors will send the purchaser
ante© to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. II.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents u Portland
Me., at Junction Middle and Free 3ts.

by

„oyi&

A

course

of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the mast
the Greatest Blood Purifier ea earth.
TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

Skeptical that it is

PRICE, $1.00.

FOSTER, MILBURii & CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. i. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Ag
M.WAFlj

d&wly46

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Boston and Way stations at
Boalon For Portland at
1.00 and 6.30 p.m
for
8.45, 8.30 a. m., and 0.00 p. m. Portland
Old Orchard Beach. Saco and Bidileford
rit 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.30* 5.30 p.m. Biddeford ior Portland at*6.40 a. m., 12.0o, 2.30,
7.1
0.36 p. in. Old Orchard Beacn for
Portland at 6.52 a. m., 12.10, 2.43,7.28, 9.48
*

*Kemains at Old Orchard Beach 2 hours aud 30
before going to Biddeford.

minutes

isoston & Maine road connect with a'.l
running between Portland aud Bangor,
Mt.
Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais,
Rockland,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
at
trains
Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Trunk
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Trans-

Trains

on

CATARRH.

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence end B< at >n
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of tf. T. Willianuu Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, aud at tuion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
atf
jelG

Elys’ Cream Balm
Effectually

cleanses

in il

animation,

the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

allays

protects the membrane
from additional colds,

completely

heals the
restores the
taste and
smell ;beneiicial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &e. Unequaled foi
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Apsores and
of
sense

«

ply by the little finger

*

Into the nostrils. On
If
HAY r
receipt of 50c \\ ill mail a package. For sale iu Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owogo, N. Y.
d&wly48

Trip

per Week.

On ami alter FRIDAY. June
2d, t lie favorite ami superior sea*
going steamer New Hruu»u^inick, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Kastaa^na^
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Traiu from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections arc
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Fneght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.
tfzxrmr-

/fertjjUT

WINES &
of
/

LIQUORS

nil kiutlrf, iu the

OBlOMiAL

PACBAOP.S,

—roa sale hr—

fi. STANLEY &
(U j

POKE 8T

SON, Importers,
POBIXANR, 01l<.

M IIERBBY filVKN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
npon himself the trust of Administrator of the es-

TVOXICE

,l\

tate of

JAMES B. MERRILL, late of Cumberland,

meats.

of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
the law directs.
the estate of said deceased,
demands
upon
having
arc required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

the County
given bonds as
in

HORACE L. MORSE of

Cumberland, Juno titb, 1882.

Gray, Adm’r.

jelWIawSwE1*

►.

II. P. C.

Horsey, Agt.,
Rail Roa<l Wharf.
dtf

ruatn2S

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO,
Calais, Me., SI.
Me.,
John,N.B., Halifax, ft. s„

Eusiport,

Charlottetown, P, E. I.

IMPOKTED

steamers

fer Station.

One

».

'b

For HomIou- Piti lor Lara on trail's
leaving Portland at 12.56 and 0.00 p. m., and Boston at;0 a. no, and 12.30p.m. Parlor-car seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
conrff-ilie 12.56p. m„ train irorn Portland
nects with Sonuil l.iiie Steamers for New
Voi k and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 0.00
for New a ork
11 m., train with all Bail Lines
and llio South and West.

YARMOUTH, l S.

General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.

ene< r*

:n- to
v. c o
rgp~i< Hll partiemars in our piunpmer, win
gcthTfree by mail to every one. (u^Tlit: Specilic Metlieinc i.i
'sold l»y all druggists at $1 per package, or 6ix pnekugea for |3
or will bo cent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
nddresBing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

NERVOUS

KOBO BKACU
0 15 8.4 >. 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.66,0.00, 8.30 p.
FOB OLD ORCHARD
See
note.)
DEATH at 0.16, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12 5,
FOB SAI O AND
8.30
4 55
p.m.
0.00,
KiDDKFOKD at 0.15, 8.45, 10.25 a m
12 55,
12 85
4.55, 0.00, 8.SO p. in. FOB
KEANE BUNK at 0.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.66,
(3.00, 8.30p.m. FOB WELLS at 0.16, S.4n
a. in.. 0.00 p.m.
(See note) FOB NORTH
B
RWICK, SALlTIO » FALLS. CBS AT
FAILS. DUVGH, FXKTKB, II * VElKIIILI.. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 55, O.OOp, m.
FOB NEW KliBKEf at 0.15, 8.45 a. in.
FARHIINOTON,
FOB ROCOEHTEK
N. 11., AND ALTON B IV at 0.15, 8.45 a. m
12.55 p. m. FOB WOLFBOBO AND CKNTRE BABBOB (via Sir. “alt. Washington”)
FOB MANCHESnt a
a m., 12.55 p. in.
TER AND ((OJtCTCD.fi. Mm (via New
Market Jet.) at (3.16 a. ui., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a, m, 12.tio p. ni. Ill OK NINO
TRAIN LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR
PORILANU nt7.26.
Korn—The 12.55 p. m. trainfrom Portland Will
‘oiiil
Net stop at Scnrhore Bench or Pine
and will Stop »I Welle Only to Take Pas-

SUMMER A Rif A MflElENTS.
THREE

ai£IPS

P?;H

WEEK.

AFTER HON» DAY JIAV «9lh. .Irani
h-. U-F.
fbin l.lnr will
era
of
J._J.eavr Hnilrun,! YVhnrf,
ON AND

-.

toot
and

of State

Friday,

street, every Monday, YVcdnesday
at 6 p. in., for
Eaetport and at.

John, with connection* for Calais KobWnato.r, St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Boulton. Woodjtook, Grand
Menan, Campobclle, IMgby, Annapolt*, Yarrnotttb
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Neweaatle, Amherrt
Picton, y.hod'ac, Bathurst, TtalLootie, Char
lottotown Fort Fairfield. Grand tali., and otbe.
*tattoos on tbo New Brunswick ami Panada, Intooolonial, Windsor, »n l Anm-i iciis Western Com.,

tlos,

and

ami

Prince

Edward

Island

Bail

Road*,

Stage Routes.

received np to 4 p. m, and any Inbad at
ftrmatiou regarding the came may
t'
office of the Freight Agent, l;.,;ir
r -.
For Circulars, with Bacnraioi
1
Slate Rooms and forther lnfttma:
St.
40
Company’s Office,
tStchango

KP'Frelght

■

my25

■

T. G. HKRSEY, Preeident, and Manager
dtf

